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BOTH BURNED TO DEATH.

MAINE,

Carnegie company.
It Is seeking to buy
nil the big
blast furnace plants in the

L nlted {States.
The Carnegie company
has contracted for 16,000,000 tons of Iron

annually, though 6,000,000 will amply
supply Its present plants.
The plan for enlargement is believed to
be the secret of the
company’*
pita 11 zaore

Gasolene Stove

Causes

Loss of Two Lives.

tlon of

To

Quell

Fluid Set Fire to Girl’s
Dress.

SATURDAY

MORNING,

THE ALLIES

A*»

Uprising of Negroes
Georgia.

Syrup-Figs

Died

In

The

Besieged

Suffering.

hclsflwanl/y .mdfho/npt/y

Relieved August 15-

bilious

Lawrenoe, Mass., August 17.—A gasolene stove was tbe cause of two deaths In
Muthuen today and .the
destruction by
hr e of a barn and Its contents. Tbe victims were Mrs. W. H. Barton, 45,
and
Henrietta Beabody, a girl of 14 who had
been boarding with the
Bartons.
The

costive.

or

Presents in the most acceptable form

principles ofpJants

the laxative

known

beneficially:

to act most

MANF D. BY

—

toetsviue. ky.
hr tj/e by Sruffists

—

failed as
the
continued on its
army
march and attacked
the capital three
days after
reaching Tung Chow. The
officials here were aware of the fact that
the strong hold of the boxers was in the
Chinese city and for the allies to attempt
to force their
way through it into the
Tartar City in which the legation com-

located, might

are

mean

a

great

loss of life and possibly a defeat.
It was
also kno wn that many of the Imperial
troops which have sided with tho Boxers
were in or near the Chinese city and that
much of the artillery and rifle fire which
has been poured into the legations had
been from the walls separating the two
oities.
These facts evidently ..were communicated to Gen. Chaffee and the other
commanding officers of the allies.^Kealiz-

imminent.

Waitt and Bond’s

Interesting Story

I

Connected

BLACKSTONE

With

Disaster.

_______

CIGAR

San Francisco, August 17 —Mall advices from Yokohama, Japan,
contain
the
the

following
battleship

story

of the

Oregon

on

coast recently.
The Chinese cruiser
Hal
manded by Captain Sah, a

stranding of

The

the Chinese

large gasoline stove. The valve leaked
trills and allowed the Quid to
escape,
Miss Peabody was wiping the gasoline

Leading
Londre

10c

Chi,
thoroughly
com-

in the world.

a

a

CAL.

rRANCISCO,

for the attack on the

capital city in force, after waiting until
the rear of the advancing hosts should,
arrive at the front. Possibly, also, the
delay was tho result of negotiations inaugurated by the Chinese officials looking to the delivery of the ministers with
a
Chinese or other escort.
If negotiations were attempted they must have

pounds

westernized officer on her way from Taku
to Che Foo, descried the Oregon In her
perilous plight and offered her valuable
assistance which was most gratefully refrom the stove when her dress took lire.
ceived by Capt. Wilde.
The Hal Chi anThe stove was located in the ell
and
chored close by to be of
further
use if
was near a door which leads from the ell
needed.
!
to the barn.
When the
girl discovered
The next day a Russian
cruiser came
her dress to be on fire she ran
hurriedly 1 along. Her commander coming on board
Into the barn and seizing a handful of j the
Oregon, eyed the Chinese vessel with
hay endeavored to extinguish the blaze. suspicion and asked what she was doing
This made mutters worse for in a
mo- there,
On being told he shook his head
ment the hay was all on Are.
Leaving ; and said nevertheless it would be his
tbe barn the girl ran to the street
and
to take
of her.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUPCO.
SAN

An

accident took place just before noon at
the old Churchill place, a farm at the
west end of Methuen.
Mies Peabody was preparing dinner on

TO GET ITS BENEFICIAL EFFECTS
BUY THE GENUINE

CENTS.

STRANDING OF OREGON.]

Cleanses the System
Gently and Effectually
when

Were

Foreigners

It is reported that the negroes are burning Johnston station, a small town about
60 miles from Savannah
Two negroes are reported to have been
killed for resisting arrest.

Terrible

PRICE THREE

ENTER PEKIN.

state where the blacks
outnumber the
whites three to one. One white man was
killed several days ago in a quarrel with
negroes and since that time discontentment has grown on both sides until now

Caught.

After

VJ¥SKI

quell an uprising of negroes in Liberty
county in the southeastern portion of the

a race war seems

Both

1900.

ORDERED OUT.

Atlanta, Ga., August 17.—Gov.Candler

Another Woman’s ClothAlso

18,

rest and to prepare

has ordered out the
Liberty Guards, a
company of the Georgia national guard to

ing

AUGUST

PRESS. EES

$320,000,000.

TB00PS

Escaping

DAILY

ncw york. n.y.
price SO< per botf/e.

|

Known Everywhere.

QUALITY
COUNTS.
*

1

I

j

j

duty

possession

Capt.

her cries attracted the attention of a man j Wilde nodded and answered:
who was chopping wood on the opposite j
“Well I am a bit embairassed just now
side of the street.
At the same time au- j but there is ammunition aboard and
my
home
his way
other man who was on
guns are in excellent condition.’*
Tne latter
from the market drove up.
The next day after the departure of the
saw the girl in the
street and taking a | Kusslan
Capt. Wilde visited the llai Chi
blanket from his team wrapped It about and
suggested to Capt. Bah that as he
her body.
Mrs. Barton was found In the was
some
board It

j

! burning
arc

1

«f our Store.

flp’X'hert-’jt
levcry

catchy prices

I

an

at

exceptional bargain
We «lin!l
*

€ ouch

flue

Velour*.

in

sell

SI

IlanPoNine

Conch

a

—

that

puzzle any upholsterer to produce for less
than $15. Our price
would

insured.
The two victims were so badly burned
I
3 that it was Impossible to take them to the
the afterBoth died during
hospital.

!

ONLY $9.87
Other Couches

Miss Peabody at 3 o clock and Mrs.
hour
an
later, both having

j

noon,

I

Barton

suffered terribly.

cither

on

flames.
Mrs. Barton and the Peabody
I girl were wrapped In blankets and conveyed to the residence of William Harvey cruisers afterwards.
| near by. Five physicians were called,
RALLY AT TJLLOMASTON.
j Tbe girl was more severely burned j
oonsuiued
The lire
than the woman.
j Thomaston, August 17.—An enthusiasand llesh fell tic Republican rally was held tonight In
every bit of her clothing
from her body when she was moved. Mrs. j Watts hall which was
packed to the
and
Littlefield
Barton inhaled some of the lire and her doors.
Congressman
j hands and body were badly burned. Shs j Judge Kual Robinson of Camden made
took flee while endeavoring to extinguish addresses. A large McKinley and Roosethe girl’s burning clothing. The Methuen j velt flag was unfurled. Among those who
lire apparatus arrived In time to save the | marched In the parade were the members
house, but the barn with its contents was of the Littlefield club or Rockland 160 In
Loss about $2000; partially number.
destroyed.

-•

side of this p. Ice.

STABBING AFFRAY AT TUG US.
Togus, August 17.—Complaint

was en-

United States Commissioner
a stabbing affray in
of
Choate Friday
which two inmates of the Soldiers Home
to

tered

F. F. TIBBETTS 4 CO.,

involved.
^
It is charged that several nights ago an
inmate named John H.Heerline,a Dutchman, entered his quarters somewhat inwere

4 & 6 Free Street.

auglsd3t,tstp

James Clark, antoxicated and noisy
remonstrated and words
other soldier,

followeed;
with

CENTER &

MCDOWELL,

539 Congress St.

arm

We- tell of aro at reducod rrtoes—
reductions
fvom
moderate
former prices. If you have a doubt
about If, buy a pair, and If our are
not as good, or bettor, wo will esteem It a privilege to be allowed to
refund the purchase cost.

that

upon

01.20
TKXXIS anti outing)
SBOKS a

SPltCIALTYj

ANDERSON, ADfiMS & GO.,
Hie Insurance Agency
Street.

Hrst Class American and Foreign Compamei
LI0*AC:B A>’bKK80N.
Chas. C. Adams.
aecu
1 p eodti
Thos, J. Little.

with

Every members that joufnted
in
today’s party agreed that it was a
most excellent way of closing the Chauwith
tauqua. The Chautauqua grounds
all the public buildings have been sold to
James H. Dunne of Boston, manager of
It Is underAinsworth
company.
stood that all the excellent features of the
Chautauqua and the school of methods,
of
are to be retained under the control
the former directors and that many new
features in the summer entertainment
be continued by Mr, Dunne,
line will
who proposes to extend them over a period of three months.
GOLD FROM CAPE NOME.

tnore with

OF

WAKSHIPS.

THE

August

17.—The Balti-

Admiral Watson
aboard,
has sailed from Grave*

homeward bound,

^nd for Belfast.
Kentucky sailed
bland for

p-t

The

battleship

new

Squirrel
today
Boston.
The Newport arrived
from

Philadelphia yesterday and the Potornao with the Nantucket in tow arrived
here this
The collier Caesar,
morning.
e°rout® for Taku,
Aden for Colombo.
at

gain
"Kfflington

sailed

today from

The Prairie will reuntil September 1. The
has been undocked.

Newport

The navy department has
f*pairs on the Iowa.

ordered

with

Washington, August 17.—The Navy department tonight received the following cablegram from Admiral Remey :
“Taku, August 17, 1 a. m.—Bureau Navigation, Washington.—Just received telegram from Tien Tsin dated 16th, 10 p. m.: ‘Pekin was captured on
August 15. Foreign legations are safe. Details follow shortly.’
“REMEY.”
(Signed)

the Klondike are said to
sengers from
have possessed some dust.
Dawson advices dated August 4, report
the drowning of four persons,all of Dawson, by the wreck of the launch Aquilla.
COL. HOKE RELIEVED.

Cape Town, August
after a forced
Col. Hore and the
Elands river.
ner

84

Port Townsend,

Wash., August

17.—Lord Kitche-

march has
relieved
British garrison at

Washington, August 17.—The acting secretary of state makes public the
following plain telegram received this (Friday) evening from the United States
consul

of
board $3,000,000 In gold and a cargo
furs valued at $1,000,000.
*
Dollar arrived
Robert
The steamer
this evening with nearly 400 passengers,
The
passengers report
but no gold.
health conditions at Nome.

good

CARNEGIE TO CONTROL. PIG IRON.

Pittsburg,
morrow

August

at

Che Foo

:

August 17, 7.55 p. m.)
Japanese admiral reports
Obstinate resistance.
Japanese
Evening.
Immediately surrounded legations. Inmates

‘‘Che Foo, August 17. 1900 (Received
Seventeenth.
of State, Washington.

“Secretary
Pekin, east, 15th.

allies attacked

entered capital with other forces.
safe.
Japanese loss over 100. Chinese 300.

Washington, Aug. 17—Forecast: Fair
Saturday and Sunday; light and variable
winds.

“FOWLER.”

17.—The Post to-

will say:

Control of the production of pig metal
the
in this country is being secured by

pek!

relieved,

Forecast for
Washington, Aug.
Saturday and Sunday for Maine: Generally fair and cooler Saturday. Sunday
fair; light to fresh northwesterly winds.
17

—

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
Portland, Aug. 17, WOO. —The local
weather bureau records the following:
8 a. in.—Barometer. 29.921; thermometer, 61; dewpoint, 61; rel. humidity, 100;
of
direction of the wind, W; velocity
the wind, 3; state of weather, clear.
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29.983; thermometer, i0; dew point, 01; rel. humidity, 53;
direction of the wind, N W; velocity of the
wind, 4; 6tate of weather, clear.
Maximum temperature, 80 ; minimum
temperature, 58; mean temperature. Oil;
maximum wind velocity, 10 NVV;precipitation—24 hours, .0.

News

WEATHER OBSERVATIONS.
weather
The agricultural department
bureau for yesterday, Aug. 17, taken at 8
for
observation
the
meridan
time,
p. m.,
his section being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of wind, state ot

weather:

clear
72
W,
Boston,
degrees,
New York, 78 degrees, NE, clear; Philadelphia, 78 degrees. SW,cloudy; Washing
74
S, clear; Albany,
ton, 80 degrees,
78 degrees,
degrees, N, clear; Buffalo,
NE, cldy; Detroit, 80 degrees, NE, clear;
Chicago, 72 degrees, E, p cldy; St. Paul,

Fully

Continued

in

London.

BURBANK, DOUGLASS & GO.,

willing

to

abandon any idea ot further

powers to agree to such a course
The
Berlin
correspondent of the
Morning Post says he learns that no
formal
request for an armistice has yet
and that it is imreached the powers

Cases,
Grips.

__

A

larger

stock you

___

might

’twould be hard to find

see, but
a

better

news when the editoriof definite
als were written. Most of them advocate
a stern inquisition
regarding outrages
and the punishment of the leaders if they

London, August 18—4 a, m.—“Pekin
relieved on the night of the 15tli.5*
was
This
message was received last evening
custom office in London
of customs in
commissioner
Che Foo. It is the only official message
has reached England in confirmathat
earlier reports, Admiral
the
of
tion
ltemey's dispatch not having arrived in
time for publication in the London mornfrom

imperial

the

to be pursued all over China.
The Daily Graphic, in a paragraph apparently inspired, says there is no reason
to believe that any of the powers will re-

ing papers.
only

the

pudiata the previous understanding to
integrity of the empire and
respect the
the dynasty, adding that the proposal to
land a British foroe at Shanghai originated not witn the British goverment,
the Chinese, who at the same
but with
time urged that this should not be done
if likely to lead to international compli-

The Morning

which is

cations.

paper

Che Foo

“This," says the Daily Graphic, “disposes of the story that the vioeroy of
Nankin changed his mind under the inHer Majesty's
fluence of the consuls.

Post,
printing the

message,, says:
is not only a day of national
“Today
rejoicing, it is also a day of congratulation for all the powers of the world.”
Proceeding to discuss the probabilities

of rekin.

probable that any such request would be
granted.
The other papers comment guardedly
the general situation owing to the
upon
lack

Whatever tho

merit aud value.
kind you

want, you’ll find
here substantial goods at close
prices.
may

1HE

POP

hatter,

107 Middle St.

Geo. A. Coffin M’q’k.

ILLUSTRATING

Official Announcement of the Relief

(TALK No. 274.)
A BAD LIGHT.
A great many oases of weak eyes
caused by reading or working in

are

Washington,

August 17.—The allied

armies have captured and entered Pekin
in the
face of obstinate resistance and
the members of the foreign legations are
Official confirmation of the fall
safe.
of the Chinese capital came to the United States
government tonight in the

shape of two
cablegrams, one from Adliemey and the other from Consul
The cablegram
Fowler at
Che Foo.
from Admiral Kemey came to hand first,
early in the evening, followed very soon
after
by that from Consul Fowler and
the officials, realizing the great public
miral

interest in
lieved had

the events whioh it was bein Pekin, at once

happened

made them public. Previous informations
which has been received here showed that
took possession
of
the allied armies

Tung

Chow on the

12th inst. From that

city to Pekin the distanoe is not very
government, we believe, have no inten- great, not more than a dozen miles- It
Huron, Dakota,
tion of contesting the right of France or seems evident, therefore, that the armies
degrees, —,
78 degrees, E,
cldy; Bismarck, 84 de- of a cessation of hostilities, the
Morning the United States to lahd troops should halted for a time at Tung Chow, prob84
deJacksonville,
clear;
SE,
grees,
ably for the purpose of giving the men a
j, Post assumes that the United States are either think it necessary."
grees, SE, clear.
—

Trunks,
Suit

The difference between two articles that were
quite different, a grocor said: “There’s as
much difference as there, is between BENSON'S ALWAYS BEADY CUABCOAL and
wood—one’s all right, the other N. G, You can
bet on the charcoal.”
BIG BAGS IOC, AT ALL G HOC BBS.

but it questions the
aggressive action,
disposition of Germany and the other

have

at the

17.

steamships arrived from Nome
Ihe
day brought nearly 000 passengers.
200 passengers, had on
Roanoke with
Two

in

selection in any city. Every trunk
and bag has been chosen by us for

THE WEATHER.

to-

Carver

96 passengers and more than

$>60,000 in treasure from the Klondike.
The largest treasure holder was Clarence
Berry, who had four boxes^containing
more than $150 000.
Nearly all the pas-

(Signed)

Chautaunumber of

the

MOVEMENTS
Washington,

Canal

of

242 middle St.

SODD.

ington
today.

me

piled at only

Cxcliungc

The News Fully Confirmed By Despatches Received
From Admiral Remey and Consul Fowler.

sort

every

reliable

steel,—they’ll hold
the edge,—with solected Stag Handles,
in two or three piece sets; 75 cents
upward.
strictly

Seattle, Wash., August 17,—The steamHum bolt arrived in port from Lynn

jacknife stabbed Clark,
gash several inches long in his
an artery so that he
and severing

members to the
an excellent day for travel
with full
opportunity for enjoying the
from the summit of Mount Washviews
on their excursion to that point

qua

OfWnmnn,« Klnent lilnrk mid
Tan Kill l.*cr Oxford*, go ml

31

er

have

We

a

nearly 70, had

ntyltali,

a keen
edge to carve a
gracefully aud smoothly. The
right shaped knives aud forks are
quite as necessary also to properly
handle a roast turkey or small bird*

Heerline

this,

CHAUTAUQUA GROUNDS
Fryeburg, August 17.—The

URGE ASSORTMENT
very

CONGER.

Takes

ed States court,as the Chelsea authorities
have no jurisdiction.

real

now

MINISTER

roast

bled profusely.
smaller slashes on
He also got several
the other arm. Clark is in the home hospital and Heerline in the lockup.
The ease will be dealt with in the Unit-

THE WOMAN'S OXFORD TIES

ttfirmnnd

STATES

TREASURES FROM KLONDIKE.

a common

cutting

»

—

UNITED

j

]

iu

really

a

you

refuge-sSbn
protecting
might be well for him to run up the
American flag to the fore. This was done
and no questions were asked by passing j

j

offer you

we

mass

|

turn.

This week

I

a

j of

People who come here
caught iu every branch

I

barn, her clothing also

A dimly lighted room or
bad light.
is a bad light, The latter is
the most objectionable of the two.
a corner

Sitting at
window

a

desk and facing an open
in time
injure the

will

strongest eyes. In either case the
eyes are strained and irritated. A
side light is never injurious. Place
your desk or table so that the light
will fall from one side. If it is im-

possible for you to do that, and you
find that your eyes are troubling you,
Not
the
wear glasses.
readymade
kind, but a pair made and ground especially for you. They will make
your eyes stronger and better protect
them from injury. I make a specialty of difficult and complicated cases.

A. M.

WENTWORTH,

Practical
546 1-3

Optician,

Congress St,

Office Hours,--SJ:m

Pp*

lng these obstacles, it appears the allies
to attack
the city by the east
There
are four entrances to the
gate.
city on the east, two leading to the ChiJust
nese city and two the Tartar city.

decided

which

of these

was

TAKING OF TIEN TSIN.

Consul Fowler’s despatch
does not disclose.
Contrary to the press reports of today
Consul Fowler's dispatch shows that the
attack on the city met with strong resisThe Japanese forte engaged with
tance.
the advance, according to the under-

Report of Marine Corps

standing of the officials here, numbered
10,000 men, so that the loss suffered by

An Accurate and

them was over 1 perc ent.
No mention is made of the losses of the
forces of the other armies, but it is presumed that it was in proportion to that
suffered by the Japanese.
The President was overjoyed on hearing the news of the safety of Minister
Conger and his associates. He had been
hopeful all along that their rescue would

Graphic

Account of

Fighting.

troops wholly fresh to the scene of action
likely to lose "fheir way. Still the
position they gallantly stuck to all day
undoubtedly prevented a large body of
the enemy from turning the right of the
attacking line and inflicting serious loss
on
the French and Japanese. I propose
specially to bring to notice in despatches
the conduct of First Lieut. Smedley D.
Butler, U. S. marine corps, in bringing

|

a

British Officers’

Compli-

mentary Letter.

Cosily

Advance
Forces

on

of

Russian

City.

Washington, August 17.—The navy department today made public the reports
of Col. liobert L. Meade and Major U.
W. T. Waller, of the United States Marine corps on the battle of Tien Tsin.
They give not only a graphic account of
this initial engagement
in the Chinese

Nothing has come to the war departdirectly from Usn. Chaffee, but the
adjutant general's office is momentarily
expecting advices. Tne officials were on
hand during the evening and waited until a late
hour before leaving for home
without receiving any dispatches.
campaign,
ment

“Second Lieut. W.L. Jolly for the same
risk and for leading a tine charge
over
two parapets in the face of a heavy fire,
“First Lieut. Leonard for saving life
under fire and for the admirable control

but

wounded

man

from the front

regiment

were

1

' ' .i;ateilB!a^!^

under

far as the law allows.
| “I have | also to ask you that you
urge the department to thank the British
surgeons for their care on the field and in
the hospital of our wounded.
Especially
do 1 wish to recommend to
the department’s
notice
the services of Surgeon
liobley H. J. Brown, R. N., H. M. S.
So sure was his service and
Alacrity.
search of the field that we were enabled
to get all rifles on the firing line with the
and
sure
the dead
knowledge that
wounded would be attended to, We had

Quartet
1
E

as

lighting

somewhat outside my sphere of action, so
I am able to bring forward only one instance of personal gallantry in that regiment,
although
fighting for about 13
hours almost alone and unsupported and
never giving back a foot of ground until
directed to
retire under cover of night
and lire of the naval guns, such instances
must have been very numerous. The one
I would refer to is the bringing back to
me
by the acting regimental adjutant,
(Japt. Lawton, of the account of the position of the regiment across a wide and
fire swept space and returning with reinforcements to guide them to his regiment
when he was severely wounded.'
“The withdrawal ol the regiment was

Four of the

were

plied;

Uneeda

]

JInjer Wayfer
Uneeda
Milk Biscuit
Uneeda

admirably planned

furnish the information
with official exactness.
Col. Meade’s reDIDN’T WANT TO GO.
port is dated at Tien Tsin, July 16, AfEnglish blue jackets under command of
ter telling of the situation around Tien
Under
From
Pekin
Fled
who renEmperor
a lieutenant from the Orlando,
Tsin and of the decision on July 12, at
a delicate military operation, finely car- dered invaluable
LJrot(|t.
assistance in carrying
a
conference held at the general headried out on which I congratulate Lieut. the 9th’s wounded to the rear on the reLondon, August 18, 4 p. m.—Shanghai quarters to attack the city about day- Lol.
(Joolidge and the officers and men treat and inforaming the rear guard.
despatches say that Emperor Kwang Su break the next day, (gpl. Meade’s report under his command.
in
the
to
in
which
the
describing
early
Dowager
fighting
Empress
accompanied
“I have the honor to be, sir,
AN APPEAL FOR liELP.
Hsian Fu, much against his will. Prince the marines and ninth infantry took such
“Your obedient servant.
a
Tuan commanded the rear guard of the
gallant part, says:
“A. R. F. Dorward,
* 1 Wo
(Signed)
American Association of China Issues
■pnonTmrl
Oflrrn v>nn/l
rw-vcilf
Imperial escort of which Boxers formed
“Brig. General.
Proclamation to American People.
35 per cent. It was expected that General about 8 a. m. I took 180 rounds per man
(Official copy,)
Tung Fuh Siang would follow after the with me—100 rounds in the belts and 80 “Robert G.
Meade, colonel, U. S. M. O.,
New Vork, August 17.—The following
This is not sufficient
All the palace treas- in the haversacks
arrival of the allies
commanding U. S. forces in Tien Tsin, letter and resolutions adopted by
the
for an all day light and as It grew toward
ures were sent to Hsian Fu,
China.
American Association of China were reThe hearsay accounts of the method of night I began to be apprehensive of beCol. Meade
gives a list of the casual- ceived today at the offices of the Associentry into Pekin are contradictory, seme ing left in an advance position in a light ties and details the circumstances of the
ated Press:
where
no
prisoners were taken on either death of
maintaining that there was severe fightCol. Gisouru and Capt. Davis
“The American Association inChina,
ing and others that the entrance was not side, with only the bayonet to nght with.
Waller's report is of especial inter“Shanghai .July 20.
“On the tiring lino the action was es- Major
opposed.
New York
est as he had command of the marines in “To the Associated Press,
on pecially hot, and the enemy’s lire especNew Chwang was again attacked
City:
the light before Tien Tsin was reached.
“In
view
critical
conof
the
and
and
at about
extr3mely
accurate,
August 13 but the Russians repulsed 2000 ially rapid
The report is dated Tien Tsin, June 28, dition of affairs in this empire and especiiniiictiug heavy loss although 8 30 a. m., the enemy appeared in large and
Ghinese,
ally as it affects the lives and interests of
says in part:
numbers upon
our left and among the
they also suffered severely.
our own people,
a
large number of
“At 2 in the
morning,
July 19, the
mounds
of
the
lieid
In
to
the
which
to
a
we
grave
many
Americans, including
Daily
refugees
According
despatch
Russian
colonel informed
he
me that
from interior parts mot in general meetExpress from Che Foo the despatch from were,with the evident intention of flank- would
on with his 4C0 men and at- ing here on July 13 and passed
the
enpush
Minister Conger which was received by ing us. I made a turning movement to
tempt to get into Tien Tsin and aid in closed resolutions.
rear and we drove them
the United States consul Fowler Wednes- the left and
“We strongly feel
of
the necessity
the defense of the city. 1 objected, but
About 2 p. m., they again made
awakening the great mass of our fellow
day, after saying that all the Americans away.
was
overruled in council. My reason citizens to the extreme peril
to
which
were alive except the Inglis
baby and a flanking effort, but at this time the in- told
me there was a slim chance for pass- their kindred are being subjected in this
of the artillery company
seven marines, admitted that there was fantry support
ing the Chinese force with only 530 men empire.
some sickness but said he
“Before peace shall
have been finally
expected the was on the mud wall of the city and aid- and
no guns; the three inch riile proving
restored hundreds of our people will have
ed us by a cross lire. This company was
food would last until relief came,
1
disabled
it
and
been
rolled
it
into
as
Not men
offered up
sacrifices.
commanded by Capt. C. G. Long. The defective,
GRAVE QUESTIONS STILL OPEN.
the river and followed the Russians in only, who may die a valorous death upeffort of the enemy proved a failure and
on the field of
but women and
battle,
the 12-mile march on Tien Tsin.
Washington, August 17.—If it proves we
drove them in.
children, who, in their defenceless condihave been retrue that the legatloners
“The Russian column was in advance, tion will, and
possibly have already be“We
remained in the trenches until
has been
re400 strong, with Colt gun in their front, come the victims of horrible Insults, inlieved, the gravest crisis
about 8 p. m., when we received an order
and tortures, finding relief only
But there remains many modignities
moved.
under the comand of Gieut Rowell.
The
from the Brigadier General commanding
in death
It
mentous questions to be determined.
advance continued until 7 a. m., without
“To prevent, and, if that is impossible
us to withdraw,
which was probably the
when we reached a point op- as we great'.y fear, to check this outrage
appears to be accepted that at least 6ome
opposition
most difficult action of the day since the
their
of the military powers will keep
upon civilization, we appealed to our felposite the imperial arsenal.
enemy had so well covered our position
low citizens on the 13th iastant. This Is
“There we met a small flank'fire which
military forces in China, at least until that their
no ordinary warfare. Oar people at home
shots struck the crests of the
alll questions growing out of the crisis are
was quickly silenced
our sharpshoot- should
by
comprehend that there is no quartrenches and threw dirt in our faces—
settled. This is expected to involve quesers,
About ten minutes later we met a ter except such as precedes death with the
hit.
many
being
cruel tortures.
The untamed
tions not only of money Indemnity, but
front and flank fire from 1500 or most
“Gen. Dorward ordered that the troops heavy
the early times of America
savages of
of
of territorial ext nsion on the part
2000 men intrenched.
We deployed and were no more
in their masshould sleep upon their arms that night
bloodthirsty
joins European parties to the controversy.
line feeling the flank lire, turned to sacres of the pioneers than Is the Chinese
and on the following morning to enter my
It is nob believed that the United States
the left and rear, confronting the Hank mob.
the city.
“We therefore ask that our people, ever
will be a party to the territorial controour line at that time having
“The south gates had to be blown in by movement,
valorous and humane, will arise in their
versy as the declarations of
Secretary
its front advanced and right Hank remight and hurl their forces at the hordes
cotton.
ilay, made at the beginning of the gun
who calmly contemplate the destruction
fused.
“The troops had had nothing whatever
of
trouble forecasted the purpose of
this
all foreigners within the borders of the
“The support of the Colt gun having
to eat on the 13th save the small luncheon
Chinese empire.
government to seek to preserve Chinese
dwindled to two men, and the gun hav“Yours Very Sincerely,
(if it may be so called) which each man
several times all the crew
“V. G. Lyman, Secretary.”
carried in his haversack. Gen. Dorward, ing jammed
Chinese officials are apprehenslve’that a
nf
nrtrl fnlnnnn
1 of
shot down
but one, Mr. Rowell
knowing the situation kindly 6ent to the being
of
long period
diplomatic exchange may
decided
to abandon it, public m eting of Americans at
very
Shan
properly
reservation for food and other neoessaries,
follow the crisis, covering six months or
which he did, arter disabling the
ghal, July 13, 190J:
gun
and the bivouac proved a success, and the
a year, during which
Germany, France
notice that the Russians would
Whereas a
Receiving
has
popular movement
were
men,
although very fatigued,
ready retreat to a
and some of the other powers will keep
point four miles beyond our arisen and gathered force during the past
for duty.
nine months In some
of
the
northern
their armies in China to reinforce
ex1 began my retreat, moving by
“On the 1-ith Inst the south gate having bivouac,
provinces of China, having for Its
pritreme demands of money and territorial
the right Hank and Keeping up a fight
mary and professed purpose the forcible
been blown in we moved Into the walled
With Chinars present impoindemnity.
for four hours with the enemy who were expulsion from the country of all aliens
oity at about 6 o'clock a. m.
tent condition, there appears to be no isin force, imperial troops and Boxers. We of every nationality and profession and
“We
found the city Ailed with dead
the extermination of Christianity where
sue of this long struggle but her eventsucceeded in falling back bringing our ever It has
Chinamen
and animals. JNo resistance
obtained a foothold, and,
ually yielding to the various demands.
wounded by hand. At 2 p. m., we had
Whereas owing to the direct encourwas made to our occupation In the city
of
the imperial government and
reached our
LEGATION ERS WERE BLOCKADED.
agement
bHse, having marched 30
itself, but an infantry Are was kept up
the active connivance of many prominent
Washington, August IT.—The navy de- by the Japanese infantry upon the ene- miles and fought for four hours. I was officials, the rising (called the
boxers)
nliHiyMrl tn lnnuo thn HooH hnf
4has now assumed the most alarming propartment has made public the following my who responded from the
suburbs.
the
wounded,
Our
unchecked
over a
casualties
portions,
were
four
extending
despatch from Admiral Remy:
Since then we have had undisturbed posvast area, and its leaders have
killed and nine wounded.
usurped
“Taku, August 16.
session of all Tien Tsin.”
direct control of the government at Pekin
“It was agreed that we should advance
and the government
“Message from Pekin 10th. Legations
Col. Meade enclosed the following lettrcops In that secin two columns cn the next day, at 4 a. tion, and,
blockaded
closely
by Chinese; provisions ter from Gen. Dorward, tne commander
Wnereas the purpose of the rising has
m., my force occupying the advance of
ample for three weeks; all reported well. of the English forces:
the British column and the right of the been so far successful that almost all for(Signed)
“Remey.”.
“Jd’rom the general officers commandeigners in the interior apart from the
tiring line. We struck the enemy at about treaty ports have been either murdered at
PRESIDENT ACCEPTS IT.
ing British forces in China.
7 a, m.f and drove them steadily until their posts or forced to flee for their lives,
Washington, August 17 —At the close “To the oilicer commanding the U. S,
about 12 30 p. m., when we entered Tien with the loss of all thoir property, while
forces.
of the
cabinet meeting today the statearmed hordes of the ‘RoxersC and affiliTsin, relieving the besieged Europeans, ated native
ment was made that except the message
“Tien Tsin, China, July 19:
troops have continued to
our losses
being one killed and three bombard and have virtually destroyed the
“Sir—I
from Consul Fowler at Che Foo, dated
desire to express the high apwounded.
foreign settlements at Tien Tsin and
the 17th, in which no mention was made preciation
of the British troops of the
“At noon on the 27th the Russians hav- Tafcu and the railways and other properof the reported arrival of the allies at honor done them in serving alongside
ty throughout the region and
have
attacked the arsenal, asked for reinforcibly prevented the rescue of the forPekin,not a word had been received from their comrades of the American army ing
forcements. I sent
out Second Lieut.
eign ministers and residents at Pekin
China from
official sources, since the during the long and hard lighting of the
svho have been beseiged in the legations
with
40
men.
Mr.
Hardmeeting yesterday, The reports that the 18th inst, and the subsequent capture of Joly
for over a month subject to incessant ating,
my
as
a
adjutant,
joining £
relief force entered the imperial city and Tien Tsin city
tack and being,
and of my own appreciat the last advices, revolunteer
and Dlacing
the
whole
under luced to utter exhaustion and
effected the release of the imprisoned le- ation of the high honor accorded to me
dospair,
the command of Graddy, R, N.
md,
This
gationers on the 16th inst is accepted as by having them under my command.
Whereas
it
was
for the
deemed
essential
force, about 1800 strong,
succeeded in sowers
to land forces and proceed with
probably true, by the President and his ;> “The American troops formed part
the
from
the
driving
enemy
out
;
ill
haste
to their relief and rescue,
of th8 front
parapets,
cabinet.
line of the British attack
but
of their fortifications and in full
flight. ;heir efforts were totally fustrated by the
and so had more than their share of the
EMPRESS FLED WITH TUAN.
wmed opposition of government troops
It was developed that the
enemy had j md
fighting that took Diace. The ready and
Roxers In overwhelming numbers,
London,August 17.—A special despatch
about 7000 men at this point.
Our men
willing spirit of the officers and men will
md,
from Shanghai, says:
over the parapet with a British
charged
Whereas
the lives of American citizens
always make their command easy and
“The allies entered Pekin August 15,
lave been and
in extreme
still are
and when one adds to that the company, being the first in in this part
pleasant
“It is
believed that Yung Shi Kai’s
eopardy; "their property looted and deof the tight
and power of holding on
steady
|
gallantry
itroyed and the wTork of a life time
troops have gone thence to Shen Si to to
Our loss here was one
wounded and brought to
exposed positions which they disnaught, and,
protect the Empress who, according to reLieut.
overcome
the
Jolly
but
vVhereas, the interests of Americans
by
on
the 18th inst the result is soldheat,
played
ports received by local officials here, with iers of the
not until he had brought his men back to * we generally second to none in this sechighest class.
ion
dominated
Tuan, the imperial household and the
by this
insurgent
their quarters. Lieut. Harding
“We ail
captured ] novement, while the means employed lor
deeply sympathize with you
bulk of the army and Boxers, left Pekin,
an imperial flag.
I heir protection have
in the heavy
the
in
losses you have suffered,
been,
main,
August 7, for Hsian Fu,”
he forces
“Our men marched 97 miles in the five
of other
friendly
powers.
] L'nereforo,
especially with the ninth regiment In the days,
be it
LI HUNG HEARS IT.
fighting all the day.
They have
Resolved—1—That it is the duty of our
lived on one meal a day for
about six f ;overnment to use all the forces available
Shanghai, August 17—Li Hung Chang
Astounded the Editor.
has received a telegraphic despatch, andays but have been cheerful and willing 1 ,t Its command, in conjunction with the
*
nouncing that the allied forces entered
Editor S. A. Brown, of Bennettsville, always.
They have gained the highest oross of other powers in immediate serdee in China for tho restoration of
Pekin, Wednesday, August 15, without S. C., was once
order,
Draise from all forces
immensely
surprised.
nnd
have t he protection of its citizens and the
present
opposition.
soThe British troops will land here to- “Through long suffering from Dyspsep- earned my love and confidence
They are c uring or guarantees from the properly
he writes, “my wife was
sia,’’
greatly like FalstaiT’s in
morrow.
c onstituted authorities
run down.
with
She had no strength or vigor
against a recurappearance but
All is quiet here and in the Yang Tse and
enoe
of such
brave h ?arts an I bright
suffered great distress from her stom
outrages as
they
weapons.
re now
valley.
the condign
and
but
she
experiencing,
tried Electric Bitters which
ach,
“I have to
earnestly recommend to ] mnishment of those responsible for them
helped her at once, and, after using four
GOOD NEWS IN FEW WORDS.
notice for such reword as you
vith such reparation as is
may }
possible for iubottles, she is entirely well, can eat any- your
uries suffered.
1 leem
London, August 17.—“The allies have thing. It’s a grand tonic, and Its
proper, the following officers:
gentle
entered Pekin without figting. The
Resolved—2—That
forces should
land
laxative
legaqualities are splendid for torpid
“Lieut. S. D, Butler, for the admirable l
e properly detailed for this
tions are relieved and the foreigners are liver.
service and
Eor Indigestion, Doss of Appe- sontrol
of his men in all the tights of the t hut an
liberated,
ample ileet of our navy should be
tite, Stomach and Liver troubles it’s a
(i
The foregoing, received from the Gerfor
to
anti
veek;
a
espatohed
wounded
maintained
at
all
man at the
saving
positive, guaranteed cure. Only F.Oo at
man consul at
Shanghai was given out H. P. S. Goold, 677 Congress street, 1 •isk of his own life and under a very hreateried points on the coasts and rivers
f
China
by the Berlin foreign office 1 p, in.
drug store.
aeavy tire.
Resolved—y—That In the belief that

^

popular prices,
early.

at

Get in line

Uneeda
Graham Wafer

Every biscuit need is supevery craving pleased
by the Uneeda Quartet- Each one as good as
the other.
Always the best.
Sold everywhere in airtight
moisture proof packages.
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY.

Uneeda Biscuit

and

n

produced—and
day.

ever

crowded houses at the grocers every
1

surgeon or medical supplies.
“The
operations under Commander

executed.”
Major Waller inclosed a number of recommanders
his company
ports from
giving in detail the work done by their
The
organizations.
reports all speak
highly of the conduct of oilloers and men.
Capt Fuller, who commanded Co. F,
commends the conduct of a company of

greatest food products

Drawing

too.

no

Craddock, R.Ff.,

Programme!

the

on

|

i

Uneeda

and

heavy fire. Lieut. Butler was wounded,
but I am glad to learn, not
seriously.
The
regimental adjutant, First Lieut.
Henry
Leonard, as Lieut. Butler was
volunteered to carry
suffering severely,
him out of the firing line. This gallant
feat he successfully accomplished, but, I
regret to
eay, was very dangerously
wounded.
“The
ninth

The Best

direction of the fire.
“First Lieut. Powell for working and
managing the Colt gun under a llerce fire
and without support after the crew had
been shot down.
‘First Lieut. Wynne for his steadfast
courage and encouragement of his men.
“As for the men I feel that I cannot do
them justice. I shall send you the names
of special instances in their cases hoping
that suitable reward may be given them,

were

cussing the latest information which had
come to hand.

fight.

1

tire.

I blame myself for the mistake made
in the taking up of their position by the
ninth regiment, not remembering that

Officers.

be successfully accomplished.
Tonight’s
confirms that hope and brings a
news
feeling of great relief to him.
The President entertained a number of
friends informally at dinner tonight.
in
the evening as soon as he
Later
heard of the news, Secretary lloot came
in from the Country club and remained
for some time with the President dis-

'“Lieut. A. E. Harding for conspicuous
gallantry in action; for saving a wounded
man at the risk of his life under heavy

* *

selected as the at-

acking point,

loss of their gallant colonel. E. H. Liscum, and with the first regiment of marlnes in the death of Capt, Davis, who
met a soldier's death in the front of the

makes its bow
to the public.
A
nutritious product of
now

Graham flour.

pare

Something

iGrabii^ler

fastidious tastes.

fellow citizens at home but
inadequately appreciate the gravity of the
crisis (wnich, while it disastrously affects
all Americans here, will react in multiform Interests there) a telegram to the
following effect be sent to the Associated
Pi'ess In order further to acquaint them
with the pressing needs of the situation:
our

POWELL IN
Boston

nf these

resn-

Dropped

Game

to

St.

Louts

Sr. Louis, August 17.—Powell was In
He was perfectly
superb form today.
supported. Attendance 1100. Score:
1020011-2
00000300

St. Louis,
Boston,

x—7
0—3

Hits, St. Louis, 8; Boston, 5. Errors,
St. Louis, 1; Boston. 2.
Batteries, Powell and Robinson; Willis and Clarke.
At

Pittsburg—Piftsburg, 5; Brooklyn,

3.
At Cincinnati—Cincinnati, 5; Philadelphia, 4.
NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.
Won.
Lost. Per.Ct.

Club.
j

57
63
47
47
46
42
42
35

Brooklyn,
Pittsburg,
Philadelphia,
Chicago,
Boston,
St. Louis.

Cincinnati,
New York,

34
43
45

47
48
48
51
53

ATTEMPT TO WRECK

.626
.562
.oil
.500
.480
467
.452
.308

TRAIN.

Liberty City, tia., August 17.—Late
night a determined effort was
made to wreck a Plant System passen-

resolutions was cabled to the Associated
Press offices here July 16 from London
where It was received by cablegram from

ahead of tho passenger saved the latter.
Several negroes were taken from their

ABOUT

GOODNOW NOT
C KEDITED.

Wasfaingon, August 17.—The state department takes no stock in the story put
forth by the China Gazette at Shanghai,
Goodnow ol
accusing Consul General
complicity with ffce Chinese. On the contrary he is spoken of in the
very best
terms and his course in the trying situation la commended.
A number of statements hare appeared
Mr.
concerning
Uoodnow’a suggestion about landing of
British troops. The only part which Mr.
Goodnow took in the matter was to inform
the
state
that he
department
doubted the wisdom of landing troops of
one nation without
others
having the
same

privilege.

It; la also said that the China Gazette b
British paper, and possibly represents
a sentiment existing among the
English
at Shanghai opposed to Consul
General
a

Goodnow,

and the

course

he

has

pur-

sued,
WHEN ADVANCE WAS DECIDED ON

'JL’ofcio, August 17.—Extracts from
long despatch describing the advance

a

ol

the allied forces from Tien Tsin say GenMa disappeared during the fighting
at Yang Taun,
but
the immediate advance on Pekin was decided
at a
upon
council of war in which 385 ollicers took
eral

ger

train

at

Mill

Aim ass

where

the

negro Small, one of those said to have
taken part in tire murder of Curtis, was
killed, but the arrival of a freight train

WHAT JAPAN WILL DO.
Chinese minister at Tokio, Lo Sen
Toh. has tal9graphed LI Hung Chang, according to a
despatch to the Times from Shanghai
that Japan is willing to
use her good
offices in behalf of the Empress
Dowager
and JStnperor Kwang Su but
is determined. to prevent the
Prince
escape of
Tuan of Kang Yi, president of the board
of war of Hau Tung,
of
the

guardian
apparent, and of Choa Shu
Chlao,
commissioner of the railway and mining
bureaus.
Hung Chang,” the despatch conheir

tinues, “has received instructions from
the throne to ask Russia if she is will!
ng
to assist China to arrive
at a peaceful settlement and to give

assurances that she
has no intention of
annexing any part ol
Manchuria, If tho reply is favorable Earl
Li litis orders to
negotiate without

delay.

Simultaneous^
Manchuria
tilities.:*

the military governor oi
will be directed to cease hosv

GERMANY PREPARING TO STAY.
Berijjb Aug. 17
Germany, beyond
an

doubt,

is

a,*tumn
_

Claua.

One

the fact that

preparing everything
winter campaign
striking evidence of this
and

for
in
ie

slow steamer has beon
charfcoteii for December to carry to
China, material for a
sixty mile field

railroad.

a

s

f

Ky., August 17.—The «•

Georgetown,

Caleb Powers,
gumeut In the case of
charged with being accessory to the murder of William Goebel, was not concluded

today, the

court refusing to hold a
night
Commonwealth Attorney Robert
13. Franklin will make the closing speech
for the prosecution tomorrow
morning,
The arguments for the defense was closed

session.

by ex-Governor John N. Young Brown.
The entire morning session ami nearly an
hour this afternoon was taken up by Col
T. G. Campbell for the prosecution.
Georgetown, Ky., August 17.—Whan the
Former Secretary of State Powers was
resumed today the courtroom
was packed with spectators anxious to
hear the conclusion of the arguments by
trial ol

counsel.
Col. T C. Campbell of Cincinnati, for
the prosecution, began
addaessing the

j

jury.
Campbell cited statistic* showing
comparison of the murder* committed
in Kentucky and Ohio
During the lour
Bradley's administration
years of Gov.
Col.

a

WHY FARSON KILLED

He

tucky.

lor.
He took the diagram ot the State Capitol
grounds, the measurements of drll
engineers, anil the autopsy on the body
of Goebel which were used in tricing the
course of the bullet.
By these, be aid
It was conclusively proved that tbe shot
was tired from Caleb Powers’s office. H*

DEMPSEY.

Williamson, W. Va., Aug. 17—The
Thomas Clark today shot and
killed John Dempsey at Is and Creek.
Dempsey and Clark were enemies because, it is said, tbe latter, who was a
refused to appoint a
school trustee,
daughter of the minister as teacher.
Dempsey threw a hatchet at Clark and
tho latter shot Dorapsoy twice, killing
him almost instantly.
Rev.

referred

THE PARIS AWARDS.

Paris, August 18.—The list of awards
to American

exhibitors

at

the Paris ex-

IN PORTO RICO.

at

11

that direction.“
Col.Campbell deolared that the murder
of Goebel had for its object the permanent
installment of an organization «f

political buccaneers In the mountote
whose strongest ally was a great carpontion to whom Goebel has been a thorn In
the flesh.
"All shrewd
continued:
Campbell
of which class Catet Powers
is one, first
arrange for an alibi, lie
mountain army was brought to Franffort January £5 and, thinking It would
its murderous mission, Power*
the housa of John DwK
but the foul deed is not
a conspirator,
committed and Powers leaves his bed and
p* rrorm

goes

to

bed at

waits for another day. On January ft
the second appointed day he delves deeper
Into the work of establishing sn tdTincs
alibi. He gops into exhaustive detail*
ot locking
his
office though he sever
locked it before and leaving for Louisville on pretense of bringing more turn
This time the plan Is bitto Frankfort.

rmui.

New

York, August 17.—It is announced tonight that the big battle botween Bob Fitzsimmons and Sharkey at
Coney Island will bo decided on Saturday night, August 25, instead of Friday
August 24, as was originally intended.

laid and as soon as the as.'assiB’s*bullet is fired from the secretary of state*
exollice, Powers raises his hands and
is
claims: ‘lam innooent, because I was

ter

On the Contrary.
“It seems lonesome,” remarked the vis
itor who had invaded the haunt of thi
“hero
in
hermit,
these
interminabli
woods. And yet, in your cozy little cabin
come to think of it”—
“But you seem to have come to talk o
it,” testily replied the hermit, and tlx
visitor presently sairl he guessed he mus
be going.—Chicago Tribune.

Louisville whin the murder occurred'
HE

WE’J?

HAS

GOJ AWAY.

war office ba;
from. Lord Bote®
fear that General

London, August 17.—The
received

a

expressing

despatch
a

DuJ”*

Lord Bobat*
has eluded his pursuers
i*
says he Imagines that lie Wot’s escape
in®
due to his breaking up his force

Somethin?? Worse.

Jonson—What do you know about th

that it did oonie from

testified

nesses

crimlna*

San

day

of the (to

ollice, while

The United States Jn all secured
1931
awards.
Of these 221 were grand prizes.
22
•18(1 gold medals, 688 silver
medals,
bronze medals, 270
honorable mention,
and a long list of gold, silver and bronze i
medals for collaborators.
Main 3 is represented in the list ny the
Whitman Agricultural works of Auburn
and the Maine Bavings bank department.

IlIOT

Owens

9

small

bodies.

horrors of war?
Bronson—I know a lot.

Jonson—You don’t know a thing; yo 1
staid at home.
Bronson—I know I did, but I had t
read the yellow journals every
day.—Pf
troit Free Press.

Press.

MOODY

MISS
-IK1.KCT

Shorthand

8

SCHOOL 0P-

&

TypewrMtJ

®
Will open iu tills City September
receive individual Instruction in 9W' ^
Typewn'liisr and all branches of <>»*•
mid will 1>« aided in securing employm®0

Hard to

Pleane.
“You said I was the biggest fool i
town,” exclaimed on irate citizen to hi
neighbor, “and you’ve got to apologize.”
“All right, nil right,” responded t!i
offender, “I’ll apologize. You are not tli
biggest fool.”
And still the man wr
not satisfied.—Detroit Free

»

from the direction of Power**
over one
hundred other wit-

not come

position watffhade public today.

POLITICAL

Attorney

to

k

fense.as one of Powers's fellow assassins,
and said that while he always refrained
men liars, the temptation
from calling
was great in the case of Lawyer Sinclair,
one of three wit
"who made himself
that the sound did
nesses who testified

—

any

V

said there were 896 murderg in KenThera were 286 convlctltlifcr
murder and 216 pardons of
murde*,
houses and severely whipped by crowds For the same period, Ohio, with dot;/*
the population ot Kentucky, had only ti
whites
for
of
incendiary
alleged
murders. Caleb Powers had, he decland,
Detachments
of
the
two
cavspeeches.
in the
brief time he acted as secretary
alry troops in Liberty county and armed of state, attested the pardons of sewn
citizens are patrolling tho streets.
mnnlnr*M*c whn U’Arp
t
hv Itrt?

Hi’?

London, August 17.—The

Murder C*«

Yesterday.

—

Juan, P. R., August 17.—YesterMayaguoz a crowd of tedorah
and republicans got together and, aftei
heated political disputes, thirty revolJapanese, Kusslan, British and Ameri« ver shots wero exchanged and clubs and
can.
The French contingent was obliged other weapons freely used.
One man
to remain at Yang Taun on
was killed outright and a dozen others
account ol
its inadequate commissariat.
were injured, two fatally.
part, beld at Yang Taun, August 7, and
that the advanoe column w'as drawn
up
in tbe following order:

Pawin'

Aut Concluded

last

Shanghai.

in

Arguments

lutions be mailed to the President, the
Associated Press,
the
admirals ol the
Uni ten States fleets in eastern waters, the
consul general of the United States and
our
other consular officers in China.
<isigned) V. G. Lyman, Secretary.
Tb.6 despatch referred to in the above

STGK1ES

:-==}

STILL TALKING.

SUPERB FORM.

Yrsteid >y.

TELEGKAM.
Americans In China in mass meeting
appeal to fellow citizens at home urge
government to send adequate forces to act
effectively In concert with other powers
Present American forces quite
inadequate interests involved. Our commercial
interests in northern China paramount.
We consider humiliating the policy of entrusting to other powers the chief task of
protecting Americans. Anti-foreign outOfficials, misrages multiplying dally.
sionaries
murdered.
ministers5
Fats
families in Pekin unknown.
General
massacre apprehended.
Wholesale massacre native Christians
continue, whole
Trade pai'alyzed.
country terrorized.
Speedy restoration order and retribution
the pressing duty of all civilized powers.
Not
Consequences of delay disastrous.
only foreign live3 jeopardized but loss of
influence incalculable. Give no credence
to stat aments of situation sent by Chinese
government to ministers abroad. Present
outrages the result of weak and vacillatWe
ing policy of powers in the past.
urge immediate energetic concerted action.
a onm

for

new

---

Hesrklved—4—That

§

1’roprieW
NO. 80 EXCHANGE ST.

MU* Kliuor S.

;
s

Moody,

ftIIA1IIrax D«»»rtinent—MissI
any and every kind of stenographic
angiM®**
cal work.

,

SENT FREE TO

MEN

CIIAHMS OF MUNICH.

That
^ Most Remarkable Remedy

any travel-stained, weary tourist
6lgh for wanted moat.
cooling streams, and downy beds? Seek sight-seeing, as
84
Barer

Lost
Restores
to
Men.
Vigor

quickly

Sent l*y Mall to I
aftm Trial Paobuge
All Who Writ*.
* most remarkable
t ree trial package of
am being mailed to all who will
They i
the State Medical Institute.
battled for j
Tumi so many men who hadand
ph/sloal I
ttsMMsin*®
iuffsrlhg of lost manhood that the ln*tl- J
free
to
distribute
trial
tnw has decided
It is a home
to all who write.
and all men who suffer with
sexual weakness resulting
»ny form Of
toothful folly, premature loss of
and
memory, weak buck, vurlstrength
ifosele, or emaciation of parts can now
at home,
aBrt themselves
fhs rbtnedy has a peculiarly grateful
if-ct of warmth aud seems to uut direct
giving strength
tuthsdsslnd locationwhere
it is needed.
gjjd development just
on
and troubles that
It cures all the ills
misuse
of
of
the natucome from years
been
an absolute suohas
(^fuBOftonsand
cort in all cases, A request to the State
Halieal institute.. ltd Elfcetron liuiidSsg, Ft. Wayne, Ind., stating thut you
desire one of their frse trial packages
Ylti b# complied with promptly. The
lisrtitate !■ desirous of reaching that A Bird’s
of Oho of
great class of men who are unable to
ka»e home to be treated and the free
Lovliest Cities.
maple will enable them to see how It is
gbe cured of sex dal weakness when
The
the proper remedies are employed.
restriction*.
Any
Institute makes no
will
he
writes
a
sent
free
suo who
Kuspk, carefully sealed In a plain pack1iot«
its
need
no
that
go
recipient
age
Munich, July 24, 1C00.
i’ar of embarrassment or publicity.
It was with Inexpressible satisfaction
to
write without
K»*ders are requested
we
learned
from “Bradshaw” when
C

Visit to Bavarian Capital

1-rite

Lck,ae<
Latu»e«t
ir/m

Described.

The Beautus of Wagner’s Operas
Revealed.

Brief Call

at

the

Our
at

day
six

short

for entertainer, talking to
them, or listening
precisely to his musloiaus, walked about the cirbehooves one to cular gallery several feet above. Not rar
was

MISCELLAAKOUS.

o’clock

Would any famished the opera begins, and it
traveler know where “cuisine” is
excep- be early seated, as stray late comers in- off, we discovered the
hunting soliloss on
tional, all-plentiful, yet dainty as to ser- variably must stand without the door whose
pictured walls are shown every
vice? Let such go
quickly to “Pension until the completion of the act Chorus bird and boast that “never was on land
hlnokh.”
In
all
our
and solos were
with
we

strasse.

wanderings

have

sung
love for the work

the

fervor

never found
its equal.
The which only
win
give,
day’s work, albeit mixed with pleasure, The marvellous
from
the
quintette
the
began
following morning when we ‘‘Meistersinger’ revealed new beauties,
stood holding a list of Munich
sights, while Walters'
incomparable “Prize
given us with the injunction to “miss Song” brought forth streams of
applause.
nothing.” Years ago we illuminated our It was our llrst meeting, on any stage,
motto, “never risk putting off for an in- with “Tristan and Isolde,” so our anticistant anything which oan be
a
at the pations were eagerly oonoentrated on the
moment.” Invariably we tack this where second
Where|in all mu sic'can
evening.
our eye rests
upon it constantly.
The anything more perfect be found than

THE MINISTER’S BUSY WIFE.

sea." These
indisorlbable creations
make the humble unicorn hide his diminished horn. Past and present feathered
fowls were shown inextricably confused.
Dodos hobnobbed with pheasants, while
iabberwocks grazed in peaceful plenty.
To those who value dreamless sleep, oar
parting advice is, “Shun Ama lien burg.”
MBS. HEBMANN KOTZSCUMAU
or

BOSTON

Peruna

<& MAINE FINANCES.

The operations of the Boston & Maine
road for the fiscal
year ending .Tune 30

Way.

like

■

Europe’s

Mrs. Anna 15. Fleharty, recent superintendent of the W. C. T. U. headquarters, at Galesburg, 111., was for ten years
one of the leading women there. For
four years she was manager of the Hope
Cottage Home for children at Harvey,
Ills. Iler husband, when living, was
first President of the Nebraska Wesleyan University, at Lincoln, Neb., and
for twenty years was a member of the
Central Illinois conference, and was the

again in Geneva, that the shortest way
Z round, through Zurich, was the nearest
Salthfleld, ill., August 17.—A dellber* way home-to Munich. We plead guilty
»»attempt was made at
midnight to to having an insatiable desire to “see,”
said desire being sharpened by the prostore and pillage the vlHuge.
Only the
pect or passing through “one of the loveof
the
efforts
1&00
Inhabitants
combined

tests.
frame buildings the
As they were all
dimoge will not exceed |7o,(XiO.
Fully
iBfiiml
Io several house*# near the scene of the
Sis theiacWHilarH** were discovered ti'Viag to gather up valuable# left by the
dti»ns In the excitement attending the
S&

Tbsy were driven out of halt a dozen
boose and finally escajx*d from town before the Inhabitants realized that an atbeen
tempt at wholesale looting had
aide.
FKKltiiiT RATES SMASHED.
17.—It was reported
today that tran#-oontinentul rates have
congene to smash in the scramble tor
tact* for carrying government
supplies
te3an Francisco
where they are put
•board the transports for China or
tht

Philippine*.

The great rate cuttings has 1
tea made, it la said, In attempts to ge' 1
tflemeat shipment* from Chicago.
It b 1
Npffod today that secret rule cutting
if not complete

prolit#.
^|piterated,
ih railroad circles the

danger of tht
thus started becoming goner
fl among
transcontinental roads is re
garded as Imminent.

Ifcight

to Peruna:

*

>

A/TiAA/Ui

twenty, passed us. Before speaking, our
thoughts ran quickly down our mental
calendar to make sure it wasn't a high

THE
Isolde’s half inarticulate
“Tristan,” as
the love portion wakes her heartP The
orchestra satisfied so completely In every
note and shade of meaning that acting
and speech were almost
superfluous.
What need of words to tell .the lovers’

show an increase in gross revenue over
the previous year of $2,257,995.
The surplus shows a gain of $104,793,

329

deep

’cello I”
This is the day for Nymphonburg, we
decided as sun and sky together promised fair. The chief reason for our going
was to find out “what’s In a name,” for

comparing illustrated “guide” fountain, and not an Instant did we risk
“This Is the way It before turning corners,
reality:
looking into anlies, for here’s the lake, and over there gles, searching by-streets. There it was!
the mountains.”
By “bird’s eye view,” Far back underneath the trees, so small, certainly, we thought, a
“NymDhenburg”
a meaningless mass or buildings naturally
a first glance hardly showed the mischiev- must contain endless
possibilities. We
but
Zurich’s
“bird’s eye” ous satyr and his boyish
suggests itself,
victim. The later discovered that four hours’ constant
is of abnormal size. Easily wo dlstln- one subject in the glass palao* that
posed looking and walking through castles and
gulshed church and famous “tonhalle” on canvas after canvas w%s his highness wood did not exhaust thohi. The little
with its two ornamental towers,
where the Prince Regent, Guitpold of Bavaria, suburb named for the schloss lies all
later we enjoyed a chorus of male voices showing a kindly face, but one not even about the
long, narrow canal where rows
and stirring music by the principal mlli- ! Kaulbach’s skill could
render kingly. I of trees droop almost to the water.
Once
the I Far more atiraotlve we found the artist’s inside the
tary band. Time and space, in
rambling building, suggesting
so
many things! pre- {ideal heads, “The Girl with
PKEfcsH, control
F’ruit, I In its exterior some state institution I
with the

---l

—

--—--

The dividend
amounts

on
the
to $3,451,178,

common

ire:

RANGE OR
FURNACE

I

SIGNIFIES THE

HIGHEST GRADE
R of

stock

material and manufacture. CLARresults that cannot be obranges and heaters of inferior quality. If s more economical to
buy the best. If your dealer does not have the CLARIONS, write to us.

y IONS give
8 tained with

FROM THE LAW COURT.

j|

The following rescript was yesterday
received from the law court:

Androscoggin

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor,Me
I^ssr^

ss.

Union Water

Power company, applt,
vs. City of Lewiston.
Rescript,
Per curiam—It is the opinion of the
court that
the
petitioner made and
brought in to the assessors In the year
1898, a true and perfect list of its taxable
i property as required by the statute.
According to the stipulations of th9
parties the entry must therefore be, case
to stand for trial.

.....

Reliable

Time-Tellers

WOMEN'S

CHRISTIAN AS
SOCIATION.

AND

The men left her early
this morning
for the purpose of
the
camping along
Perkomen creek near Palm.
After setting up camp the men started
is the wagon for a nearby loe house to

SEVENTEENTH

INFANTRY
UNION.

Gray,

August 17.—Heavy

Tooth Powder

at Gray
reunion of the 17th

AN ELEGANT TOILET LUXURY.

Used by people of refinement
president, Wm. It. Hudson of Roslindale,
for over a quarter of a century.
Mass., the lirst vice president, Capt.J. J.
Emerson of
in
was
the
chair.'
Boston,
EXECUTORS’ NOTICE.
The report
of the reunion held at the
Preble House, Portland, on Thursday, 11HE subscribers hereby give notice that they
have been duly appointed Executors of the
August 17, 1899, was read by the secre- ast Will and Testament of
WILLIAM
SPEAK, late of South Portland,
tary, Lieut. Henry F. liioe, and acceptn
the County
of Cumberland,
deceased,
ed. The treasurer's report showed
that ind
tho
law directs.
given bonds as

The damage is the greatest
of the country.
There is
almost conclusive evidence that these fires
are Incendiary. No rain is
falling and the
fire has unlimited sway across 50 miles of

country.
GLOBE BANK AFFAIRS.
of

the affairs

from writing about shops tilled
venting
full of silks, “so cheap!’* of loiterings In
shady parks, and twilight hours on the
lake.
We have decided that to bo wholly
us

might
Receiver Wing will now devote fascinating a city must grow each side of
himself to paying oil the depositors. It the water, and have many bridges. All
this has Zurioh. We had been on the
will take
$1,600,000.
train from nine till six, we were
dusty,
BOSTON’S TAX RATE.
tired and hungry, but what cared we for
Boston. August 17.—Boston’s tax rate physical discomforts. W.
E.
smiled,
for l'.OO was fixed
today by the assessors beamed, united “we” were positively
*t
The reason for this exuberIH.70, as agalr&t $13.10 last year.
hilarious
Bils is the largest rate since 1885, when ancet It was all due to German air and
the city was
more we
were in
put on a $9 limit, but which Germon soil. Once
^increased by the state legislature to Deutsclhana, and above all “where our
llJftO
hearts fain would be.’’—Munchen. Does
averted.

a

"The

Mandolin Player," exquisite
and haunting in expression.

coloring

in
If

is a portrait lover, Leu bach’s famous
work is here, shown at its best—broad,
strong touches, proving the master.
Wo were hurrying down Maximilian
one

his latest paintings you will find in this
yenr’s art exhibition." That was quite
sulliclent to make us, unmindful of din-

As we looked round the huge room with
its lofty green-canopied bed, we hoped
her Highness never forgot to bring her
photos, or neglected to pin up her Spanish posters to make the dreary ^chamber

of

the

association wero in
condition, with a small

prosperous
surplus in the treasury.
At the eleotlon of officers, according to
a unanimous vote, the usual routine was
departed from, and no vice-presidents
were elected.
The officers elected for the

liKH), are:
President, Capt. J. J.
Emerson, Boston; secretary and treasurer, Lieut. Henry F. Rice, Gray; chaplain, A. M. Elmes, Concord Junction,

All persons having demands against the estate
>f said deceased are desired to present tiro
! ;ame for settlement, and all indebted
thereto
lie requested to make payment immediately.
WILLIAM F. SPEAK,

ALKEKT E. DYEli
South Portland, July 31,1900.

augl-dlawswS*

Sure Your Piles.

year

Mass.

By

unanimous vote the president,
secretary and treasurer and the chapconstitute the
board of directors
lain,
for the coming year. The selection of the
place of meeting for_tho reunion of 19U1
—always held on the third Thursday of
August, was left to the board of direca

the

Pond’s Extract lio
CAUTIONt

jp|

Jpguno ryvotCj,

sS&0$i

music that Munich does not offer to tourist or student. The old and new Pinakotheks, lilled with ancient and modern
treasures, were within a stone's throw of
our pension, and every spare moment we

there, trying to imprint upon our
mind's eye the lasting colors of Corggio
What memorable noons in
and Murillo.
were

their early promise, and it was pouring.
Of course we lost our way, we knew we
should. If “there is a pleasure in the

pathless wood5 its not when little streams
come down from every tree, soaking um-

the English garden, listening to the best
German music! We have yet to meet
one upon whom Munich has not cast its
studied the opera
spell. Daily we

brella and dripping on one's neck. Finally we stumbled on the
“Badenburg, a
Here
tiny building, but still a schloss,

posters, hoping ftr

we

jjad

Wagner’s

name.

At

1

nrp4^:'■'

impartially waved his arm over the
estate. We smiled a faint “danke sehr,”
and started in pursuit. To add to our
discomfiture, sun and sky had forgotten

j

0A
H
m

Frilast it came, not once, but twice.
day and Monday closing the season, will
"The Mel3tersinger,
"Tristan
be given
and

Isolde.’

"

Exactly,

the

ones

we

saw

the

CAPTAIN M1LLKEN

DISCHARGED.

Washington, August 17.—Capt.

Original

q
SAFE.
....

and

pills

Only Genuine.

Ln<lle>.

rellttblo.
ask Druggist
tor CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH
lu RED and Gold metallic
boxen, sealed
I with bluo ribbon.
Take no other.
dlwiiTs

mon.thu&sat-tf
lirANTED—-For U. 8. army.
Able bodied
unmarried men between ages of 21 and
5, citizens of the United States, of good
j iharacter and temperate liabits, who can
<
peak, read and write English. Recruits are
f uecially
desired for service in Philippines,
’’or information apply to RECRUITING OF!
j riCER, 205Va Midcilo St., Portland, Me.

jyS-XuTli&Sat-tosepl

Springer,

513 Congress Street

TnTh &S

THE Z4NTE HAIR DESTROYER
A Harmless

Liquid for the Removal of
Superfluous Hair.
It not only removes the liair perfectly clear
In live niiaiues, but will, if applied every third
day, remove the hair permanently, The length
of time it takes to entirely destroy it, depends
upon the strength of the hair.
This liquid contains'no caustic, acid, or poisonous substance,
there is no danger ot its
leaving a scar, or causing injury in any way.
The Zanto H air Destroyer la sold under a written
guaiauteo to accomplish all that is claimed of it.
$1,50 Kxpiess Paid,

Lovering’s Paris Hair Store,
1900
my la

| miss A, L. SAWYER’S
School of Shorthand and
Centennial
Term will
t

lting

a

Typewriting,

Block, 03 Exchange St.
brain Sept. 4.

specialty

Touch

Type

aUg!4eoatf

Washington St., lloston,
eodtf

subscribers hereby gtve notlco that they
THEhave
been clulv appointed Executrices of

last Will and Testament of
HENRY f. DEWEY, late of Portland,
in the County of ( umbealand, deceased. All
persons having demands against the estate of
saul deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to niatce payment, immediately.
8< PH HON I A W. DEWEY,
LIZZIE 11. ME it KILL.
Portland, July 31, 1900.
uug4dlaw3wS*
the

AUCTIONWednesday, August 22nd

at IO
o’clock a. in., oil (lie premises
in Greene, tlie farm of tile late
€. J. Stoddard, also known as

THE A. B. DONNELL FARM
situated about 1-3 of a mile from Greeie de-•
pot on Main street leading from Lewiston to
Greene. 170 acres ; nice buildings; cuts largo
amount of bay; 1000 apple trees, raised 1300
bbls. apples in 189(5; cider mill and nice cement*
ed ce’lar for cider 70 feet long. A large amount
of personal property will be sold, consisting of
all Kinds of farming tools, live cows and other
stock; also the furniture.
If stormv sale will take place next fair day.
googin & marble,
f. i. day,
Administrator,
Auctioneers,
aug 1 >th,sat,tu3t

Worms?
If

a

child is ailing don’t uoglect to
Give several doses of

elf for worms.

I
Bj
O

v

Seth M,

unique fashion,
guests two hundred years ago. On their tendered his resignation, is honorably
arrival they were Immediately ushered
discharged from the service of the United
into the swimming tank, while the royal
States, to take effect August 25.

ENGLISH

Refuse
Danffernii* Kabul Hutton* and Imitation*. Buy or your Druggist, or send 4e. In
Particular*, Tentlmonlals
ftna
Relief for Lftdlen,Min letter, by return Mall. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold by
»H Druggists,
Ghlehe»ter Chemical Go.,
Mention this paper.
Mudlso.i Square, FlllLA., PaI

in

which, in most Milliken, assistant oommissary of subthe Prinoe received his sistence, United States volunteers,having

room

^

L

DE WET ELUDES KITCHENER.

Pretoria,August 16.—(Thursday)—Gen.

CHICHESTER’S

Pennyroyal

tors.

De Wet has managed to elude Gen.Kitchner, in spite of the fact that all the British wagons had double teams of picked
The Boers evaded the British
animals.
by marching at night over ground known
to
them, while their pursuers were
obliged to march in the day time.

FREE.

liave nothing to sell but will gladly direct
; ufferers from Piles. Fistula, etc., to a perfect
uro. I was cured without pain, and without
he use ot a knife, and without Interruption of
ny business duties. Send me your address and
inclose stamp,
not apply as l
'fritters
\ vish only to help those whoplease
are suffering needl eBsly, as I once did.
Address, N. B. 8. Box
26,Lewiston, Me.
I

“Turn to the left,
dismal,
seem less
During the meeting the death was reoriginality, his subjects and his treat- follow the right angled triangle, then ported of Col. Henry Inman, the author,
What terrible, keep straight ahead with three turns in who died at his home in Topeka, Kan.,
ment being all his own.
relentless force is in his "Furieg," which as many directions, and you can’t possi- at the age of 62 years.
Dinner was served. President Emer“were the last words of
needed no reference to catalogue to tell bly miss it,
son
and
Judge Enoch Foster were
What is there in art and Marmion,” as he pocketed the fee, and among the speakers.
the meaning.

Sprains, Stiffness of Joints, Fatigue and

_•

ancestral kings and queens. Through a
half open door we had caught sight of an
easel, and on it a pastel picture of a most

twentieth century
girl,
“This,” explained the guide, pointing to the smilan unfamiliar Medusa.
We stopped, then ing face, and carefully grading the ranks,
tried to leave, but the face held us by its “is the Prince Regent’s nephew, Prince
She is u Spanpower. Finding it useless to resist, we Frederlo’s wife’s sister,
inquired within. "It is the work of ish Princess and visits hero six weeks
Franz Stuck, a favorite Munich artist; each year, and this is her apartment.”

and
such
material
things, spend
hours looking at the unusual pictures.
for us is his
Stuck s strongest point

Refuse the weak, watery Witch Havel
Preparations represented to be “the same as" POND’S
EXTRACT, which easily soar and generally contain
"wood alcohola deadly poison. POND’S EXTRACT
is Bold ONLY in SEALED
bottles, enclosed in buff

rather than a king’s palace, we paid no
heed to gorgeous decoration on wall and
ceiling, nor to the stiff-lace portraits of

Strasse when from a window filled with
pictures, we oaught the stony glance of

ner

Scratches,

the ninth

Lyon’s

Geo. T.

PERFECT

RE-

U. S. Infantry Regimental Association.
The business meeting was called to order at 11 o’clock. In the absence of the

Conejos river.
in the history

the Globe National bank has paid to the
Owing House association the last of the
$,000,000, which that lnsltitution advanced to the bank eight months ago in
the hope* that
its
failure
bo

Dr.

August 17.—Thursday

held

was

limber fires are raging south and west of
M Norte,
from the head of the south
fork of the Rio Grande to the head of t he

Boston, August 17.—Receiver Wing

E. VAN NOORDEN COMPANY,
Ave., BOSTON, Mass.
Send for catalogue.
jlyiilW&Snrm

944 Massachusetts

Sunday morning

WESTERN TIMBER FIRES.
Col.,

Prcof against leaks from weather and condensation.

vigorate you.

killed

VENTILATORS,

MADE OF SHEET META1.

at 9.30 the Forest
Queen will leave Custom House wharf
for a trip to Old Orchard Pier, and again
at 2 o’clock. This excursion makes a delightful trip along the shores of the Cape,
Scar boro and Old Orchard Reach. Try
it and see how the ocean breeze will in-

brother-in-law.

Movements
In Every Grade.
The Most recent
Styles of Cases,
Gold, Gold Filled
And Silver.
Low Priced Watches,
Expensive Watches.

Skylights

A SAILING EXCURSION.
On

Accurate Watches,
Elgin and Waltham

-1

come

a

^

STOVE,

due, $836,337; suspense account, $886,316;
Injury fund, $150,000; contingent fund,
$150,000, and profit and loss,
$1,283,017,

Miss Russell will speak on the Northheld Y.W. C. A. conference at the Young
Women’s Christian
Association rooms
Sunday at 4.30 p. in. All women wel-

th<
county, today, and Instantly killed
three oocupants of the vehicle. The deac

I

I

a

YOUNG

the Perkomen railroad struck
ger
torse and wagon at Palm, Montgomery

Del Norte,

Peruna never fails to prevent nervoud
if taken in time.
Peruna ia
the most prompt and permanent cure
for all cases of nervous prostration
known to tho medical profession.

ON A

year ago.
Under liabilities the funded debt is put
down as 21,330,334; audited vouchers and
rentals and tax«s
accounts, $1,916,982;

when violins wailed it
all!
What living Tristan or Isolde could thrill
with love’s ecstasy,
triumphant over
death, like “wind, wood, brass, and low,

on

were

the eyes, mental

CLARION

The balance sheets shows the total assets to be $80,179,237, as against $74,2261,-

deep despair,

VAW'DIiXU.

and
got ioe for the camp,
while crossing the tracks.

Floating brown specks before
confusion, fits of nervous headache, sleeplessness, flashes of
heat, chilly sensations, palpitation, irritability, despondency; any of these!
symptoms or all of them should be
promptly met by the use of Peruna.
ment.

NAME™"™"

t

das 1st die Sang-Veroin,” explained the (nulling frau. JLater experi- saying may seem hard, the doing we
ence taught us that as the fete day is to know Is harder but
experience has proved
the Parisian, so Is the Hang Yereln, •that
following It implicitly is all that
Turn Verein and Innumerable Vereins to eaves
mourning lost opportunities. Our
the Germans—an occasion for a picnic. objective
point was the Glass Palaoe, its
Zurich offers to the passing traveller who huge
proportions demanding unweary
makes the slight
exertion necessary— feet, its pictures and
bric-a-brac, new
what we have not gained as easily else- every year,
requiring fresh energy. The
where—a most comprehensive bird’s eye door was
opened, when E., looking up
view of the city and its environments. and down the
street, declared, “Some
“This tram will take you directly to the where near
is the Brunnenbubel.
We
university on the hill.” In ten minutes knew the moment had come to see the

Allentown, Pa., August 17.—A passen

John F. Wolle of Allentown.
Harvey D. Wolle, his brother.
John V. Gott&half,
of New York,

Mrs. Anna B. Fieharty.
Nervous prostration always gives fail*
warning of its approach, and can bo
easily warded off by the proper treat-

“
“
Summer Catarrh,” a book written by
Having lived a very active life as wife
and working partner oLa busy minister, Dr. Hartman on tho subject of the nerdisturbances peculiar to summer,
my health failed me a fow years ago. I vous
lost my husband about the same time, sent free to any address by Tho Peruna
and graduallv I seemed to lose health Medicine Co., Columbus, O.

war

A

new women.

“I would not be without Peruna foU
ten times its cost, and cannot speak in
too high terms of its value as a medicine
of wonderful curative properties.”

Sixty- prostration

from 401

Seventh street, W., Chicago, 111., Mrs.
Fleharty says the following in regard

we were

|Chicago, August

Mfri ntly diminished,

conference secretary.
In a letter written

liest
cities of Europe.”
“Is it the
custom for the young men of Zurich to
promenade en masse?” we politely interrogated, as the third divsion, two hundred strong, of youths from twelve to

festival.
"Ach

vy.

Mrs. Anna B. Fleharty, Galesburg, 111.

burn A TOWN.

13 busifarmed eotiki check the flames,
aessSotue* in the center of the town had
6wbdestroyed, together with their con-

and Permanent
Cure for Nervousness.
and spirit. My daughter is a confirmed
invalid, and wo both felt groat need of
an invigorator.
“One of my neighbors advised me to
try Peruna. A bottle was immediateh
ly secured and a great change took,
place In my daughter's, as well as lit
Our appetites lm«
my own health.
proved very greatly, the digestion
seemed much helped, and restful sleep
soon Improved us, so that we seemed

frisy.

nfed the place from destruction.
The tire was discovered In the Robertson grocery store. There Is no tire depart
sent here ami before the bucket brigade

Prompt

a

Zurich

Eye

attempt to

U1SCELLANEOV8.

tost^m\

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR
If worms are present they will be expelled. A harmless
vegetable tonic, making rich, pure blood. Atyour druggists, 35c. l>r, J. F. True A Co. Auburn, Me.il

1

Bj
Bj

B&

44 WE DO NOT WANT boys or loafers t«
"*
write us; men of ability orly, $200 t»
$500 per month, salesmen and general agents,
salary or commission, spocial inducements,
RACINE FIRE ENGINE & MOTOR CO<
ltacinw, Wl*.
je30S12t

PRESS.

THE

18,

AUGUST

SATURDAY,

1000.

TEllJUSl
DAILY

FRESS-

By the year, $0 in advance
the year.
By the

or

$7 at the end of

month, EO cents.

The DAILY PRESS Is delivered at these rates
morning to subscribers in all parts of

every

Portland, and In Westbrook, and South Portland.

MAINE STATE PRESS (Weekly)
By the year, $1 m advance, or $1.25 at the
—

end of the year.
For six monih3, 60
5E cents

cents;

for three

Mr.Erving Winslow of the Anti-Imperialist League, says that Dr. Leverson, he
who corresponded with
the Filipinos,
“has caused the league much annoyance

?rned by its own people. Up to date" we
have seen nobody, nor heard of anybody,
who is in favor of our
remaining in
Uhina longer than is absolutely necessary

by emotional and intemperate utterances
on the subject of anti-expansion.”
We
should think that some of Mr. Winslow s

to rescue our

utterances might have annoyed the league
for the same reason.
Certainly emotional and intemperate would be mild characteristics of some of them.
Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy, known to the
Christian Scientists as “Mother” Eddy,
has demonstrated to the satisfaction of a
Boston Post reporter, who recently visit-

her, that she is in the best of health,
months, and that all reports to the contrary are

papers are not delivered
promptly are requested to notify the office of
the DAILY PRESS, No. «7 Exchange street
Portland Me.
Subscribers whose

ed

slanders concocted to hurt the science of
which she is the chief expounder. As
we have copied some of these slanders we
cheerfully make this statement, and add
the
a devout wish
that it may settle

question
Patrons of the PRESS who are leaving town
temporarily may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as they may desire by
notifying the office

REPUBLICAN
For

NOMINATIONS.

Pml(i<ntt

William

McKinley
of onto.

for Vice

President,

Theodore

ltoosevelt

Of New York.

for

JOHN
For

Governor,

F.

HILL.

Representative to Congress,

AMOS

citizens ana obta in reparation for injuries done to them and their
It
be
with
said
property.
may
perfect truth that there is a general consensus of opinion that we should get out
>£ this muddle as soon as possible. That,
we believe, is the administration’s view,
and it has been shaping matters to that
and as far as possible
Yet it is to be
t'eared that withdrawal is not going to
be an easy thing. Mach will depend, undoubtedly, upon the action of the European powers. If they can be brought to
see things in the light that we are seeing
them all will be easy.
I3ut if any or all
of them—if any it will probably be all—
proceed to appropriate territory or establish “spheres of influence5’, there is great
danger that there will grow up in this
suit.
country a demand that we follow

I,. ALLFN.

of

“Mother” Eddy's health for-

evermore.

CURRENT

The Democrats may try to get the Hon.
make six
William Jennings Bryan to
speeches in this State, but they will try
in vain.
Mr. Bryan is too shrewd a

THE SEPTEMBER ELECTION.
(Lewiston Journal.)
There is little expectation
thit the
Democrats will stay at home in Septemas
did
in
ber, 1900,
they
September, 1SU>,
and hence nobody expeots the Republicans to carry Maine with the substantial
unanimity that existed tour years ago
Maine has a normal Republican strength
about 20 per cent larger thaa the Democratic—that is, the Republicans usually
throw 75,OJOto the Democrats, upwards of
But four years ago the Demo00,000.
crats threw but 84,350 vote3 in September, 1890, whereas in 1892, they threw over
55,000; in 1888 over 01,0U0; in 1876 over
00,000. Thus the average Republican
plurality in presidential years from 1870.
on the
Main? gubernatorial ticket,
is
about 17,000.
In 1880 the opposition carried the State by a mall plurality,
but
Garfield carried the national ticket by
5000 plurality, The fact, accordingly, is
that all over 17,000 plurality that Hill
reoeives
for Governor
of Maine three
weeks from next Monday, may be regarded to be the occasion of special congratulation. Should he receive below
that
figure no tidal wave could be discerned,
unless the figures should fall considerably
belo v the average
The Democrats of
course are making their Maine campaign
this year largely on local issues, but there
is no sign that Maine voters repose particular confidence in the ability of
the
Bryanites in Maine to improve county cr
State government.
We look to see a round majority for
Hill for governor and for the Republican
ticket in September in Maine, but the size
of that majority will depend on the extent to which hard Republican work is
put in during the next three weeks. A
short, quick and lively campaign, we believe, will send General Apathy to the
All that Maine Republicans rerear.
quire is to push the argument, to put in
an appearance both in discussion and
in
ballot.

politician to put himself in such a posielection in
tion that the result of an
Maine can be interpreted as a test of his
Four years
influence with the voters
ago he came here, but that was ostensibly, at least, to vi3it the candidate for
vice president, the Hon. Arthur Sewall.
He made a few speeches, but the effect of
thpm was not such as to make him wish
to repeat the
experiment. The Maine
Democrats will have to be content
men of much smaller calibre than

with

R|r.

Rprji.n

The people of New Orleans oannot be
smile a mocking
blamed much if they
smile when they read the accounts of the
“anti-nigger1: riot in New York. The
almost identical
New York affair was
with the New Orleans affair. It sprang
from precisely the same cause—the killing
of

a policeman
by a negro—it pursued
the same
course—hunting for
exactly
FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
negroes and assaulting them wherever
At Large—Jo; ®pli O. Smith of Skowhegan;
found. It was not so deadly as th8 New
George P. Wescou of Portland.
First List.-Charles F. Libby of Portland.
Orleans affair, probably because negroes
Second Dist.—.tames W. Wakefield of Bath.

Dist.—Fred Atwood, Winterport.
Fourth Disc.—Alntou H. Fogg, Iioulton.
Third

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
Senatois—Harry K. Virgin, Portland,
Thurston S. Burns. Westbrook,
Joseph Y. Hodsdon. Yarmouth,
Winburn S. Staples, Bridgton.
Attorney—Robert T. Whltehouse. Portland.
Sheriff—Oreu T. De<peaux, Portland.
Judge of Probate—Henry C. Peabody, Portland.
Register of Probate—Joseph B. Reed, Portland.
commissioner—George P. Plaisted, Gorham.
Treasurer—James M. Thompson, New Glou-

York than in the
scarcer In New
Southern city. It was carried on by hoodlums, and so was the New Orleans riot;
and we fear it indioates quite as strong
prejudice against the negro among the
are

general population in New York as exists
in New Orleans, and affords a good deal
of confirmation to the claim of Southern
men that if negroes were as numerous in
the North as in the South there would be
just as much trouble between the races.

cester.

The New York Democratic State ComREPUBLICAN MEETINGS.
mittee has selected Saratoga as the place
for holding the state convention, and in
AUGUST 20.
doing so has conformed |to the wishes
of Mr.
than Mr. Hill.
Croker rather
Edward C. Swett at Saco.
H. Clay Evans at Saco.
Perhaps the most significant thing about
Adam E. King at Berwick.
the vote which brought this about is the
Lee Fairchild at Berwick.
fact that Brooklyn—which is McLaughElihu B. Hayes at Westbrook.
William P. Frye at Westbrook.
lin’s stamping ground—3ided with Croker.
That may not be conclusive
proof
AUGUST 21.
that McLaughlin is going to throw
his
H, Clay Evans, at Goodwin's Mills.
Adam E. King at Limerick.
strength against Coler when th9 selection
Chas. H. Grosvenor at Kittery.
of candidate for governor comes up, but
Lee Fairchild at Limerick.
it is a
straw in that
direction. There
William P. Frye at Cape Porpoise.
hapAmos L. Allen at Cape Porpoise, Ken- is, however, time for a good deal to
nebunk.
pen between now and the state convention.
Edward C. Swett at Goodwin’s Mills.
Much will depend on the strength of the
Coler movement among the masses, It
AUGUST 22.
may gain such headway that Croker will
vv uiittJJi
at
loopuri.
not dare to get in its way, for bosses are
H. Clay Evans at No. Yarmouth.
Frank X. Moore at No. Yarmouth.
always deferential to popular movements
Adam E. King at Old Orchard.
mean
and
that
then
it
business,
Samuel McCall at Old Orchard.
may not. All that Croker can do to
Lee Fairchild at Old Orchard.
Amos L. Allen at Old Orchard.
check it will be done, and admittedly he
Henry Cabot Lodge at Old Orchard.
has a great many cards up his sleeve
Chas. H. Grosvenor at Gray.
which he can play upon occasion.
Richard Webb at Gray.
AUGUST 23.
H. Clay Evans at Portland.
Chas. H. Grosvenor at Portland.
Adam E. King at Sanford.
Lee Fairchild at Sanford.
Walter C. Emerson at So. Freeport.
AUGUST 24.
Adam E. King at Biddeford.
Lee Fairchild at Biddeford.
AUGUST 25.
Adam E. King at Ogunquit.
Lee Fairchild at Ogunquit.
AUGUST 28.

Eugene Hale at So.

Berwick.
Amos L. Allen at So. Berwick.
AUGUST 29.

Edward C. Swott at Brldgton.
Eugene Xlale at Brldgton.
Geo. Edmund Foss at Sebago Lake.
Chas. E. Fairbanks at Sebago Lake.
Edward Parson Brown at Sebago Lake.
Walter C. Emerson at Sebago Lake In
Tternoon.
AUGUST 30.
Adam E. King at Merrymeeting Park.
Chas, II. Litchman at So. Water boro.
Julius C. Burrows at Portland.
Chas. E. Littlefield at Portland.
AUGUST 31.

Eugene Hale

at Brunswick.
Curtis Guild at York.
Amos L. Allen at York.
Chas. H. Litchman at Biddeford.
Andrew J. Colburn at Otlsfleld.
Frederick Hale at Otlsfleld.

SEPTEMBER 1.
Curtis Guild at Kennebunk.
Chas. H. Litchman at Kennebunk.
Andrew J. Colburn at Casco
Frederick Hale at Casco.
SEPTEMBER 3.
Curtis Guild at No. Berwick.
Amos L. Allen at No. Berwick.
John Barrett at Harrison.
Richard Webb at Harrison.
Cushman K. Davis at Saco.
G W. Atkinson at Springvale.
SEPTEMBER 4.
John Barrett at Raymond.
Robert T. Whitehouse at Raymond.
G W. Atkinson at Lebanon Centre.
Amos L. Allen at Lebanon Centre.
SEPTEMBER 5.
John Barrett at So. Portland.
Robert T. Whitehouse at So. Portland.
D. E. Moulton at So, Portland.
G. W. Atkinson at W. Buxton.
Amos L. Allen at W.
Buxton.
SEPTEMBER 6.
John Barrett at Limerick.
G. W. Atkinson at Limerick.
Amos L. Alien at Limerick.
SEPTEMBER 7.
John Barrett at Biddeford.
G. w. Atkinson at Biddeford,
Chas. E. Smith at Biddeford.
Edward Payson Brown, at Yarmouth.
SEPTEMBER, 8.
John Barrett at Berwick.
G. W.
Atkinson at Berwick.
Edward Payson Brown at Brunswick.

PERSONAL

George T. Bell, General Passenger
and Ticket Agent of the Grand Trunk
Railway at Montreal has received a cable
from Paris announcing that the pictures
of the Grand Trunk Railway System
on exhibition at the Exposition had been
awarded the gold medal by the international jury. The collection Included
seventy five views.
Mr.

NEGRO OUTBREAK AVERTED.

August 17.—A special to the
Trinune from New Orleans says:
Another outbreak against the negroes
Chicago,

narrowly averted here last
night.
Branch Payne, a powerful negro, living
In the neighborhood
in which Robert
Charles, the negro desperado, was killed
a rew weeks ago,opened fire on two deputy sheriffs who attempted to arrest him
a
warrant charging shooting at a
white man.
The negro resisted arrest and shot at
the officers, who returned the fire. Four
shots were exchanged.
Angry citizens quickly gathered but
:he police changed the crowd in number
and forced a dispersal.
The negro,frightened by the demonstration, submitted peacefully to arrest and
is now'in jail with double guards protecting him.

an

__

and accomplished, too,
with far less bloodshed than was generally
anticipated when the expedition set out.
Now that the main object of the
mar ch
to Pekin has been achieved, what
nextP
Of course a demand will be made for the

accomplished,

powers are going to clash.
The United
States harbors no designs against the terrifcory of China, It has repeatedly made
It known to the European powers that it
is in favor or maintaining the
Integrity
of the empire and leaving it to be
gov-

We offer, subject to sale:—

Washington County (Maine) 4's due 1923-1928.
Cilyof Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
< ity of ;-outli Portland 4’s due 1903.
Town of Cape Elizabeth 4’s due 110) to 1904.
City of Augusta 4’s due 1919.
City of P.eifast 4’s due 19:8.
Town of Yarmouth 3 1-2’s due 1902 to 190G.
City of Cincinnati (Ohio) 5’s due 1910-1930.
City of Urhana (Ohio) 4 1-2's cue 19og.
Lucas Countv (Ohio) 4 1-2's due 1904.
Poitlanu Water Co. 4's due 1927.
Watertown (Mass.) Water Supply Co. First

increasing
etched
by pain about
the mouth
and
eyes.
Thousands of
such women,
wrecked in
body and in
lines

disposition,
haggard,

Mortgage 5’S due 1905.
Framingham (Mass.) Water Co. First Mort-

nervous, irritable, cross,

gage 4 1-2’s due 125.
Portland & Cape Elizabeth Ry. First Mortgage
5’s (a s timed by Portland K. R. Co.) due 1015.
Medfleld & Men way (Mass.) St. Ry. First
Mortgage 5’s due 1920.
Claud Rapids Ry. Co. First Mortgage 5’s due
1916.
Toronto, Hamilton & Butfalo I!y. First Mortgage 4’s due 1946.
Denver City Tramway Co. First Mortgage 5's
*c
due 1919.
E:rie Telegraph & Telephone Co. Collateral
Trust o’s dim 192G.
Niagara Falls Power Co. First Mortgage 5’s
due 1932.
Particulars unon appHotlou; corres-

have by the
use of Doctor
FaPierce’s
vorite Pre-

scription

been entirely
cured, and
watched with
the
the
delight
cure, marked
progress of
by brightening eyes, reddening cheeks,
and rounding form.
Woman’s general health depends largely
upon the local health of the organs distinctively feminine.
Irregular periods in
maidenhood, followed after marriage by
debilitating drains, and the common consequences of motherhood, inflammation,
ulceration, and displaced organs, ruin the
general health. These conditions are entirely removed by “Favorite Prescription,”
the body blossoms in a new beauty, and tbe
mind is
entirely freed from gloom and despondency. “Favorite Prescription” is not a
stimulant, containing no alcohol or whisky.

186 Middle St.,
PORTLAND, ME.
BUgl8 Ilf
TUB =

OLD

Thursday, Friday and

VER Y

C. J. GORMAN’S MINSTRELS AND VAUDEVILLES

same

GEM THEATRE

1804—HEBRON fCJDEMY-1900
Coeducational, quiet, healthful location;
special tilting school lor Colby College; right of
certification at lirown, Wellesley and -mith;
splendid academy budding and gymnasium
bath, steam heated and up lo date in every re
spent; Sturievant Heme the finest girls’ rtormi
tory in Sew England, steam heat, haihs on
every floor, electric lights, etc.; hoard, rooms,
hea; aim 1 gln.s in this dormitory $3.53 per
week, catalogue free. Address
\V. K. SARflEKT, Prfn.
Hebron, Mr.
Pall 'Perm Opens Tnesday, September
11, lOOO.
jlyl4d2m

Tickets Now

DEPOSITS.

ANARCHISTS

DETAINED.

Washington, August 17.—Chief Wilkie
1 )f the United
States secret service stated
today that two Italians, Natabe Maresca
1 uid Mlchil Gulda, had
been detained at
the quarantine, New York harbor by his
trders.
Their deportation to Naples,
Italy, will be recommended to the secreof
the
tary
treasury.
On August 1 this’ government was ad1 •ised from
Naples that Maresca, an anarchist, was about to leave for the United
<
States and that he might attempt to at1 ack the President.
Whereupon an in1 stigation was made and while it
could
not be determined that Maresca was an
f narohist, it developed that he was a cony ict.

We serve Ice Cream and Assorted Cake with

We now have a

good stock of
Hazleton, Honey

Coals, such as
Special Hard Reading,

etc,

A

To Save Her Child

of free

burning coals,

also

English

and

CaDnels,

.11ASAGKMEST

j

MR.

Mr.

Dally Excrpt .Monday.
Bartley McCullum Presents His Superb Stock Company in the Beautiful Five Act PA;

HANDS ACROSS THE
play

that holds th» audiences alternating between tears and
heart story and view ihe startling situations.

American

Round Tdp ticket* «
Cars leave in front of ihc United Statei Hotel every 10 minutes.
Reserved Seats 19 anJ 2J cents extra. Priuh
ers admitting to theatre only 20 cents.
tooxes, seating six persons. 60 cents each seat. Tickets on sale in advance at S.nvyePi'
monument squae.
_
Telephone No. 535-2.
Seen re Seats Envly In Advance. The Demand la 'Very Large.

RIVERTON
WITH

FOREST

Georges

| THE
SPECIAL

NEW

COMEDY

YORK
An

PKRMANKN’X ATTRACTION.

I

VOW

FINANCIAL.

City

of Portland

due 1907
fi’s,
1927
4’s,

Portland Water Co.

Portland Trust Co.,

Oakland, Me.,
Co. 5’s,
Newport, Me.,
Co. 4’s,

1

-AND....

Exchange St

9

■

Wm.G.Dnvl
Jas. P. Baxter,
Win. W’. Biown,
Walter G. Da In,
Chan, O. Bancroft,
Frederick Ruble,
David VV. Snow,

Telephone 100.
Offices—76 COMMERCIAL ST.
70 EXCHANGE ST.

jlylBdtf

&

Water
1918
1929

Aroostook

lid. Co. 5’s,
Quincy Railroad Co 5’s,
West Chicago Tunnel
Co. 5’s

1943
1918
1909

(Guaranteed by West Chicago Street It'd Co.)

Ip al u# Uie shore to
OLD ORCHARD SMEB.
Returning will leave the end of the Pl« it
l.ao and ft < o for Portland.
Tickets tor ta
ound *rij> including admission to Ui?P1k.M'S
SAILUIG

new

rooms,

York,

Konnebunk Beach, $8.
OBiaiNAn, widows, etc.

194 MIDDLE

B Special,

accrued August 2, Cynthia J.
Foxoroft, *8; Flora A. Grlndle,
South Penobscot, $12.

Herring,

augy
I

Portland.

T HIP.

The KOIt KST GVBKS will leave the f«
.t 4 for ii sail around Wood Inland ahl «•
urn.
Tickets i.'*c
C. W. T. GODING,
Gen. Manager C. B. S. B. CU.
auKlCuat

!

€be

CUife**.!

»*
1 |
fy
5)
Usually thinks Life Insurance
5may be desirable, but sometimes !
has lurking doubts about the a
tf*
1>
4wisdom of “spending" much *

j

ap-

plication.

|

Cbe lUidow*;

Mercantile Trust Go.

$

ify

Kno*ws it to be the best possession a man can hJbue, knows
that money paid for it Unsaved.

$

not

of

descriptive

and oilier Issues mailed

for it.

i

*

money

tlicse

on

spent.

1 Experience ««

AUCTION SAL« 4.

Franklin R, Barren
Sidney W. Tliaxtea
Chan, E. Libby,
A. II. Walker,
Geo. E. Kraus,
Clinton I,. Baxter,
Harry Butler.

to

t.

J

Tr«*s

•

|
J

J
*

bail

/ft

Salesroom 4G Kxobange Street.

MCDONALD

t.

W.

ALLIS'
tl

^

zjfty
^a

STEAMBOAT

CO. jhzjy

ft

kin; ST |

ST.
•©utf

1

I
F. O. BAILEY & CO. ^
*__;-fff1
J net ioneers and Cora mission Mercian i-

F. O. BAILKir.
man *

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
removed

Aiijj 19, al 9.3?) and ?,

Suiwlii),
or a

*>-1

|

TNCBEASH.

SAIL.

Water

Charles F. Flagg, Sunday Excursion
lias

%

REFRESHING.

Custom House Wharf,

Portland, Maine.

REMOVED.

Washington, August 17—The following
pensions have been granted to Maine people:

Car* leave bnt

After a \'ecK of heat and dust la the dry
nke a sail out on the ocean and seteooted ot
The Kt**Htner VOHklT dl'KK.1 will 1mm

/ft

RANDALL &
M’ALLISTER.

FOR

COOLING,

ST*

TRUSTEE*.

price.

%

MATUS’S ROYAL HUNGARIAN ORCHESTRA,
Rendering 4 Grand Concert* Dally.
Reserved Beats 10 Cent*.
All Attractions Free to Fatrous of the Cars.
I Preble Street every Lmlnuies.

WM. G: DAVIS. Prext.
•XAS. P. BAXTER, Vice Prext.
IIAURY BUTLER, Tre»«.
JOSHUA C. LIBBY, Axrt.

advan-

COMPANY,

Up-to-date Attraction.

Poca-

Creek Cumberland.

PARK.

PEREUIKS.

Every Afternoon anti liYenlHg TJiis Week.

Specialties:—Hierh Grade Ponds fo
Investment. Interest Paid on Deposits

Franklin,

SEA,

laughter as they follow ttre intsass

the

Circular

line

HrCULLm.

HARTLEY

EVERY EVENING THIS WEEK,
Matinees

Ilrook,

Enter up your orders and take

Geo. 11

our

ifCUIlUg’STHEAtRE, cip£E*

Capital Stock,
$200,OOC 1
Surplus and Profits,
175,00? >
Lehigh Total Deposits,
1,800,OOC

full

.jo*

Shore Dinners.
EflROi'KAJI PHX MENUs—ureen Turtle and Terrapin Soups, Soft Shell Orahs, Fried
Lobster. Tartar Sauce. Broiled Live Lobt'er, Lobster Newburgh. Salmon, Philadalptii* Squb
Qaiail, Broiled Chicken, Steaks. Chops, Salads, etc. Special Game or Fish dinners s.rvet
J. A. PPhLElt, Proprietor.
Jly2ieodif
stiort notice.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

MAINE PENSIONS.
From frightful
Mrs.
disfigurement
* Jannie Gallager, of LaGrange,
Ga
aplied Bucklen's Arnica Salve to great
e ores on her head and
face, and writes
1 bs quick cure exceeded
all her hopes,
t works wonders in Sores, Bruises, Skin
Iruptlons, Cuts, Burns, Scalds and Piles.
o
5o.
Cure guaranteed by H.
P.
S
t loold, 677 Congress street, druggist.

EXCHANGE

87 and 89

Superior Quality.

summer

Engagement.

cAsmo,

—

Safe Deposit Vaults,

tage of

Sale for this

Combination Shore ami Turkey Dinner, 7,»c | Regular Slioro Dinner.

llangor

hontas and

on

H.M.Pavsnn4 Go. SECURE
INVESTMENTS.!
32

stoe|( E0||!pm

ARISTOCRACY,

on

Railroad Bonds,
Bank Stock.

iebcdtf

E*cepl Nlonday.
b

Engagement fofr THREE WEEKS of the THKMOST TUBATRE stock compact of
Boston, beginning Monday Evening. Aug. 20. First week, Bronson
Howard's Greatest f lay,

^ 691

and morning.

AUO. 13, IDOO.

Comrdy by Dion IS on clou a 11.
Sale of Resenrved seats at the Casco Hay Steamship Co. Same popular prices. Adulti
when buying seats for any matinee will upon request be giv.m one tree adjoining seat to- »
The Cuco Bay stoimon
etilld between tlie ages of four and twelve with etch ss.it purchised.
will leave Custom House Wha f at 7.30 for evc.viug aui it 2.1 > for matinee performances.

Water Works Bonds,
j

Matinees at 245,

A Five Act

Mnnicipal«Ronds,

wagon run
to their arms, legs and backs, too.
But it has to be well rubbed in to get
the best results. Use it every night
a
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Matinees Every Day

likes of what

that axle grease makes
easy. It gives strength
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INVESTMENTS

goes into their dry, stiff joints, and
loosens them right up. It makes
walking easy for them, just on the

B3y.

WEEK.

will give their relined Entertainment in connection with tlie Concerts at 3 and 8 p. tn.
Superb Electric Fountain will play during tlie entertainment.
Admission free to patrons of the eiectric road, lleservoii seals for the entertainraw,
heart
Elm eireet every fifteen minutes, afternoon and
of
Oars
leave
To cents each.
eveniug
Excellent shore dinners at Ihe Casino.

A

People.

the Shore of Breezy Casco
FOR THIS

on

•<fhe Woman’s Orchestra, Par Excellence.”—N. Y. Sun.
America’s Greatest Organization of Women Player,
Will Give Concerts In the Auditorium at 3 and 8 p m., and in the Cihduo st
0.15 p. m.
Mindajs at (> p. in.

WA^HALL

the

FAUST

FAOBTTES,

THE*

STEPHEN R. SMALL. Presltteif
R GOOINQ. Cashiw.
febidti

saw
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ENTIRELY NEW PROGRAMME

this Bank

Oil does for Old

Saturday Matinee, Aug. 23, 24 and 25

Saturd^uind

A Beautiful Paik

FOR SALE.

never

in’s nnd Doin’s.

UNDERWOOD.SPRINGT

Correspondence solicited from Indiand
Banks
viduals,
Corporations,
others desiring to open account* as well
as from those wishing to transact Banting business of any description through

You

Champion Choir of Hancock
Connty.
See ami Heat the Original
Country stv

Kvery living member of the original cast will appear in tne role created by him.
JUTINISH, 73c, 30c, 33*
PRICES, $1.00, 75c, 50c, 35c.

LETTERS OF CREDIT AND INTERNATIONAL CHEQUES

Age

DTears

PRQUTY

Evenings at 8 00.

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

FOR

AIM

Hie

See

See tlie Funny Fire Scene.
See the Four Funny Old Yankees.
Nee the Country Caue Walk.
See tlie Great loart Room Scene.

CAPITAL, AM) SVKPLCS

—

Manager*

SPLENDID NE^ PRODUCTION
THE SWEETEST STORY EVER TOLD.

MAINE.

Incorporated

and

piavs

JED XmJ SHIER

o rTcInaTTcom P A N Y

.OF.

TIME

Omega

HUMOR

Casco National Bank

Interest Paid

In Old

England
AMP PATHOS
best of all New

_

PORTLAND,

"Lessees

Friday and Saturday and Saturday Matinee, Aug. 17 ami l§.
The great overland tour from coast to coast RICHARD GOLDEN in the

CAROLINE It. NICHOLS, Conductor.

swan&barrett,

“In October 18891 gave birth to a baby and the
treatment I received at the hands of the midwife
left me with female weakness,’’ writes Mrs.
Cordelia Henson, of Coniton, Royd Co., Ky. “I
had no health to speak of for three years. I had
another baby which was the third child.
My
health began to fail and I had three miscarriages
so I found myself
completely worn out. I had
so many pains and aches
my life was a burden
to me and also to all the family, for I was nervous and cross and I could not sleep.
Just after
my last miscarriage (in 1896) I was taken with a
severe pain in left side.
four
doctors
come
Had
to see me but at last I found I was slowly dying.
The doctors said I had liver, lung and uterine
trouble. I was in bed for mouths and when I
did get up I looked like a corpse walking about.
I commenced to take I>r. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. * Favorite Prescription,’ and Pellets,’ and ever since then I have been a well
woman.
At my monthly period now, I have no
pain. My cheeks are red and my faee is white,
but before it was as yellow as saffron.”

AMIISBMENM.

JEFFERSON THEATRE,

pondence solicited.

was

The news of yesterday morning that the
allies have entered Pekin, appears to be
fully continued by later despatches, and
along with it comes the welcome intelligence that the legat loners and
foreign
residents were found safe and sound and
promptly rescued. Thus the principal
object of the expedition to Pekin has been

the question of the fnture government of China. This is the question that
is going to
prove the most perplexing
and give rise to the most difficulty in its
settlement. Here, It is to be feared, the

the

PECULIAR.

Elizabeth Duse, daughter of the famous
actress, is a girl of nineteen, who has just
completed her education in Munich. Her
desire is to become a teaoher, an i she has
an aversion to the theatre, in
which her
mother strengthens her.
Dr Hidezo Ikeda of Tokio, Japan, who
has been sent to America by his government to study the agriculture of this
country, is looking into the cultivation
of tobacco in Virignia. Later he will
familiarize himself with the growth of
cotton.
One of the most notable literary achievements by women is the first translation
into English of the extremelv difficult
Pali work ‘Dhamma-Sangani,: by Mrs
Caroline A. David Rhys. The book belongs to the fourth century before Christ,
and is a sort of handbook of Buddhistic
psychology and ethics. King Kassapa V
of Ceylon valued it so highly that he had
!t engraved on golden plates adorned
with jewels.

his purpose is not adapted to the end
in view. Free silver will not make this
country great or good. On the contrary
it will debauch public morals by giving
governmental endorsement to a change of
the standard of value which will alter
the nature and extent
of public
and
private obligations. That will not tend
to make the nation
It will at
good.
the same time take
this nation out of
the category of the enlightened and progressive nations of Europe, like England
and Germany, and place it In the list^vith
China and Turkey.
That will not tend
to make the nation great. Neither will
the carrying out of the programme which
the Chicago platform has laid down relative to the
courts
tend to make the
country great or good, but quite the contrary. Mr. Bryan’s purpose may be sinof
it
cere, but his method
working
out needs revision.

main

BO N DS.

only beautiful

not

over

streets.

ing

tion
that the Chinese are a good deal
humbled and ready to accept any reasonable terms of peace, there will still
re-

AND

who
women
mirror in tlie morning.
Anxious women who are watching the wasting of their beauty, stand before the mirror
and note the
It is

Miss Ethel Hill, a daughter of C. F.
Hill of North Kingston, said to be the
only woman engaged in the United States
rural free delivery mail service,
began
bar trips from Greenwich, R. 1
to North
Kingston yesterday. Miss Hill drives a
horse and covered carriage, the latter
having been built and fitted especially for
this service. The carrier drives twentysix miles after reaching the point whare
she begins to deliver mail before she completes her trip each day. Miss Hill not
only places the mail for the patrons or
the route in the boxes erected by the
roadside to receive it, but collects mail
from the private boxes as well as from the
regular boxes such as are used in city

Mr. Bryan tells Chicago Irishmen that
his ambition is to make this country so
great and good that to be a simple citizen
will be greater than to be a king in any
other land. That is a
noble ambition.
But Mr. Bryan s means for accomplish-

punishment of those who have been the
Instigators of, and the partakers in, the
attacks upon the legationers and foreign
residents, and ample reparation will be
Insisted upon tor injuries done to persons
and property. With these things accomplished, as they probably can be without
serious trouble, for it is evident from the
slight resistance offered to the expedi-

COMMENT.

FINANCIAL.

hang

/

AMFSF.MF.NTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
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ORR’S ISLAND. |

Steamer leaves Portland Pier at 10 a. m. Sun.
day, Aug 19th. for 0 main's, Littlejohns, Great
Lbeheague atid Orr’s Isbn t.
Return—Leave Orr’s Island at
3 p. m
Chebeague, 4,15p, m.; Littlejohn’s. 4.30 *p. nu:
Oousln’s. 4.40 p. in.
a
| Fare, round trip to Orr’s Island, 50 cent*.
Other IMS legs. i55 cents.
Dinner can he obI tained at Orr’s Island.
multilist

1
5
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Demonstrates the reliability and
value of old-line Life Insurance.
Union Mutual Policies represent
the acme of insurance progress,
fully in lint voith the most
advanced ideas, purchased h
the yearly dejyosit of a srm
percentage of their face value.
Easily acquired nvUlc in good

I

}
ig

J

g

|

!

$

health, impossible to buy if not} t
easily kept, requiring no care, j
attention other than the regvlar payment of premiums,
Full particulars fret.
no

Union mutual
Cif« Insurance £»•

g

j

j

j

Portland, lfle.
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THE IILiTIA AT HOME.

complete

vuut*ivilJ»
company In every
respect is one with talents that
supplies
an audience
with some singing,
some

THE GEM.
There are many men like Count Koldolph whose Interest for horses, dogs and

dancing,

some aerobatics
work, some instrumental novelties, some character
coin-

Portland Companies

fdy,

Ar-

rived Last Night.

sumo

example

clubs

Vaudeville

com-

creeps from beneath the olouds of
apathy that kindles a new happiness.
1 he whims and fancies
of women at
times
lead them astray and It Is
more
Countess Armandos’
entertaining caprice
that
leads to a
misunderstanding with
her husband than his real
lack of affection for his wife.
Yet notwithstanding
the faults of
both, they polm out a lesson
that Is tellingly effective
throughout the
entire
at the Gem this week. A
play

fills fear’s Muster Was Best Ever
Held.

large

Capt.
Target Practice.

last

score.

This company will appear at Riverton
park every afternoon and evening next
week. Solaret, the wonderful
dancer, is
a
star feature of this
The
company.
New York comedy
company close their

Siiam

ISattle

Was

..-

■

OL.D JED PROUTY.

New

returned home at
The
6#) o’clock yesterday afternoon.
train took just two hours and ten minute* in making the run* from the state

ta

the last seven days

|

capital. Remarkably good time. The
eouipanles from Portland were, A, Light
Infantry, under com mu ml of Capt.George
B, Cadets, under tbe command of
Captain Rupert C.Parker; K. Montgomery Uuards under the command of CapPew;

taio Sltotnan; L, Sheridan Klfles under
Uweomaiund of Captain Michael E. Con-

ley; and the Signal Corps under t tie command of Captain George W, Hutier. With
Urns Portland troops were Co. M.. of
k Bib,rook, Cleaves Rides under the eomand Co. G. of
snd of Captain Graham

iiiddefdra.Llght Infantry
sand of Captain Uoweu.

England

the cowIn each com

under

years ago, some changes have been
that heighten the dramatic effects.

eight Sheep,”
Day and

The
theme
and motif remain the same and
the thread of the story Is
unchanged.
One change Is specially to be noted and j
that is In the second act where the child i
is put in the custody of t£a father instead
of being permitted to choose between him
and “Old Jed.”
In the revival of this play which
for
many years was one of the marked successes in the dramatlo world the closest;
attention and care has
been given
to
scenic effects. The curtain rises upon the
office of Prouty’s tavern
at
li uoksport
and in the distance Is a line
perspective
view of Fort Knox and the blue Penob-

j

j

a success, everything
off in
going
splendid style.
The naval reserves bought a large quantity of ml lire yesterday with the intention of burning it along the route of the
companies when they marched up from
Ute Union station last night.
But
the
companies arrived early in the evening

before it was dark so
ujvpc-t*»

this

feature

wai

uu.

£U8IC AND DRAMA.
MoCULLUM’S THEATRE.
The last two times of “Hands Aeross
tb* Sea,” are the afternoon ami evening
This has been the
performances today.
most
successful week of the season and
bids fair to surpass In attendance and re*

splendid
gratification to

The

attraction

important,

next week will Tie the
given in Portland

ever

under the

management of Bartley Me*
It will bo the llrst presentation
of a Shakespearian
tragouy ever given at
a
rammer theatre and it is confidently
expected to prove the most artistic success of the summer.
Manager McUuKum
ha* given weeks of careful thought and
Cullutu,

COLUMBIA
VAUDEVILLE
COMPANY.

^bat Is considered by connoisseurs

as a

Craig and the “Boston Drummer” fell to
Mr.
Collins,
the compatent hands of
Henry Rich made an impressive village
justice aud the other male parts were well
taken.
Mrs. Frank H. Tannehill was the saiue
Prouty,” as in the
good “Tribulation
previous production and the “Belle of

Bucksport”
portrayal

a
received
Katherine
by

Special

food

for Brains

i Crape-Nuts
t Healthy
S

make

Brains

a fat
Pocket Boo'*.

|

|
$
5

§
#

hearty reception.
Portland

in

He

state of

a

is sure

to'keep
laughter during

lms,

NOTES.
The Montreal Dally Star
says: Mr.
Bankson, who was a native of Baltimore,
was only twenty-two years old, but had
gained for himself an enviable place in
his profession, and was one of those men
who can be said to have no
enemies.
When the season opened In May he was
seen as Maurtoe Deepwater, the
villain,
in “The Prodigal Daughter.”
Later he
as
Deschelets in
appeared
‘Sapho;’’ as
Petronius in “Quo Vadls”; as Jacques
in ‘The Two Orphans”; as De Gulche
in “Cyrano de Bergerac”; as John.Glyndon in “The Black Flag.” The last week
he was able to work was that in which
the company presented “The Thre^ Musketeers,'’ when he was cast for Richelieu.
Un the
Wednesday night,
however, he
whs compelled at
twenty-four hours’
notice to assume the part of D’Artagnan,
ovlng to the breaking down of the original actor, and It Is believed that the extraordinary exertion necessary brought
on the illness which proved fatal.
Maude Wl nter’s success, both artistic
and social, in Ixmdon, has resulted
In
several offers to her to remain there. Enwere
offered
to
her
Mrs.
gagements
by
Patrick
Beerbohm
Campbell,
Tree,
Charles Wyndham and Martin
Harvey,
but owing to her contract with
David
Bslasco she was obliged to decline them.
ltita Eiandi, a Cleveland girl,
who,
after studying for some
Mars In Paris,
achieved considerable public success there
will be a member this
season of the
Metropolitan Grand Opera company.
Lillian Nordica, by decision of a New
York justice recently, was sustained in
her protest against Lee Wilson's motion to
vacate un order obtained by her to compel
him to give security for costs In his suit
Against her for ¥15,000 for alleged breach
ol contract.
Oiga Nethersole contemplates producing
a dramatization of Oukla’s
novel, “Under Two Flags.”
F. C. Whitney is rapidly
completing
tne company to support Minnie beligman
in her coming starring tour.
George Ober has been engaged to play
the p rincipai part.
Chauncey Olcott, who has been In
Europe ail summer, sailed for New Y'ork,
tour
Aug. 11, and will begin his next
September 3. *
W. H. Pascce has been engaged with
Tim Murphy for the coming season.

which called out the loudest kind of apThere was
singing by the
plause.
“Champion Church Choir/’ piano work
by Mr. Collins, song by Lillian Claire,
voioe of
while the wonderful baritone
Corbin eiectriiled the auditors.
Mr. Golden added a song and dance
with the country cako walk in which all
Miss

indulged/

THE TREMONT THEATRE CO.
The last two performances of the present company will be given this afternoon
and evening. But the season at the Gem
Never has the
at its height.
is
beautiful theatre had such full houses as
has been seen there this week. Manager
Goding wanted to give the patrons of the
and they will llnd it
Gem a

surprise
when they go to see the Tremont Theatre
Stock Company next week. It is a summer company that has been playing together for ten weeks at the Tremont
Theatre, Boston, and Providence Opera
House, in the plays that will be produced
no dress reThere will be
at the Gem.
hearsals on the first night. They are all
perfect, and the Monday night perform-

will be as good as every other afterAristocracy is the
noon and evening.

ance

opening play.

Events About I’ao

loose

Ilf

Stirring

Ting
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BOV BURGLARS.
Two

of

Arrested

Them

ta

Augusta

Yesterday.
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]

Augusta, August 17.—This morning the
of the Rev. Norman McKinnon,
of the Congregational
church,
pastor
was entered and a gold watch, a gold
ring with a pearl setting and a valuable
No one was in
were stolen.
class ring
the house at the time. This evening the
house

police arrested Daniel McKinney, aged
15 years, and John Foster, aged 7 years
who, after a long while, confessed that
they did the breaking.entertng and steal
The boy3 lial suspicion attracted to
them by offering to sell the stolen goods
tor $y. At iirst they claimed they found
will be arraigned in
the articles. They
the municipal court in the morning.

ing.

MISS SIMPSON’S NARROW ESCAPE.

(Biddeford Record.)
What was almost a fatal drowning
accident at Old Orchard has just been
related by those who claim to liavo
witnessed it, although it seems strange
that it has

not been

generally
no

principal
daughter of Dr. Simpson,
The

was

known.

less

than

the

Miss

Margaret,

who succeeded Miss Louise Shepard as
vocal soloist at the recent campmeeting.

singly

worn

oat

to date and you

and furnish special
when required.

City

If She Could.

designs

Geo. H.Griffen

Foreigners

From

Thai Place.

500

£
S

COKORRSS

J
£

her.
and

She
was

time when

was

seen

to go down twice

DINING

WALDEKSEE.

Berlin,
August 17.—Field Marshal
Count Von Waldersee and the countess
lined tnls evening with Emperor William
at Wllhelmshohe.
I

Can Be Found This Week at the Corner ot

•

r

£

and Federal

Exchange

$

Sts.

SEE OUR WINDOW FOR PRICES.

ST.

Roscoe S. Davis Co.
augl8d3t

The following letter from Miss Morrill
will have a sacred Interest for her friends,
in that it may be the hut words they will

LOOK

receive from her- If reports concerning her and her co-laborer, Miss Gould,
be true, her life has been already sacrificed to the blind fury of the blood-thirsty
fanatics of China. Whether these reports
have
foundation, only the weeks and

EVERYWHERE.

<

—

ever

■When you take out an insurance pol
look everywhere and get the best

icy,

It’s ai)

taking
we’re

wbo

have
away

been

burned, the

and

The

Wt>An

Ka wAnrl

nrn

tha

perintending the work—there were 30
persons in all, there were a few women
among them and a guard of 50 soldiers;
they filled 12 house boats. Crowds of people turned out to see them go and followed them out of the city. There were

the mar)

hatters’ $2.00

if we would,

Men’s

Outfitters,
Square.

Jyl«dlt

presence may be of some protection to
at

PORTLAND, ME.

ment.

The best wheat contains all
the elements necessary to nourish mankind.
The best white

You will find in our
West show window
some

r

very attractive

flour contains all the nutriment
of the wheat.
GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR is the best. It makes
perfect bread. 'Twill nourish
Coats no more
all who eat it.
than poor flourmakes more

bread.

W. L. WILSON & GO.,

Statuary, Vases,
i&c.,

to which

vite your

we

Congress St.

051

The city seemed very quiet, just
hucksters in the street, and
with the exception of an occasional sold
ier
strolling around, no hint of anyMr.
thing out of the common course.
Bagnall (China inland mission) had a

safety.

usual

shall have to await
--

SOUVENIR
SPOONS.
A Thousrni of

word than we have
Gen. Nieh is up North*
soldiers are being placed along the line,
thrse or four Frenchmen in
are
There
above Pao-Ting-Fu, and they
stations

encouraging

not
ajive any one the excuse for looting that it
Of
the place were deserted.
would If
to those mentioned in this
aourse If the worst should come we could; sent word
railroad
men—not to fear,
letter—the
I am glad
anly say we are at our post,
that Mr, aud Mrs. Ewing are safe In a but the ladies of the party were so bent
We hear
healthful place like Fel-tai-ho. (Rev. Mr. on leaving that they prevailed.

4
4

Agree with everybody. It takes less
time than disagreeing, and the questions
you nre asked to agree to are not impor-

anyway.—Atchison

Globe.

crowded street car.

Th«
mow

a

MARRIAGES.
Rridgton, August 12, Lntlier S. Berry, of
Bridjton and Mrs. Sarah E. Graham of Denmark; 15th. Harry W. McKinney and Miss Eva
M. Bradstreat, boili of Bridirton.
In West Leeds. Aumist, 12, Clinton L. Dodge
of West Leeds and Mrs. Lizzie B. Holmes of
Westbrook.
In Industry, August 10, Omer H. Fletcher and
Miss Hattie O. Furbush, both of Anson.
In

DEATHS,
In this city, August 17. Charles Henry Howe,
aged 7b years, 5 months.
At MassHceuseus General Hospital, August
6, Fred P. Cook of Casco, Me., aged 25 years,
2 months.
In Wayne, August 14, Mrs. Carrie Tribou.
In North Yarmouth, August 14, John W.
Clark, aged 74 years.
In Orrington, August 15, Franklin E. Ware,
aged,67 years.

In Corhina, August 14, Henry Young, aged

years,
In Sangervllte, August 13, Charles Watermau,
aged 81 years.
TO

:
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Sl'wr* 50c to $4.50Our stock is far superior to
all others.
Most any subject

♦
♦

you want—Observatory, Port- ♦
land
Head Light, Bug Light, ♦
4
4

4 Portland
♦ View of

Ition,

Harbor, Bird’s Eye
Portland, Union StaLongfellow House, Long-

fellow’s

J

Birthplace, Longfel-

low Monument, Soldiers’ Monurnenfc, Coat of Arms State of
Maine, with any subject in the

f bowl.
Tliousands of

T

ver

I|*
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♦
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♦
♦
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♦
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Sterling

Novelties, with

Sil-

T

Portland

J

Hundreds

x

of pretty articles to take home

x

engraved
to your

ou same.

$

friends.

McKENNEY’S
LEADING JEWELRY STORE,
Monument

Square.

j
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people with push are the ones who
up front.—Philadelphia Record.

pleasantly

received.

m-

Ants recognize one another easily.
When an ant enters a colony which is
iot its own, it is put to death almost imA German naturalist lias
mediately.
liscovored that it is by the sense of smell
hat this subtle recognition takes place.
If an ant touches water, it invariably
■3 attacked by its sisters on its return to
tlio colony, the water having removed
from the ant the special property on
which depended the recognition.
the
Experiment proved
statement.
Some ants were crushed, and witli the
mess an ant was smeared and placed in a
colony. If the ant had the odor of this
colony, it was well received; if not, it
was attacked at once.
An ant washed with alcohol at HO degrees was returned to its nest and was
attacked as a stranger.
On tlie contrary, put at one side 24
hours before being returned to the colony,
it was welcomed, that length of time being enough for the restoration of its family odor.

Life is like

Them, All Sterling

developments.”

Ants’ Sense of Smell.

tant

Exchange St.

attention.

t

city this afternoon for my usual Wednesday meeting and class, with the women
who will come to Mrs. Kao's, the Bible
We had our usual happy time
woman.
together. I trust they will be kept in

11,“

in-

|

yet

usually, good digestion,
and greater enjoy-

means,

Congrass

more

i

Whether the bread winner’s
income is a do.lar a day, a dollar an hour, or a dollar a minute,
the same craving exists for three
Good fobd
good meals a day.

Ewing arrived in Boston with hia wife
A visit to our store is pleasant even if
and two children on the 14th inst )
do not wish to purchase.
you
“One of the Pao-'l'lng-Fu generals
went to investigate, last week, some of
the trouble at a place north of here, and
and Prebie Sts, :
Cor.
His body
was met by a horde of Boxers.
aug!802t_
guard deserted him and he was cut
down and hacked to pieces with knives. they are having a very hard time of it;
A relative, also in the army, went to in- the water is rearful ly low and the Boxers
♦
vestigate, and was himself killed. Still line the banks. As I have said, the officthe civil magistrates attempt to deny the ials thought it best for them to stay, and
think it best for us to go. We
existence of the Boxers. I went into the they may

wealth of home plants that give promise
of luxuriant bloom—sweet peas, nastur“Our 20 girls may be able to leave after tiums,
mignonette and many others,
examinations, June 15th, but most prob- “Soon there will be sufficient flowers
ably will not. With the country in its for my neighbors who are very fond of

aur

Complete Housefurnishers,

hat,

$1.25.
The batters’ $1.50 hat,
98c.
We’re sole agents for
Portland for Young’s celebrated New Yorl^ hat.

the

#

good health,

Honuvuent

I

6

Bread
Winning.

batters’ $2.50 hat,

some hooting and howling, but no demonof violence. The river banks
strations
were just packed and in the crowd were
one of the
roundabout warning from
numbers of Boxers armed with the pecuofficials today. The North Suburb with
to
them
of
one
their
that
liar knives
give
whom Mr. Pitkin consulted,do not think
Chinese names.
it
weighty as yet. because of the man“The Chinese say these foreigners are
which It came. The gentlemen
ner in
1 have not heard of there beall French.
think the schools should be disbanded, I
any English among them, although am afraid It will not be so
ing
easy to send
there was one.
Of
in the early days
away the girls. Some of them live in an
course these people are all Catholics and
Infested district. Of course If we could
be the object of
as such would doubly
see them safe with their parents it would
It
is
a
cause
dislike and suspicion.
deep
be easier for us to leave at a moment's
ror thankfulness that they escapsd withnotice. It may 1)8 that the bands that
out having a fight here; but tfce Chinese
have destroyed the railroad may move on
that they will be atare apprehensive
In another direction and that a cheok
tacked by the Boxers in some of the vilThe
may be put upon their movements
lages further down the river. They have Lord can do us
great things as He has
the
and
are
a
gentlemen
good guard
done in the
past, for His arm is not
probably well armed and would have no shortened that is cannot save, nor liis
hesitation in using weapons as we might ear
heavy that He cannot hear. Ho not
have under the circumstances.
feel too troubled about us. The danger
“The heathen say: ‘They are running is all around and near, but God Is nearaway because they are Catholics and are er.”
afraid,’ and add, ‘You wili not see the
(Bight here In the letter Miss Morrill
like that.’ Miss
suburb leave
South
describes her garden with it3

I cannot leave
(Jould and
and would not if we could.

T. F. FOSS & SOUS

array of fall
could not be

FRANK M, LOW & CO.,

nrnnf

4)

are

to

$1.95.

Tbe

the

PINKHAM,

cfc

$2.39.

in part due to financial reasons. Carters,
boatmen, in keepers have seen a perceptible decrease in their business since
its advent between here and
Peking.
And now that it Is wending Shansi road,
the mule litter men will feel a grudge
14~

DOW

we’re not exclusive there.
The hatters* $3.00 hat,

the rioters were too many. It
may be,too, that they are secretly sympathizing with the Boxers. The hatred of
the railroad Is not purely confined to superstition or antl-foreign feeling, but is

_a.

But

complete were we
exclusive
The
batters.
OQly difference is in price,

told

__

for

4

---

more

directly from me.
“Monday afternoon a mob tore down a
little bridge at only five miles rrom the
railway station at the west suburb. I
asked why the soldiers did not come, and

a

ready
wants

dive we’re

bats!

on

display an
derbys that

“The postmaster sent a special messenger to the oifioe at Peking to consult as
to what disposition should be made of
the malls. I must have this letter ready
to go to the west at the earliest opportunity, for I know you will want to heur I

was

early

investigate
us.
They

\

conflagration proof.

put on a
new style derby these cool
evenings. We’ve put on

his wife was
was probably other loss
There
killed.
of life, but we have not heard definitely. Telegraph wires have been cut and
now we are out of touch with Tien Tsin.
one ran

\

companies represented by

demolished
stations

little time in finding the best
spend years of regret after your
property is destroyed, aud you can’t col-

4

a

lect your insurance.
While you are looking,

stroke.
We are now minus daily
mails, minus railway and telegraph.
“Sunday, May 27, the Boxers tore up
and burnt a section of railway on the
line between here and Peking.
They
wera careful to thoroughly destroy a long
bridge knowing that it would take much
time and labor to replace the masonry.
Keports range from 15 to 09 li of the
“The

0

than to

one

agent In

Don’t pay out a penny until you are
It’s a thousand times better to
sure.

spend

this letter can reach you the cable will
have
carried all kinds o^conjeotures to
We are now back where we
America,
were
in the beginning; all our boasted
civilization has been taken from us at

as

£

Don’t

ments.

quieter, continue the work at the Pao'i'lng-Fu mission station, where she has
been laboring since lawy, with the exception of the year and a half spent in this
The letter
country for recuperation.
was
written at Pao-Ting-Fu, May 31st
and June 1st. She says: “Cong before

road

persuaded by plausible argubuy for friendship’s satce.

Don’t be

months will
reveal.
Her family und
friends feel that she is still living and
will, when the days and ways become

going down the third the property. It will undoubtedly,
least, prevent petty thievery and
rescued by her associates.

about

*——■— -.

#

Simpson went in bathing Saturday present state it would not be expedient to them,” she says.)
The waves were
at Googin’s Rocks.
“I have done a little translating with
say the least, for girls and women to be
of
the
latter
the
week, in con- an the road. Their large feet would at my teacher,” she continues, “and have
part
high
sequence of the storm ©f Wednesday. twice show their affiliation with the ha- bosn out to visit some homes. Now as
stop to finish my
The young lady ventured out quite far,
ted foreigners, so we are bound to stay I eat my lunch, 1
it is stated, and the heavy seas overcame here and take care of them, and I think scribble. Sir.Pitkin’s teacher has brought
Miss

MORRIS CHAIRS

of
making a J
you have any #
you would like J
or
in corabina-

lion* let us see wrhat we can
suggest in the way of a mounting- We make any kind of
Ring or Pin mounting to order

Fu.

Would Not Leave

stones

set up

concert

Kittleman.

Lillian Claire took the

of

by Gorman’s min- of us was building many threats were
strels who have been at Underwood park made and they are now being fulfilled by
this week delighting large
audiences. the trouble at Wul-li-pu’.
These minstrels are splendid singers and
“Yesterday the foreigners who had
have arranged a fine programme for tocharge of the road left In a body. I had
Messrs. Tony Williams, Black aot realized that there were so many in
morrow.
and Thompson are artists who will be Pao-Ting-Fu,
and think that some of
This will them must have come from other places
sure to please the audiences.
be the banner day of the season.
along the line where they have been su-

meritorious

right

1

agement of Hoyt^ifc McKee.
He is a
great favorite here and his coming visit
to this city will no doubt meet with a

grand sacred

quaint in make-up and true to life. Za£k
Wilcox was well personated by
Robert

The audience was a velarge one and
study to It and the rehearsals promise a
act.
splendid performance Monday night. The called the curtain after nearly every
into details which
further
Without
going
Is
plsy the noble tragedy "Othello,” with
lack of space forbids it can be safely said
the eminent actor
Stephen Wright in the
title roly and Maud Edna Hall as Deads- that the revival of “Old Jed Prouty” is
in point of proroona. The characters have all been al- an unqualified success
lotted with especial wire and each num- duction and action and is destined, we
Ihink, Co meet with the greatest popular
ber promises to be
equal In every way to
the requirements of their roles ami unite favor.
The play will be repeated this afternoon
In a brilliant
The sale of
performance.
and evening. The matinee prices are 7Bc
"•to *9 already
large in tills important
50 and aft cents.
engagement

illK

Stranger in New York,” "A
Night,” etc., under the man-

a

tneatre goers throughout
the country.
AT GREENWOOD GARCONCERT
Besides Mr. Goklen's character partlcu-!
DEN.
lar mention surely Is due Harry M. Morse
at
Greenwood
Tomorrow afternoon
who gave us a characteristic Zsb Hardy :
Peaks
island, will be given a
and Maurice Pike's
Joe
Stover
was Garden,

“Little
part of
in a very pleasing captivating
ceipts any week In the history of the Tretty,
and Grace
theatre. The production Is a splendid manner and Annie Philips
mention.
one, adequate In every particular and Is McLeod deserve
was
enlivened
act
The fourth
by
entitle! to the great patronage accorded
specialties introduced by the company
It.
mert

“A

\ hisjjsojourn

pany there were -Ml men.
scot with the village In the foreground as
The Portland companies pn disembark- ‘true
in detail as a photograph itself.
In
ing from the train lormed in line and act third the
bridal liat In Boston is a
headed by Chandler's band marched up
prettv set and another innovation in the j
down new
Congress street, down Middle,
production which was presented for I
Market to the auditorium building where
the ttrst time »n any stage last evening, j
they broke up and went into thetr differ- Is the feature made of the
fourth
act
ent quarter*.
which has an unique setting showing the
a
was
muster
this year,* said 1 old
“IS
gotni
chimney and Ore place with the walls
“A* far as the of
Capt Dow of Co. A.
the parlor decorated and a large wlnhealth of the camp was concerned it was
\ dow through which the village houses are
the best muster that
haa ever been held
No accessory in staging
distinctly seen.
in this state.
Very few of the men were is
aud as for the cast with whom ;
lacking
sick notwithstanding the fact that the
j Mr. Golden la surrounded It should be i
w«*U«*r Was Uadi during nearly the whole
I observed that many
who
created
the
it
and
nearweek,
being rainy
drizzly on
with him,
original characters are still
ly every day. But l think that too much and
among them are Mrs. Frank Tannemoe was spent at this muster, as it is at
bill, MeDry liich, Harry Morse, Anna
»B musters in drill work. In at least one
Philips and of course Katherine Kittlehalf of muster week the men should be
man.
pat on the range and taught how to hohl
Richard Golden in the title
role was
• piece, cock it and lire it.
This should the
overshadowing figure and his art as
ht especially done now, in active service
of yore is on the
sure
foundation
of
Wile war U on. Whenever this necessity
naturalness, sincerity, qualntn«as and
ksr been mentioned the answer
is made
His Identity is completely lost
drollery.
tout the men should do these
things at in the character of the venerable tavern !
Roma instead of at muster.
But when
keeper and he lent effectiveness to tl#
£ at
home they are at work and unable to
role by
hls^ facial expression, gestlculafind any time for doing this.
In
th<
in j
tions, make up and witty sayings,
Spanish war we got caught, for when *vt every act he not only reached the
high
to
the
front
and
started
out
to
do tar
got
standard he set so xte years ago but
exget practice a lot of men knew very littlt celled in a part with which his name is
about shooting.
Tills I mean was trut
indissolubly linked. In short the decade
not only ,sf my company but all the othei
has seen but one “Old Jed Prouty” anti
the
of
national guard of Maine that is Richard
companies
Golden, and that he reand of tlm other states.
turns to
the
characterization In such
Capt. Dow stated that the sham battle
condition will be a source of
was

Graphic Description

of the

made

ones are

quite up

are
thinking
change, or if

The Exodus of

brightest comedy stars on
the American
stage today is Mr. Otis
Ilarlen, who is now appearing as the
comic in Messrs. Parry
Rynard’s operatic travesty, “Very Little Faust.”
For
the past few years Mr. Harlan has been
staring in Charles H. Iloyt’s “A Black

not

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Ever Offered in

the old

again

FAUST.”

l INGS.
or

discharge

One

and whose characters vividly represent persons who exist In flesh
anti blood In a corner of our own state.
Hucta a play is “Old Jed Prouty" and
since Its last offering here, about

The officers and men of the hrst regiment who have been in muster at Augus-

ceived From Herr-

the

“VERY LITTLE

There was an appropriateness in
opening the regular season at the Jefferson
theatre by the production of a
play whose
atmosphere and scenes are so redolent of

■

was

and

Last Letter To Be Re-

MOW

GREATEST VALUES

; MOUNT-

Granger’s pistol In the duel scene,
which will cause him to
limp the remainder of the week.

a

Great Suecess.

night,

Mr

engagement tonight

Siys (he

audienoe

in evidence
interest was Intense fro m beginning to end. The duel
scene
brought forth live curtain calls
again last night.
The otner afternoon
Mr. Eddinger was
slightly wounded in
the
foot from the sudden
of

variety, by

JNKW AI3VKRT1SEMENT8.

for a young and

often

pany is hiade up and it has yet to b» said
that an audience ever
went away from
seeing one of their performances saying
that anything that could
possibly add to
the
evening's or afternoon's pleasure had
been left undone.
All sorts of difficult
feats that amaze the
eye and make the
mind
to
the
ponder on
marvelous
achievements of tha latter day artist of
the stage are there.
There are all sorts
of
musical delights, and In fact enterii
tainment joys in every
the

Dow Favors More

love

wife, yet should anything happen to the wife In spite of the coldness
between them, a warmth, a tenderness

dexterity In its
That Is
phases, etc.

many amusement
just how the Columbia

the

exceeds

t>eauUful

ot

FROM MISS MORRILL.

M. C. R. R.

EXCURSION
_TO-

FABYANS
Through the Crawford Notch of
the

White

Mountains

also

to

NAPLES.
NEXT SUNDAY.
Leave Portland 9.30 a> m.
Arrive Naples, 11.15 a* m.
Arrive Fabyana, 12,50 p. in.
Leave Fabyans. 2.30 p, in.
Leave Naples, 2.15 p. in.
Arrive Portland. 5.35 p. m. f

<£§ (5/>
w
Round
The
Trio to either
or
FABYANS
NAPLKS.

OBSERVATION CARS
FOR THF.
F. E. BOOTH B

Y,
Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agt.

NOTCH BIDE

BEO. F. KVAJRi

V. P. & G'enT Man.

'

-------

___ttlSCELLAMEOUS.__

MISCKIMLAIVKOBS.

Perfection Peached
MAKING SKIN AND TOILET SOAP.

IN

Green Leaves of the Tasmanian Blue Gum Tree Used
as a Base.

Fresh,
*

___

FATS,

NO MORE RANGID

OILS OR DANGEROUS ALKALI

CONCERNING ROOKS.
The L, C. Page Company publish a
ft>ng list of works of fiction, more or less
interesting and attractive. Among these

Barry, South Sea Pearler,
God, the King, My
Country (Dieus, Li Reis, Mien Fredre!)
by Mary F. Nixon; The Golden Fleece,
are:

Edward

by Louis Becke;

from the
Slaves of

Frenoh

of

A chard;
by Ferrier

Amedee

Chance,
Langworthy; Ada Vernham, Actress, by
a

novel

Richard

A Perfect Skin Healer and Delightful, Refreshing,
Toilet Article.

Cleansing
®

--

The first skin and toilet soap ever manufactured by the new process is proving a
revolution to soap users, and it is not surprising when you remember that heretofore
it has been thought impossible to MAKE soap without fats, grease, oil or alkali,
they having been the base of ALL soaps from time immemorial. What a delightful
chauge it must be, then, to have at your command a soap free from these ingredients, and made from the fragrant green leaves of the Tasmanian Blue Gum Tree,
these leaves being acknowledged by the medical profession as the most harmless, as
well as the most powerful germ destroyer and skin purifier known. A bath with
Hyomei Antiseptic Skin Soap is simply delightful. It leaves the skin soft, cool and
refreshed, imparting to it the peachlike bloom of health.
It is guaranteed to cure all diseases of the skin. Hyomei Antiseptic Skin Soap
is sold by all druggists. Price, 25 cents. Sample cake, 5 cents.

THE R. T. BOOTH COMPANY, Ithaca, N. Y.

Louis Becke is so well known
through the charm of his South Sea Idyls,
that it seems almost superfluous to praise
this fresh work from his pen. Edward
Barry is, however, the first complete hovel by this olever writer, who has produced
an exceedingly Interesting story of sea
life and adventure, the scene of wbioh is
laid in the Lagoon Islands of the Pacific,
those little known but beautiful places
with which Mr. Becke is so familiar.
The hero of the story, Edward Barry,
Bhips as first mate on the brig Mahina,
which is bound on a cruise in search of

pearls; and his experience with the desperate characters on board this vessel is
----I-—-—.
very tragic and will prove of intense inMAINE TOWNS.
terest to all who like exciting stories.
At the same time the love, which “rules
Items ot Interest Gathered by Our Local us all
completely,” Is by no m9an IgCorrespondents.
nored, for Mr. Becke draws a vivid and
powerful picture of woman’s self-sacrifice
to compare the present
and devotion. After daring escapades,
WINDHAM.
double benefit liberal accident
East Windham, August 17.—Mies Mabel wonderful escapes from battle, murder
policies of today, with the
old-time
limited
benefit Knight spent several
days this week at and sudden death, the wheel of fate
technical
forms before the Mr. Howard
takes another turn, and all ehds happily
Ayer’s.
I
PREFERRED
Miss Addie T. LeGrow is visiting Mr. for those who have not already perished

DID YOU EVER

?stop

It Is Better

now

WE DID IT.

ani

Nearly all the
TVTow
v u
been forced
i.l

other companies have
the Preferred com-

by
petition to followithe leader—-The PREFERRED
—but it stands the insuring public in liana to
patronize the company— The PREFERRED—
that made the other
thi
companies give
public double benefits and liberal contracts,

C. F. DUNLAP,
State

Agent,
86 EXCHANOE STREET
Pori land, Me.

dec2l

eodtt

and Mrs. John O. LeGrow at Brunswick.
The Poland Praying Band will
be at
Memorial chapel, Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. and [Airs. Wm. Thompson, Air.
and Mrs, S. Gilpatrick. Aliss
Lillian
Hawkes, Air. and Airs. C. AI. Elliot and
Airs,
Edith
ELiot, also Air. Elmer
Hawkes and several others attended the

Grange picnlc;at Vi hite’s Bridge, Wednesday of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Varney are visiting
at Mr. Wm. Varney's.
There was a baptism at the
head of
Duck Pond Sunday forenoon after the
services at Memorial chapel. Airs, George
Stevens, Airs Eva Libby and Air. Francis
Alaxweli were the candidates, Rev. George
Stevens officiating.
The Alisses Johnson of Attleboro, AIa3s.,
have been spending a few days at
Mrs.
John Glantz’s the past week.
Miss Alildred Varney has recently returned from a visit with friends in Boston
METAL

SKYLIGHTS.

Owners of buildings needing roof lights
would do well to look into the merits of
the skylights made by E. Van Noorden &

Co.,

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary

Blood Poison
You can be treated at
Permanently Cured.
home under same guarantee. If you have taken
mercury, iodide potash, and still have aches
and pains, Mucus Patches in Mouth. Sore

Throat, Pimples, Copper Colored Spots, Ulcers
on any part of the body,
Hair or Eyebrows
falling out, write

REMEDY

COOK

CO.

328 Masonic Temple, Chicago, 111., for proofs
of cures. Capital 8500,000.
We solicit the most
cases.
We f have cured the worst
cases in 15 to 35 days.
100-page book free.

obstinate

nov27dtf

The Knack
Of Good
the
“

Printing
artistic insight

is

into the
preservative of all arts.”

art

With

printing

us

is not

mechanical—we treat it
art should be treated.
Wouldn’t it be wise for

place

a

trial order with

as

an

you to
us

?

THE THURSTON PRINT
97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET
’PHONE 30

PORTLAND,

MAINE

STEPHEN BERRY,

Bool,

and Card Printer,

Jot)
NO. 37

PLUM

STKEET.

Riverton Views.
Marine Views.
City Views.
Naples and Songo River
Views.
White Mountain Views.
Original Portraits of Longfellow and Bishop Healy.
10c to $1.00.

LAMSON
5 Temple St.,
jly

Opp.

STUDIO,

Falmouth Hotel

eod2m

NOTICE.

Loston, whose advertisement appears in this issue.
The evolution of this light has been
going on during the twenty-five years the
firm has been in business, and the result
is the finished mechanical
product of
today.
A sheet of metal is struck up from the
flat in dies by steam power machinery
into a skylight bar, full length, without

provided with a resting place
for the glass, and a drip g utter below, so
that when the frame work is put togeth-'
er, the glass bedded in putty, and a metal
cross seams,

i
I

j

|!

| Wall Papers by

Mail :

Send for Free Samples of beautiful
SgJ designs direct from the whole- T P e/
sillers, and SA VF .... A. A JO

||l

|

OREN HOOPER'S
The Household

SONS,

Outfitters, Portland, Mi

fascinating.
Miss Nixon’s work, God, the King, My
adds one more to the constantly
growing list of meritorious historical
novels. The present volume she dedicates:

Country,

J.O

The Beautiful Memory

of

My Father,
The Rev. J. Howard Nixon, D. D,
r,’he story deals with the romantic period of Edward the Black Prince, and the
scene is chiefly laid in Spain, and during the reign of Pedro the Cruel. The
tale recounts the adventures of
twin

brothers, young English Knights, whose
family motto gives the title to the book.
The Senorita Ynez de Viras is a charming figure, and while the plot is simple
and not too “bluggy,
it Is managed
with much skill and vivacity, and the
story is, upon the whole, rather more interesting than the usual book of this
kind.
The Golden Fleece is a very good translation of Amedee Achard’s La Toison
d’Or, and has a number of spirited illustrations. The beautiful Orphice de Monthicon is beloved by her oousin, the Marquis de Chivry, but is also sought by the
Comte de Chargepaul, a bitter enemy of
the Marquis.
Their loves and hates and
various exciting experiences, form the
romantic side of the story, which, however, chielly relates the adventures of a
young Gascon gentleman, an officer in
the army sent by Louis XIV. to assist
the Austrians in repelling the Turkish
Invasion under the celebrated Achmet

quite busy each summer writing letters
discouragement to those afar who wish

of

to come.

(j,

figure, that of Mrs. Bobby Short,
which it is quite impossible not to recognize as a thinly disguised portrait of one
of Boston’s social celebrities.
one

are

dollar and other considerations.
Josephine L Dalton to Melville

C.
both of Portland, a lot of
land situated at Fessenden
park, for
one dollar and other considerations.
Jonathan R. Lane to George W. Newcomb both of Brldgton, a lot of land situated in said town, for consideration of

Hutchinson,

I $1800.

injures growing

when it is
weakened. Grain-O gives
them brighter eyes, firmer

children,

even

flesh, quicker intelligence
and happier dispositions.
Th^ can drink all they
of

want
more

Grain-O—the

the better—and it

tastes like coffee.
AH grocers ; 16c. and 45c.

made to blossom like the

Mr.

Smythe

has edited

Irrigation

which is

ial interest. He has talked with the pioneers, and has discovered the causes ol
success and failure, and his writings on
similar lines
have
been
accepted by
American periodicals and translated into

Age,

sufficiently amusing to those oi
who know our Boston, and which
hurts nobody.
The writer Is disposed to insinuate that
the proper Bostonian is “born in Sumus

three different languages.
He declares that “the true
of the American people lies

the journal which directs all well
trained Boston minds and morals,”
Miss Allston prates of Boston Music
Hall and the puritanical spirit which
urged the Pilgrims into a form of worship bare of ornamentation. She describes the Symphony rehearsals
and
those who attend them. She holds ud to
the gaze.of her readers Mrs. Bobby Short
and her circle of Satellites, and she
shoots tiny arrows no bigger than pins
at the fads and fancies of that delightful
and most provincial of cities, Boston

‘“that crowning possession of
Boston, its library,” she writes: “Up
the noble stairway, guarded by couchant
Anent

lions, 1 then went,

sitting down for a
moments to rest my eyes
upon the soft-tinted marbles and the
mural pictures of Puvis de Chavannes on
one side, and on the other the court
where
the
Bacchante
misunderstood
poised for a short time in all her unsurpassed beauty. I saw her but once, and
have only an exquisite memory of the
most perfect modelling and incarnate
loveliness ever rejected by exponents of
frozen virtues.” There Boston! How do
yuo feel now?
Of course the little volume has its love
story, and there are many dainty illusfrom
trations,
evidently reproduced
photographs of Boston streets and Boston
public buildings, which are quite charming and add much to the attractions of
#
the book.
and
Cap
Gown, as one would judge
from the title, is a collection of short
sketches selected from undergraduate periodicals of recent years. They are very
creditable productions and the book will
have a distinct value for students or

her work—but one feels no more interest
in Betlce than one would in a Dresden
China Shepherdess; and Gilbert is so colorless that the whole story has a fade
tone which is really depressing.
The style too is rather inconsistent,
and it is somewhat of a shock when Miss

Whitby is in the midst of a pathetic paragraph anent the, lirst and false lover,
and the second, who was faitfhul—to be
told that the new man could “never play
first fiddle” in her life.
Others of the Harpers’ (Portland; Boring, Short & Harmon) recent publications are Lady Blanche's Salon, by Lloyd
The Meloon Farm, a novel by
Maria Louise Pool; and The Conquest of
Arid America, by William K Smythe.
Mr. Bryce’s skit is full of gay, and rather
bright repartee, and has some dainty and
pretty fancies strewed over its pages.
Lady Blanche’s Salon consists of the
man who tells the story, and is
Lady
Blanche’s platonic lover; of Sir John,
who is the backbone of the book, and for
the rest there was a positivist of the
advanced Spencer school, an
unfrocked

Bryce;

time

Is

Mr.

Julian

and

to

,'j

Columbias, Hartfords, Stormers and Pennants.
I
arc

The exhilarating quality, restfulness and ease of cycling
wonderfully promoted by use of the

COL.UflBIA

J
for

either chalnloss

COASTER

BRAKE,

chain models.

or

} Columbia Bicycles. Home Office,

Hartford, Conn.

M

Are you taking advantage of our end of the week Meat and Greenstuff
You consider yourself an economical
‘-If not, why not?”
sales?
buyer
We claim to sell
and want the best meats obtainable, don’t you?

only'

I

THE BEST MEATS,

Towards Pretoria, a striking
of the war between Briton and
Boer, to the relief of Kiipberley, with a
summary of subsequent events, to the
hoisting of the British flag at Bloemfon-

and always at lower prices than they can be bought elsewheie. Tbe
sale and the prices marked below, prove our claim,
meats offered for
Will you take advantage of them?

Fowl,
Spring Lamb Fore,
Spring Lamb Legs,

Mr, Ralph is the well-known cor
respondent of the Dally Mail, and he
promises that “as time goes on. and
fresh matter of personal and imperial intein.

14c
9c
15c

Green Peas, 55c

Green Corn,
Cucumbers,
Green Beans,
peck.

14,
3 for Sc
4c per quart

|

terest is gathered ^from the fields of action, further records will be prepared on
similar lines, to carry forward and complete the thrilling story of the war in

|
|

i

EAT
ARKET.

South Africa between Briton and Boer.’’
His Historical Foreword gives first a
sketch of the Dutch In South Africa, describing succinctly the country itself and
the people who Inhabit it. He calls It
“an empire of solitude and silence,” or,
as Mr. Bryce says of it, “A vast solitude
with a few oases of population.” These
are the English and Dutch dominions.
One could hardly find a more brilliant
and picturesque account of the Briton
and Boer war from Natal and Ladysmith
to the
Relief of Kimberley
than Mr
The volume has an
Ralph has given us
excellent map of South Africa,—or Africa
south of the Zambesi,—while the appendices are lull and valuable. They include
the chief events of the Natal and Orange
Free State campaigns, a list of the army
decorations and promotions for gallantry,
eto., at the seat of war, the names
and rank
of
all
comgenerals in
with
Field
Marshal
Lard
mand,
Commander
in
chief.
There
Roberts,
are tables o f British and Boer ordnance;
a transcription of the
President’s tele
gram proposing peace, and Lord Salsbury’s rep ly. Following all this is an
account of the conventions of 1881, and
1884, held by Her Majesty’s Commissioners for the settlement of Transvaal Territory; Lord Methuen’s report on the battle
of Maaghersfontein, and a summary of
events Blnce the siege of Kimberley.
The book Is published by the Frederick
R. Stokes Co., New York; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon:

__»ngl:da

For Infants and Children,

The Kind You Hap
^Vegetable Preparationfor As-

the Food andRcgulaling the Stomachs and Bowels of

similating
|

*

I

Always Bough!
Bears the

—

Promotes Digeslion.CheerfuFness

and Rest.Contains neither
nor "Mineral.

Opium,Morpliine

;

I

Signature

the

publishing house of
Clure, Phillips & Co. (Portland:

McLoring, Short & Harmon), we have a volume
of Impressions and Facts about Dwight
L. Moody, by Henry Drummond, with

Rtope a/ Old.HrSAMUEL PITCHER

ihtm/Jun

Seed"
Mx.Seneui *
Rochelle Salts
ybti.tr Seed 0
—

introduction by George Adam Smith.
It seems strange to be reading a sketch
of a man who has recently died, written

an

former

J

for Conslipa

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

tc

America.
In this interesting brochure much stress
is laid, by both writers, upon the
great
objection that Mr. Moody had to anything like religious controversy.
lie

Facsimile Signature

I

a

of

NEW YORK.

j

practical laborer in the vineyard ol
ths Lord, and his constant cry
was “]
was

mntecyreen rlctror.

Ron. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

1804,

of the

j

Aperfecl Remedy

\

I

J

I

ftEssa**.
Hirm- Seed
Clanfiek Sugar

a man who was
also dead when tht
book was first given to the public and
this Is the case with Mr. Dmramond’f
study of the life and works of Dwight
L. Moody which was written in

by

shortly after the visit

ibh

It is ruinina
weary of this strile.
revival work and emptying the churches,
Couldn't we agree to drop the critica
controversy and go on in the Lord's wort
am

EXACT COPr OF WRAPPER. >

I*

In
list
For Ovsi
Thirty Years

---«*j£i
1H( CINTIUR COHMIlf.

□■NHHSBBBHHQHHBBnB

ness

1

i ii

«Thil.Pul?b8r

mu....

Course with the special
branches, Shorthand and
One rate of tuition
pays for all.

01

Typewriting

elegrapliy.
A\ rite for

Slio

catalogue and full information concerning
Typewriter to our students.

en-

typical up-to-date book.

-J

GASTORU

I ^OT^AHCOTIC.
From

there are several papers which will attract
criticism and disci’ssion.
There is one
The JUeloon Farm is one, and the last from President Hadley on Political Kdu
writes about
we shall have, of Miss Pool’s character- cation; Talcott Williams
The Price of Order,—how to rule
istic and clever stories. From the
colonies
early and another is
by Sylvester Baxter upon
days when she wrote /Tenting on Stony Submarine
Signaling,—a now method ol
Beach, her wit and brightness, her cheer saving Ufa at sea.
18 PeoHUMly rich in noand her patho3, her first rate skill in detion: Miss
The Foreigner; Alloc
lineating a certain class of characters, Brown’s A Jewett’s
Sea Change; Caroline Brown’f
have pleased and entertained us, and
Angels and Men; Fanny Johnson’s The
we s hall miss her.
Pathway Hound; Foster s The Dunjzar
The Meloon Farm is a sad story, with a ven Whooper, and Wetherbeo’s The Circle
of Death, with the conclusion of
Howells'
pathetic ending, sadder than its author is brilliant
tale, A Difficult Case.
MIsf
wont to write; but it contains all
the Jewett’s story is a sort of continuation ol
line qualities which have made
her so that most charming of books, The Counof the Pointed
Firs, and it is
deservedly popular, and no one has ever try
to renew our acquaintance with pleasant
dear Mrs
been the worse for a word she has uttered
lodd, who was "so took aback that shi
Mr. Smythe in his volume on Arid set right down on the turn o’ the
collar
stairs.
But this tale or The
America gives us muoh that is
both inForeigner
goes straight to one’B heart.
teresting and valuable, lie is said to be
M. L. B. W.
a

always
p \

The highest development of different classes ol
wheel type Is represented by tho

WEEK SALES.

the

CHAIKLESS,

%

he advised.

shed or
violent change,
but, wisely,
patiently and surely—by gradual Indus

priest, a Parses who wore a purple tur
ban, and who had about him an atmos- together?"
phere of far away lands and religions, a
It seems that in Northfield, where Mr,
Jewish rabbi, one artist who could paint Moody built up his educational institu
the Homan Catholics wished to hav«
but not talk, and another
artist who ation,
church or chapel, and he assisted then
could talk but not
paint.
Curiously by giving a goodly sum of money foi
enough in the book the artist who could thi3 purpose. A short time after it wag
not talk, talks: and the artist who could rumored that he was going to build
a
and the site was pointed out bv
not paint, paints Lady Blanche’s por- church,
the villagers, a rocky knoll close
the
by
trait. There is also among them a drama- present hotel. One
day Mr. Moody found
tist who had had six plays damned, and the summit of this knoll covered with a
The lioman Cathoa decade poet, responsible for Ihe failure huge pile of stone3.
lics had taken their teams up the mounof his publishers. These combine to form tain
and brought down, as a return
presin the expressive language of Sir
John, ent, enough building-stone to form the
“The d—dest mixture a respectable house foundations of his church.
The frontispiece of this little volume
iii uuiiuon couia
produce."
is an excellent portrait of Mr.
Moody.
Their reunions justified Lady Blanche’s
claim to a f-Salon, and she sympathetically
The August number
of the Atlantlo
clubbed its frequenters her “souls.” And
these discussed every subject from the Monthly is, as one might expeot, full ol
and Interesting
First Cause to the Non-Conformist con- bright
articles, while
It is all very modern

Icated.

the

END OF THE

of

BEVEL-GEAR

Under any ordinary conditions bevel-gears run
easier
than the chain. The mechanism is free from dust, grit and
its
at
efficiency,
highest
always
mud; always
perfectly lnbri
The rider does not have to devote more or less time
to
In
and for this reason
order,
the
running
parts
keeping
alone
for
machine
vacation
this
of
uses
selection
is
the

Ralph’s

is

When, however, Miss Whitby reaches
page 217 she begins to warm up a little to

idL

COLUMBIA

record

pointed in the

no depths except those
which one constructs for one’s self. The writer never
analyzes he¥ characters or their motives,
nor is there the slightest suspicion of
humor in her delineations.

Hundreds ol people, young and old, enjoy the
advantage,
the bicycle offers as an aid to recreation. Th9
mount for outing purposes is the
which

problem, and he

literature

Among the Harpers’ latest publications
is Beatrice Whitby’s novel Bequeathed,
which is greatly praifeed by the critics.
The Awakening of Mary Fenwick, by
the same author is a charming story, and
I am sorry to find myself quite disapnew venture,
which to
rather commonplace and
ordinary, not to say crude and fairly ungrammatical, while it has not been improved by the blunders in printing which
are frequent and obvious.
It is a triste
tale, vague and sketchy, leaving quite
too much for the reader’s imagination in
filling out the slight plot—and there are

in

We are making history rapidly in these
days, and a valuable contribution to the

of the various colleges and universities of the United States. They are
all prose articles and range from the
“Bowdoin Quill” to the Ueland Stanford
University “Sequoia.” (Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)

mind

j

trial and social revolution—to the realization of their greater destiny.” And that
destiny is to illustrate the highest possibilities of democratic Institutions.

graduates

my

not

States and their connection with the land
believes that
by the
means which he indicates “the American
people will press on, not through blood-

admiring

V

opportunity

tropical islands of the Pacific and Caribbean, but in the vast unsettled regions of
our own
country. Our true mission is
not to impose our dominion upon distant
lands and alien peoples, but to work out
the highest forms of civilization for our
own race and nationality.”
Mr. Smythe writes of the Continental
Conquest, the home building instinct,
and the blessing of aridity. He tells us
the
the Mormon
of
Commonwealth;
Greeley Colony of Colorado; the Evolution of Southern California, of Washingthe political greatton and Oregon;
ness of Nevada, of Wyoming and Montana.
The latter part of his volume
treats of the surplus people in the United

script,

few

VACATIONS!

rose.

The

and
has been an officer of the
National Irrigation Congress, and his
work has taken him to all the states and
territories and of the arid regions, and tc
nearly every valley or settlement of 'spec-

tertaining,

Coffee

authority

A young western girl who is visiting
rel atives in that city gives her impressions of Boston and
the
Bostonians
whom she meets. There is a' light vein
of good-natured satire in these pages

science.”

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.

ALL

j

in their sins.
Mr. Beoke's style Is somewhat of the
Stevenson type, while he has much freshness and originality of his very own.
The settiner of his stories Is unusual and

cap placed over, the result is a structure,
rlarid yet light, water proof from outside
Kiuperli.
storms, lire proof and proof against dripThe Golden Fleece has been favorably
from
the
sweat
or
condensed water
ping
with
the
rocompared
D’Artagnan
formed on the under side of the glass.
mances, and Achard was one of Dumas’s
This dripping from within Is due to hot
contemporaries
a ir from the inside striking the cold surThe Slaves of Chance, Ferrier Langface of the glass in winter, but in this
novel is coarse, vulgar and reworthy's
skylight It Is carried oil by the gutter
volting in plot and style, and the less
system above mentioned and disposed of said about It the
better. It certainly deon the roof.
serves no commendation, and it is a pity
this
firm
Skylights put up by
twenty that it should have been
printed. It has
years ago, are still in existence, as sound
not even the disadvantage of cleverness,
apparently today as the day they were which causes so
many immoral and hurt
finished.
ful books to be widely read, and even
to
the
floor
in
the
Owing
large
space
by the critics.
firm’s shop, and the powerful and rapid praised
Mr. Marsh’s Ada Vernham, Actress, is
machinery for milking this work, the another abominable
sort of book—fevercost of these skylights has been induced
ish, unwholesome and crude, with no reto so low a figure that nobody can afford
deeming quality.
to use wooden ones,
A Georgian Actress, by Pauline BradThe firm have a complete skylight cataford Mackie (Mrs. Herbert Miller Hoplogue with about every style of skylight
is already in its second edition, beillustrated that anyone could think of, kins),
a sweet and clean story by the author
and will send it free to anyone on request, ing
of Ye Lyttle Salem Maide and Mademoiselle de Berney. The tale is prettily told
THE SMALL REUNION.
and has an antique flavor that is quite
Descendants of Francis Small
held
fetching. It is a romance of the days of
their two hundred and thirty-second anGeorge III. and deals with the life and
niversary reunion at the usual place in adventures of a
young, beautiful and talLimington on the 15th Inst., and al- ented actress. The first scenes are set in
though the tveather was unkind, upand then the leading charactwards of one hundred people were pres- America,
ers are transferred to England.
ent.
While not remarkable in any respect
These reunions, organized by LaurisMrs. Hopkins’s book is well written and
ton W. Small of Brooklyn a dozen years
pleasing, and the imaginary ‘characters
ago, have become one of the institutions
themselves familiarly with Davy
of northern York county and in their way disport
Garrick and his wife, which gives quite
are models for other reunions.
They are an air of historical
reality to It all.
informal, livley, chatting; laughing famHer Boston Experiences consists of a
ily gatherings where old men and womseries of pictures of modern Boston socieen become boys
and girls again. They
ty which are quite fresh, piquant and
have excellent music by their own peoamusing. As “Margaret Allston” is adple, a few little speeches of the “happymittedly a pen name, one is left in ignorgo-lucky” order, and their table is most ance
as to the real authorship of the
bountiful. Mr. Small is of the opinion
that a thousand descendants of Francis
Small would attend the reunions were
there accommodations for them, for he is

Susan A. Frank of Portland to James
Meserve of Dayton, a lot of land located
at Gray Corner, for one dollar and other
persons are hereby cautioned agninst conslderatio ns.
or
trusting
harboring any of the crew of
Edward E. Higgins of Boston and Walthe Br. Bark “Bristol,” Captain Lawrence,
from Bnrbadoss, as no bills of their contracting ter L. Higgins of Scarboro to Lottie
E.
will be paid by master or consignees.
and Celia A. Jones of Lewiston, a lot of
RYAN & KELSEY, Consignees.
land situated at Higgins Beach, for one
augl6d3t*
~.

an

Marsh; A Georgian Actress,
by Pauline Bradford Mackie; Cap and
Gown, in Prose, edited by R. L. Paget
and Her Boston Experiences, by Margaret
m er street, reared on Beacon Hill, and
Allston. These books are all handsomely
married into, the water side of Beacon
printed and bound and most of them are
street,! as well as “fed upon Saturday
illustrated.
thoroughly
beans and the Boston Evening TranMr.

entered the field.

which is, perhaps, quite as well
sinoe the little volume contains at least

MlSCKlXANiQCa.

miscellaneous

upon modern scientific ir
rigation. and in this book he tells us ol
the wonders accomplished by this system,
and shows how arid deserts in America

book,

Branches at Angnsta and
Bangor.
ug1d8mW&8

For Women.
«" m”d'i* „n; k,
re?ievod

Exited

?8t an,,1(n‘°8tobstinate

cases
renevod In d days without fail
No other
remedy w«ll do thin. No pain, no dancer no
Interference with work. The most dimentt
cases
successfully treated throuch
pondence, and the most com pie to ki tisfactinn
are

correJ!

as5r%T"iS*«vs»
lioMoif, Mag*!

man CO., no Troiaoiit
St.,

our

free offor of a B«|B'

F. L. S1IAW, President,
Portland.
1
on,u,lu' UtllO*’

MONEY LOANED.
J

Heirs and others desiring
borrow money on REAL *V
TATE, NOTES, household furniture, pianos, etc. Business strict
ly confldentia).

Shawmut Loan Co„
ME68 MARKET ST„

mayMtf

PORTLAND,

SOUTH PORTLAND.

WESTBROOK.

HOTELS BUSY.

THE BUSINESS

OUTLOOK.

1VJSW
_

Partita

from out of the city were
yesover the bicycle
plan t,
»nd it la tuild that their
was to
purpose
see if it would meet
their necessities in
^ase of
purchase.
It is

terday looking

Musician Soon

popular

thought by

gentleman well informed, who will not
permit his name to ba quoted, that the
plant would
fall into the hands of one

City.

to Leave

a

the automobile
companies which are
being organized outside of the state.
There was
quite a stir about the factory yesterday as the persona who bought
lathes,
presses, etc., were engaged In
moving thtm to other buildings.
of

Dana Warp Rill Becomes Possessor
of Gingham Mill.

The Social club met last
evening at the
home of Evelyn

Harrington.
Bernard Dlnenkemper,

Cleaves Rifles

Given

a

Windham Electric Line Closes
first Year of liusiiiess.

Mr. Frank It. Cloudman, who has for
• long term of years been the leader of
Use choir at the W arren Avenue Congrechurch, has been presented with
handsome musical cabinet. Mr. Cloudman H soon to leave the city to accept a

gational
a

joilticn at Ruruford Kalis In the new
Mr.
pat*r mills belrg erected there.
CJoadman is very popular in musical circles fn this city and his dep4irturc will be
Uw oolUM of regret to a wide circle of
Mends.
muu

ncftwuua

«

avvwiumiir

Veteran Fliemans
association
to Waltham baa returned home
having
arrived yvattrday morning.
The marriage of Mr. Herbert Haymond
led Use

and Mists Kate Pratt. both of this city, is
to occur next
1

ning.

Monday.

The title deeds

have been passed from
tteS. 1>. Warren Co. to the Dana Warp
HUJs Company, whereby the “gingham
stilt** so-called beoomes the property of
It Is expected that
the Bans oompany.
of the
on account of the large business
iSaua Warp Mill company that work will
be started up In the newly acquired property before long.
Mr. and Mrs.
Marcellas
Cloudman,
who have been the guests of Mr. und Mrs.
J. C. Kates, have returned to their home.
The body of the late Charles 8. Bickford, who died at his home on Vaughn

Mr. and Mrs Samuel Delcourt have retarnwl from their brisf wedding trip and
Thursday evening were tendered a recepdon At the home of his uncle on the new
tisrb

road.

tin

Sr Everett E. Reed of North Adams,
Sms., formerly of Westbrook, is In the

pity

on

a

hrlet

visit

to

relatives and

p friends.
Mr. Sewell T. Fowler of Ocean vale Is
handengaged In patting up new and
Edwards
some awnings in the
block,
Main street.
The members

of Co. M/Cleaves libles,
were given a fitting reception on the arrival home from the state muster at Aucarried off
gusta The boys of Co M,
several honors while at the muster and
Bis citizens

of

Westbrook

desirous

of

G.gernru to Huy
Are

Away.

XVlien Priees

Hlghl.

New York, August 17.—R. G Dun &
was a banner
day for the
of trade tomorrow
Portland and all of them did Co.’s weekly review
will say:
a line business.
The rush was not exAfter a great wave of advancing prices
pected, but the hotel men were not much
dangerous.
phased at this, getting into line and do- optimism as TO business is
ing their beat to accommodate the pub- Rut the top was reached In the middle of
which time reaction ha3
lic.
At the majority of the hostelrles It March, sines
come In
every great Industry, so that
was stated last
t
he
that
hail
evening
day
consumers are asking whether in some direcorded the biggest buslnef« of the
year,
rections the decline may not have been
even larger than on any one
day of Old
unreasonably large, as was the advance,
Home Week when thousands of
people and whether
buying on the present basis
visited fch^city.
of prices
is not fairly sure. There are
The West End hotel was crowded

Yesterday

hotels

of

full
that by last night
Proprietor (Jastner was taxed to the
ureateat capacity of his nouse.
“Every one of our rooms Is taken,”
said Cierk
Miller of the Preble at ten

during the

day

so

to be assigned to the Woodfords district and one at East J Jeering, who will
also assist in the eastern part of the city
These carriers were secured owproper.
ing to the efforts of Congressman Allen
are

GORHAM.

greet, Portland,were brought to this city
yesterday afternoon for burial in tha old

Kaeearappa cemetery

Ortut

further evidences of weakness In raw materials, notably ths break In structural
iron, but each one is availed of to place

heavy contracts. New York Is welcoming buyers from all over the country In
numbers than for many years at
o clonk.
“Every spot is considered and larger
this season In dry goods, in groceries, in
we have
been obliged to place cots in
visiting
In hardware; and if conjewelry and
the parlors and bath rooms to
at J.cng island.
satisfy the tracts are not
placed to as large a volume
demands.
Mr. Joseph Sawyer and wire of
Knightby this time, It is because of conserva“We are
completely
filled,” stated tism of
Yille, will attend tne reunion of the 17th
those who think they may compel
Clerk
Chaffee
of
the
Maine Begiment at Brunswick on TuesCongress square. some
further shading of prices. Reports
“Since
6
o'clock
tonight we have been
day next.
this week from other important points
Mr. W. T. Studley and grandson will turning away people."
of distribution show the same eagerness
left here,” was the remark
“Nothing
leave lor Bethel today to spend
several
to buy when the time seems right; and
that
Clerk Farwell made as he stopped
weeks.
current business In the country Is shown
In his hustling for a
breathing spell to to be of
There will ba an Interesting game of
good volume by bank clearings
comment on the
enormous business ol
bate
tall today at 2.510 p. m., on the
for the week at the chief cities outside
tne day.
Fcrjst
Avenue
grounds between the
New York only 2 5 per cent smaller than
“It has been a great day for us, sure,"
Fort Prebies and a nine from Fort Warlast year’s record of extraordinary specusaid the veteran clerk, Mr. Cram of the
ren.
and 20 2 per cent larger
lative activity
United States.
“We
have
been
on
the
Mrs. Jacob D. Dodge and family who
than in 1898, while at New York 24 1
move all of the time and it reminds me
have teen at 8avannah, Ga., and other
smaller
than a year ago and
cent
of the
old days when we were on the per
plrces in the 8outh with her husband,
12 7 per cent under 1898.
hustle from sunrise to midnight.”
Capt Dodge, for the past two months, has
It Is becoming more apparent that the
“Things have been booming all right,
arrived at her home at 8outh Portland,
bottom has been reached in prices of iron
remarked John Swett at Swett‘s.
here,”
having come on in her husband s vessel,
but we have no more rooms and
which Ls now at Bath. Her son Her- “Sorry,
The
decline was severe a ad recovery
thore who have not applied early can't
bert Is suffering from malarial fever conmust be slow, but gradual advances and
a room now for love, money or inget
tracted la the 8outh.
moderately Increasing activity are more
fluence.”
Harry
Dyer, travelling salesman for
than violent
in no
changes,
“I came on duty at 6 o'clock tonight,” healthy
Emery, Waterhouse & Co., is passing his ►aid
division is the improvement more
single
Frank Day at Smith's, and all 1
vacation at his home in 8outh Portland.
striking than m any other. Except steel
have been doing Is to turn away people.*-'
Nathaniel E. Gordon of 8outh
all
forms of iron from the ore to
Capt.
The marked increase In the business is rails,
at
the finished
Portland, la
Eastport on business
product are being sought
to the Influx of travel from the
connected with a submarine diving cun- attributed
more
-and with less effect to seeagerly
White Mountains.
This, coupled with cure further concessions in
tract.
price.
the ordinary travel from all other direcMr. Victor Sears of Boston ls a guest
The first effect of the official report of
tions resulted In bringing a large numat the
home of Mr. Merrill Crossman,
wheat conditions Indicating a total crop
ber of people
into the city. Then the
of
Knightvilie, for a week.
only 513,997,000
bushels, was to
steamer Iloratlo Hall which arrived from
Mr.
Young and family of Melrose New York In the
strengthen prices, but when the secrethe
afternoon, brought
Highlands, Mass aru guests of Mr. and
tary of agriculture was reported as prelargest crowd that she has hau this seaMrs. A. C. Doveltt, Main
dicting “dollar wheat” before the end of
street^Vlllard.
Mrs. Ferley E. Emery and children of
the year, the market showed an InclinaMain street,
Willard, are visiting rela- MORE
CARRIERS FOR PEERING tion to disagree, and the September optives In New Hampshire.
tion fell below 80 oents at New York, for
DISTRICT.
in two months, the week
There
will be an examination of the
Word has come from the post office de- the first time
| teachers of the South Portland schools partment that two extra letter carriers closing with a net decline of 2 7-8 oents.
Mrs. L.
8. Arey and family have returned from
a two months’ visit at St,
Croix. N. 8.
Miss Ethel Kennedy Is
friends

Welcome Home.

Royal

Mrs.
J,
who
has been visiting at the home of Mr. Geo.
E. Henley
returned to Eynn last eve-

Cineata Crowded the Hoatlei
Uy» Yesterday and taa Many Caeca Were Turned

Kecent arrivals at the Crystal Spring
Jonu S. Gilman, Boston; E. E.
house:
Hubbard, Boston; D. E. Brown, Portland; Andrew F. Johnsou, Gray; Miss;
Miss S. S. Hinckley,
M. E Hinckley,
Mr. A. J. Hinckley, Cbas. U. Hinckley,
Gorham; Alr», M. A. McKeen, New Durham ; Mr. and Mrs G. A Towle, Keear
M. Place,
Everett,
Palls; Mrs James
Mass ; Mrs. Q. B. Kid Ion, 'Gorham; Mr

the people of thett sect ions will
doubtless be
very gratenxl. For som 3
timj there has been some misunderstanding between the Portland post office and
the department at Washington.
But in
to give the people of Peering the
order
best service possible, Postmaster Barker
the extra carriers
njeded
employed
though at the risk of having to pay them
himself. John T. Kavanaugh and George
and Mrs F. W. Jewett, Portland; Mr. E.
Donnelly have been named as the carNlel Taylor, riers for these districts.
and Mrs. W. A. Taylor,
With these addiMrs.
W.
C.
Wyman, Kansas; tional carriers free delivery will now be
Portland;
E A. Kandall, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Deargiven to all of the people of Peering exborn, Portland; Almon Goodwin, Miss
the St oudwater section.
to

whom

cept

Hilda Goodwin, New York; li.E. Brown, i
Postmaster Barker says that he could
Portland.
have accomplished
not
what
he has
Mr. George W. Hogers tendered a fine without the assistance of Mr. Allen who
reception to his many friends at Clement has responded energetically to every call
hall. An excellent programme of games, of this kind in behalf of the
city.

Mr.

that the per
will Increase to
bu3hels this year on

Wilson’s

capita

statement

consumption

“nearer 7 than 0“
account of
greater prosperity, suggests
the question
whether many will eat 50
bread than in previous
per cent more
farmers have not begun to
The
years.
hoard their wheat, for receipts at intericities in two weeks have lieen 13,006,
138
bushels, against 7,130,333 last year
and 5,815,646 in 1898.
For the
year thus far shipments of
boots and shoes from Boston are 2,735,443
cases
against
2,914,885 In 1899, but the
value of business to date has been exceedin only three years. The trade is
ed
or

from
accumulation of stocks
jiot be sold without a loss as
compared with the price at wh ch sho.rs
Western shops and
could now be made.

suffering

that

can

dealers are actively employed and do not
share depression at the east. Hides are
in better position than the leather market seems to warrant.
Failures for the
161
In the United fc'tatis
week
were
last year and 24 In Canada
against 156

Aowing their appreciation of the work recitations, etc., was enjoyed.
Special
against 24 last year.
KNOCKED OUT THREE MOLARS.
being done by the members of the city mention should be mads of the recitation
Manitoba crop,
Aside
from
news
Ice cream and cake were
militia, displayed flags all day yesterday by Miss Kelly.
William McLaughlin and John Malia
Uoininion is generally
throughout the
hum the honses and stores and last eve- served in the dining room. Tne occasion
got Into a scuffl3 on Clark street, Thurssing the Presurnpsco^ band tendered a was a decided success.
Many thanks tr day night which ended by McLaughlin satisfactory and business shows ImproveWhile trade
ment In consequence.
is
concert and many of the citizens burned
Mr. Kogers for the pleasant evening’s enknocking out three of Malia’s teeth The
in hardware and shoes in St. John,
quiet
colored lights as the company marched to* tertainment.
police yesterday arrested McLaughlin and the movement of
dry goods is maintained
their armory.
Mr. Charles Alden who contracted with this
morning the case will be aired in the end a
good fall trade Is expected to follow
The Westbrook,
Windham & Naples the town to rebuild three bridges has a
court.
municipal
the harvesting of the crops, which ara in
Ktefitrlc Halfway company concluded its large force at work.
a favorable condition.
Midsummer quiet
A GREAT DRL\K.
first year of business, August
13.
The
Miss Alice Douglass has returned from
prevails at Halitax but the situation is
records of the oompuny show that
over a visit with friends at Falmouth
ForeOne of the finest drinks of tne season is
healthy and crop prospects promising.
over side.
is
that which
now being
served by Wholesale trade shows an increase at To»\000 fares have been collected
Too much rain has retarded busironto.
his new and popular road.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Nash of Port- Schlotterbeck and Foss.
ness in certain lines at Quebec and also
This consists of delicious ripe peaches
land visited friends here this week.
injured the hay crop, but collections are
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Li. Merrill of Bos- which are sliced and then added to ice fair. Trade conditions are unchanged at
MOKKILLS.
Business is very active at
ton were the guests tnis week of Mr. and cream soda. It is a drink that has been Winneneg
Vanct u »'er and Victoria in goods for
Mrs. Darius Merrill of Main street.
just placed at this store and is meetthe northwest before navigato
shipment
Mr. Alfred Stevens, Stevens avenue,and
Mr. Hardy Moulton and wife of Boston ing with the utmost popularity.
tion closes cn the Yukon river but loca
family, are to move to Boston some time are the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. George
trade is quiet and collections are fair.
Randall & McAllister are putting in a
during the coming week.
Boberts, Preble street.
Messrs. Milton Bailey and Dana Small
Col. H. K. Millett is passing a few days new coal pocket adjoining their wharf.
Better Have tlie Books Examined.
leave today for a two weeks’ outing at
The L. B. Griffin company has taken
at Newport. Me.
“That’s what I call a startling appariBuck Pond
old
stoi’e
the
the
grain
adjoining
plant tion.”
Mrs. Dewis K. Johnson and daughter,
Mr, Philip Stevens or Hartford. Conn., I who have been at Old Orchard for a few of the company in order to have more
“What is?”
is visiting hen*,called by the death of his
room.
“Why, the bookkeeper in that silk negdays, have returned to Portland.
There
was a collision
between the ligee shirt with daisies embroidered all
mother, Mrs. Frank G Stevens.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshal M. Phinney,who
over the bosom.”—Indianapolis Journal.
4. H. French
and wife, stewards at
and the schooner Alicia B.
have been visiting friends in Gorham left sloop Ajax
Westbrook Seminary, have returned to
few
The Crosby was
Crosby,a
days
ago.
Mass.
in
Dowell,
for their homo
Omaha Amused.
their duties at the Seminary after a pleasdamaged to the extent of about $300, but
Among other amusing things of the
ant visit at their former home in Canton.
all
VEAL.”
the
“BOB
SEIZED
Ajax escaped
right.
season is the sight of men living in KalaMiss Clara and Merle White of Osape,
The 131st Maine Regimental association
and
Ofllcers Frank
Greeley on commazoo, Oshkosh,
Kankakee, Oconomowill meet at Merrymeeting park. Bruns- woc and Passamaquoddy sneering at the
Iowa, are the guests or Mr. and Mrs. J.
of Frederick W. Wormell of Ocean
plaint
H. Cobb.
August <39. The election of offi- outlandish names the Chinese give to
Aaron wick,
the
store of
avenue, visited
Mr. Fred Flye, clerk for J. W. C. Kobtheir towns.—Omaha World-Herald.
occur and interesting exorcises
street, yesterday cers will
Dinmon at 86 Market
«ts, the Ueerlng Center grooer, Is enjoyheld.
will
bo
carcasses
of
five
seized
veal,
forenooh and

ing

a

two weeks’

vacation

in the prov-

inces.
Miss Annie liamsay of Hath is visiting
telatives at this place.
An old tree fell across the wires of the
Westbrook
Eleetrlo Light and Power
their circuit between the
company on
Warren Paper mills at Cumberland Mills
and lilverton
No
arternoon.

yesterday

Particular damage was done and the circt-H was put in
working order in a short
time by the linemen of the company.

under the
which it is claimed belongs
classlcntlon of “bob veal.’’
the same on
The penalty of having
one
for each
hand for sale is $50 fine

found.
The complainant is

a

dealer In beef and

This oase will come up this morning In
the municipal court.

SUNDAY SAID.
wish for a line afternoon’s
the
should not fall to take
llarpswell steamboat company’s steamer
Aucocisco
leaving Portland Pier next
Sunday at 2 15 p. m., for a three hours’
sailing trip along the Foreside route,
making one of the llnest excursions out
of Casco Bay.
Those who

i Miss Helen Sawyer

of Melrose, Mass,,
relatives and friends at Wood-

visiting
fords and vicinity.

Miss Lena Jordan and Miss Isabel TayGAS
Cape Elizabeth have been visiting
Mrs, Chas. Willard, Kackliff street,
lor of

What Shall We Have for Dessert ?

COMPANY SENDS
POD1CE.

CHECK TO

Yesterday Day Turnkey Massure of the
police station, who is the president of the
relief
association of the police department, received a check for $50 from the

This question arises in tho family every
day. Let us answer it today. Try Jel!-o. Portland Gas company. The check was
8 delicous
and healthful dessert. Pre- accompanied by a letter from Superintenin two minutes.
No boiling 1 no dent Eugene II. Yorke, who wrote that
pared
baking! simply add boiling water and the company took pleasure in sending
to cool.
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange, the check in consideration of the valuable

Raspberry and Strawborry. Get a
age at your grocers today, 10 cts.

Not Nece*sarl»>An advertisement seen lately in a niorr.
ing paper printed—never mind whercealls for “a stenographer who can cook.’
Another demands “a housekeeper win
understands shorthund and typewriting.’
These curious “wants” send one’s fane.'
Ars the\
adrift in strange channels.
straws that show a coming halt in tin
mad onward rush of business? Are tin
chafing dish and 5 o’clock teakettle t,
become recognized features in otlice lifeV
—Boston Globe.

excursion

WOODFOHDS.
la

Tlie Corn

pack-

services rendered at the oompany s works
last Saturday.

Bright Youngster.
“I suppose you expect him to grew u;>
to be a bright boy?” said the friend pat
A

Fed

Philosopher.
“The old fellow that grumbles about
the wickedness of the present day as
compared to when he was on earth,” said
the corn fed philosopher, “is usually just
regretting his lost chances for fun.”—Indianapolis Press.

A Conqueror From tlie Suburbs.
“What a grand air Sidney Snizzer has!
Does he come from a specially fine fami-

ly?"
see?

Don’t you
He’s taking a
“No.
home with him.”—Detroit Free
cook

Press.
Not

“Pa, what’s

Often, of Course.
an

optimist?”

“A man who sometimes hears of peoas he would have
“Well,” answered the young father, “1 i done them if he had been there.”—ChithifTTv I detect tendencies in that direction. cago Times-Herald.
He wants to eat the quicksilver off my
pocket mirror, and succeeded in making
The Intelleetunl Girl.
a meal off a package of stove polish.”*
“It is a great drawback to have sense.”
Washington Star.
“What do you mean?”
“When a girl has sense, all the men
Directness Needed.
she likes best are afraid of her.”—Chica“See here, Solger,” said the city editor, go Record.
“you’ve slighted the dramatic feature of
•*
this story.”
Deserts.
“Why,” said the young reporter, “I’ve
Snake Editor—The poet laureate gets
written all about it.”
the malmsey for his work.
“I know you have.
Suppose you try
Horse Editor—It’s not malmsey he
and
write
at
it.”—Philadelphia should get; it’s the sack.—Syracuse Heragain
Press.
ald.

ronizingly.

ple doing things just

Mrs.

1
|

friends
everywhere*
Every woman knows

are

HERE’S YOUR

|

CHANGE

|

if

friend who

Read the letters

you’re

man, to get a Summer Suit at just about
We’ve taken a <Hos?en or more

~EE

of them have sold at less than $10.00, many of them
$12.00, and marked thotji all $6.00. They were made up

S5

a

Price.

Hair

styles^

none

has been helped by Lydia
Em Plnkham9s Vegetable
Compound. What does
this friend say about it 9
women

AIJVEHTISKMKNTS.

NEW
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IPinkham^s

some woman

ADVKllTISEMKNTS.

Eii
EE

from this season’s
in the country.

EE

from

being published in

ES
EE

If you are
this paper*
ailing, don9t try expertmentsm Rely on the reliablem

fancy weaves, by the best manufacturer
In fabric, finish and style they’re the

ZZZ

ES
EE
ES

equal of any custom made suit you ever saw at four times
the prico.
You can wear them clear into November, put
them away through the winter and come out in the spring
You see we have confiwith, practically, a new suit.
deuce in them.
Don’t stop at the window display, come
in and see what Big Bargains they really are:

S5j
EE!
EE

Men’s Light All Wool Suits lliut
for $6.00.

$10.00,

ES

Men's All Wool Fine Herringbone Suits,
double breasted Vests, that were $13.00, for

ES

EE

Mrs3 Pinkham’s great
medicine has stood without a peer for thirty
EE
years*
EE
Puzzled women write to
Mrsm Pinkham for advice
which she gives without
The advice is
chargem
confidential and accuratem
it has helped a million womenm
Mrs, Pinkham9s =
address is Lynn, Mass,

$6

«■£

OO.
Men’s Checked
for

$10.00,

Suits,

silk

We

lined,

placed

have

you'll

EE
==

in

West

our

Window

Fancy Balbriggan Underwear
good to look at. It is 50c quality.
Inside

that were

$6.00.

| UNDERWEAR.

EE

were

~

a

lino

of

that will do you

find it on sale at 39c.

(

EE
~

EE

SCARED THE DIVER.
An

Unpleasant Experience
Man Eating Shark.

An old deep sea diver
experiences and told of

was
one

Wltlx

relating his
narrow

1

•

es-

j

He said:
“My first real fight was off the island !
of Denierarn. in the Caribbean sea.
I j
w'as employed to raise the cargo of a i
sunken vessel and worked for four weeks
on the job.
When called upon to accept
the work, I was a trifle loath, for I was
aware that those waters were infested
with sharks and other large and dangerous fish; but, being assured they would
not molest me and my exchequer being
very low, I agreed to do the work and
started in.
“Donning my armor one bright morn- j
ing, I got over the side of the boat, and
after admonishing my attendants to pull
me up as fast as strength would permit if
they received the danger signal I began
to descend.
I had scarcely gone 23 feet
when I saw a monstrous man eating
shark within a hundred feet of me.
“Ugh, how I felt! Perspiration broke
out all over me, and I grew weak.
I was
at a loss to know w'hat to do. If I went
up, he might seize me by the legs and
carry them off, and I had no desire to
The j
part with such faithful servants.
old shark was ‘laying to,’ calmly watching me and apparently wondering what
kind of a fish I was. He appeared to be
in a thoughtful mood and no doubt was
speculating as to whether he had ever
seen me before.
Now, I had no ambition
to become acquainted with his sharkship.
I did not like the way he regarded ;ne,
but I didn’t raise a fuss with him
about it.
“The great fish seemed to have determined upon something. He began to fan
his fins gently.
‘My time has come,’ I
said mentally.
liaising his head, he
started forward like a flash.
I nerved
myself for the shock, but it was not at
It was at one of the
me he was aiming.
large air globules that rise from the vent
in the top of the helmet. He swallowed
it at one gulp, then stopped.
In a moment he began to make involuntary offerings to old Father Neptune, for the bubble was an emetic to him. He seemed to
be satisfied with his lunch of compound
oxygen and hydrogen, for he swam hurCincinnati Commercial
riedly away.”

SHOES.

cape.

Johnson’s Never

~

sewed,

~

you get a new

Men's in

EE

■

Youths’, $1.10.

EE

|
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C. H.

REOLON, Prop.

'-Cosey Corner”

there’s half

—

Words.

isn’t

complete

unless

dozen Cushions scattered about

a

The “Den” is

luxury

of

few

a

big

no

den at all without the added

Pillows.

The modern fashion

of decoration makes pilparlor imperative and there’s a place for
pillows in the library chairs, billiard room, nooks in
the boudoir and chamber, to say nothing of the boat,
lows in the

the hammock, and

and down in the

upstairs

summer

cottage.

Emphatically, Cushions
a variety c f
style

are

there’s such

and withal there’s

and

much real

the

vogue, and
shape and color,
about

utility

them,
than ever.
popular
Our needlework department is showing a very
choice line of these Pillows just at present.

no

wonder

The

so

in

they’re

favor

more

“Bramhall”,

undoubtedly the best low
Machine
in the world, is sold in our
priced Sewing
It has a very high arm, almost noiseBasement.
less mechanism and is mounted on a five drawer rich

run.

lie Was a Hassle.
Tourist (to the cottager’s wife)—
And are these three nice little boys all
your own?
Mrs. McFarlnne— Yiss, mom, but him
in thr. middle’s a lassie.
Household

j

in it.

“A run pn a bank is a funny thing,”
said the old banker, who was in a reminiscent mood. “It will start without the
slightest cause, and you never know
when to expect it. It may be only a rumor, it may be in the air, and the deed is
done. Many a good bank has gone to the
wall simply because there was no way to
know that a run wras in prospect, and
there are times when the soundest bank
in the world could not stand an unex-

Lady

SQUARE,

[
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BANK.

“A number of years ago, when T was
a young man, I was cashier of u bank in
the interior of the state. The bank was
in good condition and perfectly sound,
and we did not dream that our credit
would be questioned.
But one day a
run was started without warning, and inside of two hours there was a howling
mob around the bank, and we realized
that wo had a serious situation to face.
“It was simply impossible for us to
meet all the demands, but I paid out the
funds that we had on hand, knowing full
well that it was a question of only a
few minutes when we would be obliged
to close.
“Finally the president of the bank
came to me and said in a low voice:
‘How much longer can we hold out?’
‘Not over ten minutes,’ I replied,
wiping the bends of perspiration from
my brow.
“Calmly and deliberately he reached
over to the money case, picked up a $10
bill, rolled it lengthwise, stepped to the
stove and lit it; then, without a quiver
of an eyelid, he produced a cigar, bit off
the end and proceeded to light it from the
burning bill.
“That move sav'd the bank. The man
to whom at that moment I was handing
his balance gasped and then, shoving tlie
It
money back, said he would leave it.
was the turn of the tide, and the run
ceased. We didn’t even lose the $10 bill,
as the president was careful enough to
see that there was enough left to be redeemed.”—IXtroit Free Press.

EE
=5

ir«i F. Clark & Co.,

a-MiE

The Easy Trlek by Which tbe President Stopped It.

pected

EE

Creedmorc, $1.55.

and

EE

Saturday, August 18. i:>00.

Tribune.
RUN ON A

Congress

out whore

they give

If

Boys’, $1.39.

—

A

Rip Shoes.
pair.

(

Antique

oak stand

with

leaf

drop

and

extension

shelf, has every, modern attachment for
kinds of work and is sold with
ten

3100RE

At the Durham

(England)

:ently the plaintiff in

doing

all

good

for

CO.

♦♦♦♦

a

assizes re-

trifling

case was

and after a little the
udge suggested that the counsel should
jet his client to compromise it and to ask
1 ler what she would take to settle it.
The counsel thereupon shouted out very
1 oudly to his client, “His lordship wants
1 o know what you will take?”
She smilingly replied, “I thank his lord< ihip kindly, and if it’s no inconvenience
1 o him I’ll take a little warm ale.”
woman,

&

Get It.

She Didn’t

deaf

warrant

years,

OWEN.

<

a

[ OurJewelryStoref
is

%

packed with everything new in
We have the
Jewelry line.
most complete stock in the city,

X

►

Come

store we can show

•

[*

you

everything usually found in
first class jewelry establish-

X

£

£

k
Prom the Clonds.
In the “Recollections” of Sir Algernon
fVest is included one of a friend of his
routb, Albert Smith by name. In those
lays the younger smart set amused themielves by making balloon voyages with
3reen, the famous aeronaut. One day
Smith ascended before an admiring group
>f onlookers and, observing a lady ae- j
piaintance in the crowd, waved his hand ►
it her as they were starting and said,
k
‘If I come down again, I’ll bring you a
iky terrier.”
I

the

a

to our

t

J
♦

tn out.

I McKenney,
THE

JEWELER,

Monument
jly20dtf6thor8ttip

Square.

I
t

|
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WARNING TO REPUBLICANS.

OS A HEAVY TRACK.

“KO-NUT"

Postmaster General Smith Sees
In

Parity

and cleanliness is the

key

to health.

When you stop to think
of the conditions under which Pork

Old Orchard Races Star-

Overconfidence.

Danger

SUNDAY

FOR

MiecEixAirEOPS.

SERVICES.
mmm n

Notice—Church notices are published free
The
an accommodation to the churches.
publ.shers request that they he sent to the
office by 6.00 p. m. on the day before publication, written legibly and as briefly as possible,
such notices are not received or corrected by
as

m

FOR

Forty words Inserted under tills head
week for 25 cents, casli In advance,

mwr TMmiifmrT-rmr-1-

me

Palmer s Lotion
CURES

SALE.

“OVEfT”FORSALE-One” No7~~3
BAKER'S
Middleby baker’s oven and cooking im-

tlemente.
One baker’s wagon and one d«Call on or auivery pung with baker’s topTrustee
Iress P. A. SMITH. Waterville, Me.
>f the estate of J. W. Lemont, bankrupt.
au7-8w

-W

SALK.

Forty words Inserted under this Ue
week for 35 cents, cash in

advrji^J

>ne

SALE—One
!?OR
A
wltn

full

dlgous and

sot

Address M.
Kesolvos.
:on, Maine.

of^MaiimK^T:ts

full set of aoni
L. LIZOTTF

one

fSJa'm

"W*

(New York Tlme3.)
SALE—House 44
^
rooms with bath and launarv sifts,m i. 11
Charles Emory Smith of Philadelphia, telephone.
RED
New81
Church.
set
Cong.
Abyssinian 4th
bowls, hot ana cold water. To bei" 'eat'
Postmaster General in Mr. McKinley’s
Preaching at 7.30 p. m. by Rev.
LAOR SALE- Elegant musical goods, pianos, settle the estate of Samuel Waterhon™ it0
bury street.
F music boxes, violins, mandolins, guitars,
the pastor. Sunday school 12.30
lulre of SAMUEL WATERHOUSEA
Cabinet, was in the
:
city yesterday. Calvin Lane,
m. All are invited.
p.
tanjos, cornets, harmonicas, popular sheet, 407 Fore street.
Askei
his
for
of
the
of
opinion
prospects
fat of the Cocoanut and the very
SORE
nusie, instruction books, superior violin and
Bethany Cong. Church. South Portland.
President McKinley’s election, he said:
>anjo strings; please call at HAWES’S, 414 fNOR SALE—Second hand cutunder IT'
Preaching 2.30
Rev. E. H. Newcomb, pastor.
essence of Purity, is a thing of the
r
au7-4
tf
surrey, has late sty e shell patten
.digress street.
Ail are welcome.
“One thing I would greatly emphasize and 7 p. m.
«'ings, lamps, spr.ng hacks and springe ..J
past.
street—Rev.
286
Fore
Bethel
Church,
is that too much is taken for
ions; taken iu settlement with a party w,,
granted as Francis Southwortb, pastor. Residence 108
SUMMER BOARD.
and all other skin troubles. Use
•itv and must be sold; no use for it/ p
to our certain success in the election. Newbury street. Services at 10.30 a. m., 3 and
Ko-Nut is used for general cooking,
FISHER, It Noyes street.
7. ho p. m.
Preaching service in the afternoon.
words inserted under tills liead
Lotion
The
is
Forty
outlook
certainly very promising, All are welcome.
and is far superior to lard.
tf
SALE—Two (2) new modern honseT^
« ine week for 25 cents, cask In
advance,
in all cases. At Druggists
but there is danger that the people are
Christ Science, Brown’s Block, 537 Congress
Deering Highlands, never occupied
B,
GlidEndorsed by the First Families, Cooking
Miss
L,
new and modern, electric lDhts w;
tiling
taking too much for granted, and that st. Service Sunday 7.30 p. m;
Farm
HOARDERS WANTED—At High Road
tf
All are welcome.
heat. etc. Price right and terms easy
Schools and Medical Fraternity. If your
nS'
t* for
success is assumed to be certain, when den, speaker.
3‘
September and October. Special rates DALTON, 231 Wood fords avenue.
Church of Christ—Corner of Congress and
dealer h.is not got it, write us and we will
TO LET.
t o parties. MRS. ltOSCOli G. SMITH,Uorni-h,
it is not certain, unless the essential
at
10.30
a.
Weymouth streets. Lord’s Supper
.----———
] A a mo.15-1
SALE—At
South
see that you are supplied.
Preaching at 7.30
work and essential conditions are ful- m. Bible study at 11.46.
ment. separate entrance house mod„»
RENT—Desirable houses, with modern : HOARDERS WANTED—lean accommodate
by C. S. Black." Subiect, "The Two Covenants.’’
conveniences, extra con cr lot. Will be «nii
filled.”
the following streets:
on
McLEUAN <fc BRIGHAM CO.,
L* a limited number of students who desire
(Methodist- 217 improvements,
Chestnut Steet Church.
on easy n ontlily payments to
11 rooms; 85 State. 10 rooms; 26
Brackett.
reliable uim.
Address HATTIE
mard ill a private family.
“Is there anything In Bryan's speech Episcopal)—Rev. Luther
Freeman,
uastor,
Call 8 to to a. in.. C. B. DALTON. 53
N. E. Agents,
Arsenal, J2 rooms; 302 Brackett, 12 rooms; 3a
A. *FILKd, Gorham, Me._15-1
Rev. F. R. Griffif's. assistant. Morning service
of acceptance to which you
8 rooms; 1 Monroe Place,
care
to
Eastern
Promenade,
1—^L^-—-f
49. 50, 51 aid 62 Chatham Street, Boston.
at 10.30 a. m.
Preaching by the Rev. W. S. 7 rooms; and many others. FRED’K S. VA ILL,
"t.OOD HOARD mid Pleasant Rooms for SepSALE—The beautiful surburbau^m
reply?”
Bovard. Sunday school at 12 in. At 6.30 p. m. Real
J tembor and October.
18-1
Two minutes vi alk
l^OR
Estate
A
m. Prayer
Agent._
At
7.30
service.
p.
iienco, No. 62 Lien wood avenue
League
rom a lovely lake, boat free; piazzas, shade
“There are two points especially that Kpworth
and praise serviceAll are welcome.
Highlands, every modern convenience
rrto LET—Furnished cottage of five rooms at t rees, grove; one mile from village. Portland
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ice t—cut loaf 8n
mar
do pfd,
62
fartfctid
it.i*;powdered CVan granulated 7c; co.Sae Maine Central...160
Uuiou
l’uclflc.
69%
ctsaacti & Vie 4 yellow 6 '4
Union Pacitte pfd... 76%
Mexican Central 4s. 80
\
Charters.
American bugar
124%
9ehr Helena, Philadelphia to Portland, coal American Sugar pfd.X.116%

j

Virtr« firm_frouK

-1 OIL

Flour—receipts 12,000 bbls: wheat 331.000;
corn 102.000 bush: oats 372.ooo bush;
rye 2.000 bush: bariey 14.000 bush.
Shipments— Flour 7.000 bbls; wheat 281.000
bush; .corn ."89.000 bush; oats 334,000 bush
rve COOO busn; barley 4.000 bush.
DETROIT—Wheat quoted 76Viic cash 'White;
Red 77c; Aug 77c ; Sept 77«%c.
TOLEDO—Wheat quiet—cash and Aug at
76y&c; Sept 77c: Oct 779%c; Dec 79c.

bush;

C Oltoa Markets.

....

..

~

k
:

|f

Bar

Mr P.
Thompson, Philadelphia
Wkor, coal $1 1».
J.
Jlchr
If. Randall,Baltimore to Portland,coal
to

t».

»c.
8chr Abenaki, Perth Amboy to Augusta, coa

H*
Schr C. D. Hall, Perth Amboy
d*y 70c.
Sehr John M. Brown, Norfolk to
pert, iron gl 10.

Portland,

to

Elizabeth-

futl land Wliu «s«le Wsrkst.

P(3ltTL AND. Aug. 17.
without quotable change In

New York Onotatiou*

of

Stuck* and Honda

(By Telegraph.!
The following me the closui?

quotations

Bonc-

Ana. 17.
New 4s. re*.
IS;2%
New as. ..132%
New ..iJ5
New is. coup.315%
Denver a n. »*. 1st .102
Brie ireu. 4a. 08%
Mo. nati.k Tex. 2u«. 66%
K ansns a Pacuic consols......
Oregon Nav.lst....109
Texas Pacific, c. c. lsts....J 11%
do reg. 2ds.. 50
Union Pacllic lsts.105%
Quotations of stocks—

of

Aug. 16.
182%
132%
H6%
115%
102
68%
66%
109

112%
5<i

106%
Flour rather casv
Egurcs Wheat weak and closed ** 474o off.
Aug. 17. Aug. 16.
28
Aiclilson... a7%
Cora strong and niclier with < ats about steady.
vl
Potatoes Atemson Dia.-. /o%
Prowtsioiis irregular- but unchanged.
Pacmc..
Central
Irm, Batter has been advanced lc.
Eggs are Cbes. & Ohio.. 27%
27%
127
Chicago. Jsur. «r uiiincv.12678
inter,
« nun. Canai Co.113%
112
Den
TwioHowvr.g quotanonsrepresani t’.io w.tole- DeL I,aeK. 5; West.177
170
Uie prices lor iho market;
19
oenver ai it. ti.-. 16%
rioai
jsrie. new. i2%
10%
85«3
and
low
gtuues.2
tap®fun*
Brie is pm. 33%
33Vi
1}
Ibmois ikjmrai.117
Lake r.rie He West. 28
Lake Snore.209
Louis 4c Nasa. 72%
....
91%
Mamiauan E leva too.
Mexican central ..11%
central.
Mlcouran
Milts.* St. Coins. 55
Minn, ac eit. coins nia. 93
Missouri Pacmc. 51%
New .lersev central.134%
New York Central.130%
Northern Pacmc com. 61%
Nortnem pact tic otd. 71%

a5 Oo
Sxrtog Wheal patents.
Mien. SEd 8LLoulsst. roller.4 10*4 36
20
Mick and fcu Louis clear.8 95
Wtaler Wheat patents.4 60 a 4 60
torn nail Keu I.

(«n.

car

GBrkbag

49 5 49 Vi
a62
<® 50

lots....
lOls..

Mesh, It;* lots..
Oats, car lots..
Oats, ban lots...
Isttou sx'ed. car lots..OO
Cotton Seed, bag lots.OO
baeked Bran, ear ions..... .... 18

31(4*32
35
34*
00*20 50

00*27

Ort

00* 1 9 00
Sacked Bran, bag lots...OO 00*19 00
Middling, car lots..18 OO*20 OO
Mttrtlihg, bag. lots.,19 00*20 50
Mixeu icett...18 50*19 50
Sugar. Coffee, Te». Holan««, Mala In*.
6 29
Sugar-Siaudaru granulated.
6 29
Sugar-Extra lino granulated....
5 90
Sugar—Extra C.
*1(5
(odee—Kro. roasted. 13
tolfee-Java and Mocha.
27*30
26*36
Teas—imoys.

laas—Congous.
Teas—Japan...
Teas—Formosa...
Molasses—Porto Kteo.
Molasses— Harbadoes.
Molasses—com 1non.

35*85
8t’*4u
82*35
20*26

15 50

75 *,11 25

honeitss. nail bbls.
urd—tes arm rmilfcM. mire....
herd—ics ana halt bbl.com....
hard—Pans pure.

19

75
0 60

*314
*<>44
8% ® 9 Ve
TV* ®>8
9(4* 10
18
16®
12??! 14
13.915
111,4 9 12
8 V4

compound.

Urd-Puie. loaf
Ctoekeus.
J>wl.
lurk
cvs..

Ham*...

Shoulders..

Proilncc.

Mo*. Pea....
Bp 11 s, ra

ifornla Pea.
team, Yu,low Eves.
15o*ns, Ko i Kidney.
6811TB unions, bu.
I'otati e-. libl.
Optoni. Egyptian.
Sseot i'ota'oss, Norfolk.

2 40 a 2 50
2 85*2 7<>
2 5<k*2 *>0
2 50« 2 55
l 00 « ! 16
* 2 00

*1 75
*3 00
*—
10® 20

Vinfcunl.
|weet,Eastern

fredi.
J’lKs,
Peg*, Western fiosh..
IS
*!
nutter, Fancy tb camor.
24 * 25
natter, Vermont
22
21®
cneesr, Jj. York and Verm't... lOVa^l 1 Va
Fruit.

VeniMH.'Mcssina.
oranges, Seedlings.

0 00*5 00
4 00® 1 53

Dry litih and Mackerel.

Cud, large Shore.
Medium

Herring,

4
shore fish. 3
.'. 2

per

LarKe

00@4 50
00*3 50
25*3 60

box, sealed.

Sli,
J’shore
Mackerel shore

11*1(5
,s.18 Of(§20 00
12 00**14
2s.
10 00*$13

Oils, Turpentine

sud Coal.

Oik..
S??'^useei
Hoi'ert
Unseed oil.

87*72
89 «)74

turpentine.

Kuwh ?1d, Ceutonmal oil bbl..
P,..n,?(l tet Petroleum, 120.
Ptatcs
A.trai,",..

H»if bbu. ic extra

Si.! Paul.....114%

MPauiota..•.i71
Su Paul

48*69
1

50utitlO»/i

111G

12-14

<m

umana.li*

h*. Paul & omana uia..
Texas racuie..

j

28%
209

71%
91 %
12

65%
V3%
61%
133%

I

Colony.20
Adam* Rxoress...if4
American Rxnress.134

Old

u. fe. ..
Peome ..
racmc Mail.

21%
107%
114%
171
*14

14%
76%
7%
3 8%
a88 a
204
124

154

7®
98/a

98%
31a/4

^%

I’ullmanJ'aiaco.
18'_,
Sugar, common...
Western union. soys
Rv

Southern

uf<iv..

psuorai Bieei common.
ao ..
American looaceo....
ao

r><%
34%
67
9*

67
98%

eta.138

Metropolitan Street it R.'“>
Tent), coal« iron. I0*'*,
U. s. ituobar.80%
Continental ronacco.2(3%

—c.

SAVANNAH—The Cotton
easy; middlings 9*4 c.

market

closed

)28

lbo%
8

*•*>%

Hn.Uiit Marnoi.

NI'.W YOISK—Ar 10th, sells Aetna, Chipman,
Bonaire; George Jl Ames. Watts, Savannah;
Pasadena. Hlgbee, Charleston; John Proctor,
Caswell, Newport News tor Boston; Henry It
Tilton. Cobb. Bangor; U< oil. McDonough, do.
Cld, barque Annie lteed, Norton. Port Spain;
sell Cora C Meader, Meader, Baracoa.
Sid, barque Annie heed, Port Spain; sells A B
Sherman, Philadelphia; F C Pendleton and F &
T Lunion, Baltimore; John Biacewell, Virginia;
Nat Meader, Augusta; 1 zetta and J M Morales,
Bangor; J M Kennedy, Ellsworth: Georgia L
Drake, Hoboken for Garuiirer: Nellie F Sawyer
and Lucy A Davis, Portland; William Cobb and
Adelta T Carleton, eastern ports; John Proctor,
Newport News for Boston.
Ar 17th. schs Nighiingale, Bangor; Sarali
Potter, St John, NB; Clara Jane, Calais,
BOSTON—Ar lthh, schs M 1> Cressy, Harding, Newport News; Lace Horse, White, Weymouth. NS; Horeuce I eland, Spoflord, Halilmore; W H Davenport, Stacy, Port lteadlug;
Bertha Dean, Thomas, Baltimore; W If Oler.
Studley, do; Nellie T Morse, Kennision, Bath;
Post Bov, Bullock, Kondout; G M Porter. Huntley, New York.
Cld. sells Albert T Stearns, ( base, Sargentvilie and Baltimore: Donna T Bnggs, Gurney.
Me, and Nantucket.
iMoningtou.
™
Sid, sell Sarah W Lawrence, Norfolk.
Ar I7tli, schs Sable i’On, Brunswick. Ga:
Charles A Huqt, Stonington; George F Keene,
Mt Desert; Battle M Mayo. Portland; Mansur
B Oakes. Manillas; Josie Hook. Bangor; Frauds It Baird. Perih Amboy; Henrietta A Whit
ney, Edayville: Madaleue Coone;,, Baltimore.
Sid, sells Frederick Koesner, Hillsboro, NB:
Winnie Lawry, St John, NB; Abbie S Walker,
Vinalbaven: Damon,eastern port; WT Emerson and Sadie & Lillie, Bangor; Alaska. Boothbay; Eastern Queen, Bath; Wesley Abbott.
Ellsworth; Clara J, Machius; Lady Antrim,
Kockland; Albert T Stearns. Sargentville and
Bath; Donna T Briggs, Stonington; Delaware,
John 0 Cotilngham, W D Mangam and Young
Brothers, eastern ports.
BALTIMOKE-Ar 16lh. sells Hattie P Simpson, Cheney, Washington; Bertha F Walker,
Ward, New York; Calumet, Coombs. Puma
Gorda; Itachel W Stevens, Stevens, Washing-

OOO bales.

I.ON 1H)N. Aug. 17, 1900—Consols at 98^
for money snu 987% for account !
SAILING DAYS OF OCEAN STEAMERS
por

rnr>M

Cymric.Now York. .I.iverpool ...Aug
K M Theresa ..New York. .Breaan.Aug
8ervia.Now York. Live^oooi .Aug
8t Louts.New York. .So’ampton ..Aug
Germanic.New York..I.iverpool.. Aug
K Louise.New York. .Bremen.Aug
Lorraine.New York. .Havre
Aug
F Bismarck.. ..New York.. Hamburg....Aug
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow ...Aug

21
21
21
22
22
23
23
23
25
Minnehaha.... New York.. London.Am 25
Parisian.Montreal
Liverpool. ..Aug 25
Trojan I'rlnce..New Y’ork.. Naples.Aug 25
Dominion.Montreal ..Liverpool ...Aug 25
Pennsylvania..New York. Hamburg.. Aug 25
Sardinian.New York. .Glasgow.. .auk 25
Luoanla.New York. .Liverpool ...Aug 25
Spaarndam ....New York. .Rotterdam ..Aug 26
Belgravia.New York. .Hamburg...Aug 28
Majestic.New York.. I.iverpool....Aug 29
New York.New York.. Souihampt’n Aug 29
Friesland
Aug 29
NewlYork. .Antwerp
....

..

....

Aquitaine.New York*. .Havre.Aug 30
K Friedrich....New Y’ork.. Hamburg....Aug 3o
F derGrosso .New Y’ork. .Bremen..Aug3u
Sicilian.Montreal.
Liverpool...Aug 31
Montreal.. .Liverpool...Sept 1
Cambroniau
Mamtou.New York.. London... .Sept 1
Aller...New York.. SouUiamtonSept 1
Ems..
NewlYork. .Genoa.Sept 1
Pretoria.New York. .Hamburg.. Sept 1
Furiiessia.New York. .Glasgow... Sept 1
Umbria.New York..Liverpool...Sept 1
Rotterdam.... New Y’ork. Rotterdam. Sept 1
Deutschland.. New York.. Hamburg. ..Sept 4
Kaiser W de G New York. .Bremen
Sept 4
Tunisian.Montreal.. .i.iverpool...Sept 7
Roman.Montreal.. Liverpool...Sept 8
..

—

—

wore

«

p

c»k« Uiva Sl.uau.

4l-*rK*r.

By Telegram.
rniCAOO. Aug. 17. 1900.—Cattle—receipts
butch2,50i)i steers generally 10 to 15c lower; 4 cars
ers stock slow, unchanged: natives best
6 60; good 10 prune steers at 6 4 v«6 00: poor
tomedium 4 65t(5 5!5; seOit d iceders steady
4 OU«lt To; bulls 2 75,«4 lO;calves 4 60;®« 7o;
Texas fed steers 4 80« o »)0.
too at
ilogs—recemts —; strong to ;>c | uglier;
6 4d ; mixed a‘nd 1 u*chcrs 4 Hiteo 82 % ; good
at
and
rough
heavy
io choice heavy 6 06g5 550;
4 86»5 0 >: n_.1' 6 oho;5 40; bil k of salesl—.
lower;
—;
".lambs
dull
10aloe
rtneotv—receipts
good to choice w< ill ts at 4 10(SC4 30; fair to
cn
mixed at 3 "@t 10: Western sheep at
4 00^4 rn ; 11 ii\e limbs 4 26,&6 90; western
lauiOa 4 76/<5 75.
Jtomcsllc MarKeti
(Bv

Telegraoh-1

Aug. 17. 1900.
VfMtK—The Flour mantel—receipts
32,638 bUs; e pores 5.028 bbls: sales 8.7b0
paokgs; quim, weak and shade lower.
Flour—Whiter on 3 7o®4 loiwinter straights
wiu3 50,a3 60; .Minnesota palents 3 90,<x;4 26;
tei exteas 2 70«3 00t Minnesota bakers 2 8j«3 25; do low grades 2 40i<&.2 70.
nkw

Trains leave Union Station for Scarboro
7.10. 9.05, 10.00 a. Ml., 12.00 noon,
1.15, 3.55, 6.25, 5.45, (5.50 p. in.; Scarboro
BckoU. Pine Point, 7.00, 7.10, 8.20, 9.o5, 10.00
а. Bl., 12.00 noon, 1.15,3.30, 3.55, 5.25, 6.45, 0.20,
б. 51), 8.00, 11.22 p. 111. j Old Orchard, 7.00, 7.10,
! 8.20, 8.45, 9.05, L'.OO a. in., 12.00 noon, 1.15, 1.40,
! 8.80, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, 6.05. 0.20, 6.50, 8.00,
11.22 p.
m.; Saco and Biddeford, 6.00, 8 20, 8.45, 9.05,
10.00 a. in., 12.00 noon, 12.30, 1.15, 3.30. 3.55, 6.25.
6.-15,6.20,6 50, 8.00, 11.22 p. m.; Krnnrbnnk.
: 7.00 8.45, 10.00 a. 111., 12.30, 3.30, 5.25, 6.03 6.20 p.
m.; Ki-auebuuli|)urt, 7.00, 8.45, 10.00 a. III.,
12.30,3.30,6.05 p.m.; Wells lleneh, 7.00, 8.45
а. 111.. 3.30. 5.26 p. 111.; North Berwick, Rollinsford, Somers worth, 7.00, 8.45 a. in.,
12.30, 3.30, 5.25 p. in.; Rochester?. Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. Ill 12.30,
3.30 p. in.; Lakeport,
Laconia, Weirs,
Ply moil tb, 8.45 a. in.. 12.36 p. in.; Manchester, Concord oud Northern convict tons,
7.00 a. ID., 3.30 p. Bl.; Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.45 a. Bl.,
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.; Boston, J4.30, 7.00, 8.45 a.
(.eave Boston
Bl., 12.30, 1.40, 3.30, 0.05 p. m.;
for Portland, 6.00, 8.00, 7.30, 8.30 a. IB., 1 15,
6.00
arrive
111.;
4.15,
p.
Portland, 10.07, 10.50.
11.50 a. 111., 12.10, 5.00, 7.60, 9.30 p. 111.

Crossing,

SUNDAY

TRAINS.
Leave Union Station for Scarboro Crossing, 7.10,9.85. 10 15 a. m., 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10,
6.15, 7.15 p. in.; Scarboro Beach, Pine
Point, 7.10, 8.36. 9.35, 10.15 a. Bl., 12.65, 2.00,
3.40, 4.15, 5.10, 6.15, 7.15 l>. ra.; Old Orchard,
7.10. 8.35, 9.35, 10.15 a. ill., 12.05, 2.00, 3.40, 4.16,
5.00. 5.10, 5.30, 6.15, 7.15 p. ill.; Saco, Biddeford, 8.35, 9.35, 10.15 a. m., 12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15,
б. 00, 5.10, 5,30, 6.15, 7.15 p. Bl.; Kcmvebunk,
North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, Haver-

hill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55,
6.00, 5 30 p. m.; arrive Boston, 5.18. 8.30, 9.42
p

.m

EASTERN

DIVISION.

Leave Union Station for Boston and Way
Stations, 9.00 a. III.; Biddeford, Klttery,
Portsmouth,
Newbnryport,
Salem,
Lvhu, Boston, 2.0u, 9.00 a. m.. 12.45, 6.00 p. IM.;
arrive Boston 5.57 a. m 12.30, 4.00, u.oo p. m.;
Bostou Express stopping at Old Orchard,
Klttery and Portsmouth only. 1.40 p. ni.,
arrive Boston 4.20 p. m. Leave Boston for
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00, 9.45 p. m.,
arlive Portland 11.45 a. ra., 12.03. 4.30,10.16 p,
m., 12.40

Haven.
BATH—Ar 16th, schs Henrietta Simmons and
Ada J Campbell, Boston.
Sid i7th, schs Alice Holbrook and Emma F
Angelt, Washington: David R Baird and Grade
D Chambers, Baltimore; Eva D Rose, Poitland;
Annie F Coition, Philadelphia.
BOOTHBAY—In port 16th, schs Mortis &
Cliff, Boston. Eugene Bcrda, New York.
BRUNSWICK. Ga-Ar 16th. sch Alice Mc-

midnight.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Leave Union Station for Biddeford, Klttery, Poitsmoutlv, Newburyport, Salem,
Lynu, Bostou, 2.00 a. m.t 12.45 p. III., arrive
Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p. m.
Leave Boston
for Portland, 9.00 a. Bl., 7.00, 9.45 p. IB., arrive
12.10, 10.15 p. m., 12.40 midnight,
t—Daily.
W. N. <& P. DIV.

Donald, Brown, Savannah.
Station foot of Treble street.
Cld, sen K Bowers, Henderson, Providence.
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer. Nashua,
SJn, schs Star of the Sea. l'ettengill. Philadel- YVtudbam, Epping, Manchester, Conphia; WosDy R1 Oler, Hardman. New London. cord and Tolnts North 7.31 a. in., 12.33 p. m.;
CAPk HENRY —Passed in 16th, sch S P Rochester, Spring vale,
Alfred, Waterboro. Saco River, 7.31 a. Bl., 12,33, 5.33 p. 111.;
Blackburn, Wiscasset for Baltimore.
CAR 1 EltET—Sid loth, sch F C Pendleton. Ooritam, Westbrook, Cumberland Mills
Westbrook Jet., W7oodfords. 7.33. 9.45 a.
Burgess. Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—Sid lGth, barque Cbas Lor- m., 12.33. 3.05, 5.33. 6.20 p. ir.; Scarboro
Ing, BlatclPord, New York.
Beach, Pine Point, 6.45, 9.50, 11.40 a. 111.,
Passed lfitli, sch Augustus 1.08. 3.16. 3.48. 6.40, 11.15 I). IB.; Old Orchard,
CHATHAM
Hunt, Blair. Newport News for Bangor.
Saco, Biddeford, 0.45, 8.35, 9.50, 11.46 a. IB..
ELLSWORTH-IT 17th, schs Wm F Collins, 12.25, 1.08, 3.16, 3.15. 5.48, 6.40, 11.15 p. m.
Stomnctoif. E'orester, Bar Iiarltor.
Trains arrive from Worcester, 1.03 p. m.;
E'EKNANDINA— Cld 16th, barque Levi S Rochester 8.25 a. III., 1.05, 5.48 it. in.; Gorham and Way stations, 6.40. 8.25, 10.47 a. m.,
Andrews. Brown. Providenee.
HONOLULU—Ar 4th, bqe General E’alrehlld, 1.05, 4.15, 5.48 p. m.
Dove Newcastle. NSW.
SUNDAY' TRAINS.
JACKSONVILLE —Cld 16th, sch Mabel
For Old Orchard Reach, Saco, BiddeHooper, Hoonor, New York.
ford, 6.45, 9.28, 10.05 a. 111.. 1.50, 3.30, 4.05. 5.00,
NEW HAVEN—Ar 16th, sell Carrie A Buck- 6.05, 7.08 p. 111. Rochester and Way StatiOUS,
—

6.20 p.

NEW LONDON—Sid 16th, schs Modoc. Perth
Amboy for Saco; Oliver Ames, New York for
Boston; F G ETench, Port Johnson for Provincetown; Sunbeam, PertIcAmhoy.
• NEW LONDON—Ar 17th, sch Hope, New
York for Augusta.
NEWPORT NEWS— Ar ICtli, schs Jennie E
Kighter, Providence; Charles Davenport and

Viking.

js E'\vg

L'x in:

i a.
I

OUT OF POllXLAXU

FRIDAY.. August 17.

D. J.

Cleared.

James Boyce, Jr. Richards, Kennebec—

C F Gnptlil & Co.
Sch Alice E Clark, Haskell, coal port—J S
Winslow St Co.
J H
Sch Railroad, Simmons, friendship
Blake.
Sen W C Pendleton, Webber, Damarlscotta—
J II Blake.
Sch Maud 8, Soavev, Prospect Harbor—J II
—

Blake.
Sen Lydia
Blake.

Grant. Merrlman, Harpswoll—J H

Sell Mercedes, Saunders. Halifax—Ryan &
Kelsey.
J H
Sch Gamecock, Wallace. Millbridge
Blase.
Sell Laura & Marlon, Eastman, Harpswell—
J H Blake.
Sch James Freeman, Jasper. Machias—J H
Blake.
Sch J S Lamprey, Russell, Glen Cove—Portland Cooperage Co.
SAILED— Sens Alice E Clark, coal port; Jas
Boyce. Jr. ivennebec; J 8 Lamprey, Glen Cove;
Almeda Willey, Kennebec; Mercedes, Halifax.

Boston.

from our correspondents.

ROCKPORT, Aug 17—Sid, schs Chester R
Lawrence, Grlnnell, New York; John M Fisk,
Nutt, Boston j R L Kenny, do.
SULLIVAN. Aug 15—Ar. sch Mildred Pope,
Irons, Boston.
Sid. sch Alice J Crabtree, Peterson, Philadelphia.

Glasgow Aug

17. steamer

Hibernian

Moville Aug 17, steamer Furnessia,
Glasgow for New York.
Sid ltu Glasgow Aug 16, steamer Norwegiau,
Boston.
Ar at Turks Island Aug 1 l.scU Henry,) Smith,
from and for for Philadelphia, (to sail 17tli>.
Ella M Willey New York.
Sid 6tll. sc
Sid fm Halifax, NS, Aug 17, sell Luis G Rate!,

Louisburg,

Portland & Humford

FallsRy.

t Juue 25, 1900.
DEPARTURE'S
From Union Station
8.30 A. M. and 12.50 noon.
tor Poland. Mechanic Falls, Bucklleld. Canton, Dlxtield, Humtord Fails and BemW.
In

rn.

12.51) noon and 6.16 p. m. From Union

Station for Mechanic Falls and Intermediate
■tatious.
On Saturdays only, 5.15 p. in. train
runs to Humtord Falls.
Through cars between Portland and Berms.
B. a BRADFORD, Tiafllo Manager,
Portland, Maine.
*. L. LOYEJOY, Superintendent,
Humford
Falla. Maine
dtf
]el8

STEAMERS.
NLW VO It 14. DliJELI

Maine

MNi;

Steamship Go.

Long BUidiI Somnl By Uaylt.'hi.
3 TNI PS PER WEEK.
The steamships Horatio
alternatively leave
linttan

Hall and

Mm-

Franklin Wharf,
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at 6 p. m. tor New York direct. Returning, leave
Pier 38. E, R., Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p. in.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
between
convenient and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
J. F. L1SCOMB.General Agent
THOU. M. BARTLETT. Agt

_ooMdtl

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar at London

Aug

17,

steamer

Freshfleld,

Portland.
Notice to Mariners.
Office of the Lighthouse inspector,
First District.

Portland. Me.. Aug 17, 1900.
Fggemoggin Reach, Maine.
Two Bush Ledge buov, a spar, red and black
horizontal stripes, reported adrift July 16, was
replaced August 14.
Damarlscotta River, Maine.
Kelsoy Ledge buoy, No 10. a red spar, reported
adriit August 4, was replaced August 14.

Cliff Island. 5.50.10.40

STEAMERGORINNA.
Direct Between Brunswick and Portland.
BEGINNING JUNE 1st.
Steamer will leave Simpson’s Point, Brunswick, at 7 a. m. daily. Harpswell Center at 7.25,
Island at 7.10. Mere Point at 7.45, Bustin’s
Island at 8.05, Littlejohn’s at 8.23, and Cousin’s
lsbni at 8.85, arriving in Portland at 9.30 a. m.
Returning, leave Long Wharf, Portland, for the
above landings, at 3 30 p. in.
Birch

E. A. BAKE 11,
je2dtf

Manager.

m.;

a.

in.

1.45,

5.00 p.

For Little Chebeague, Jenlcs, Gt. Chebeague,
8o. Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands,
5.C0. 9.00, 10.40 a. ill., 1.45, 5.U0p. in.
Littlefield’s, Gt. Chebeague, 9 00, 10.40 a. m.,
l. 45, 5.00 p. m.

Trains Arrive Portland.

RETURN FOR PORTLAND.
Leave Orr’s Island, 5.30, 8.0O, u.io a. iu„ 2.00

3.55

From Lewiston, *0.40,

m.

D.

Trains Leave Portland
For Lewiston, 7.C0, 8.15, a. m
1.30,5.13 *8.30
p. ill.
For Island Pond, 8.15 a. m., 1.30. *8.3) p. m
For Montreal, Quebec, Chicago, 8.15 a. 111.,
and *8 so p. m„ reaching Montreal at 6.50
p. m., and 7.20 a. in.

Leave Long Island, 7.10. 0.30, 12.20 a. m.
Arrive Portland, 8.00, 10.00 a3.40, 5.15 p. in.
m. 1.10, 4.20, 6.0). p. m.
Dailv excursions 22 miles down the Bay.
Fare round trip only 50c.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland for So. Harpswell and Intermediate landings, 10.00, 10.40 a. in., 2.00 n. m.
Sunday sailing trip down the Bay, leave
Portland 2.15 p. m.
Return from So. Harpswell via above landings, arrive Portlands. 16
a. ro., 1.15, 6.30 p. m.
Fare to So. Harpswell and return Sundays
35c, other laddings and Bailing trip 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
Gen’l Mgr.
jn30dtf

aim 8.oo p. m.
From Island Pond,
p. m.

11.30

*6.10,

a.

11.30

From Chicago, Montreal,
a. m., 5.45 p. m.

3.15, 6.45

in.,
a.

m.,

Quebec.,

6.45

*0.40

Otliei trains week days.

•Dally.

Sunday cheap excursion train leaves Portland every Sunday lor Lewiston. Gorham and
Beilin at 8.30 a. m. Returning leave Berlin at
4.00 p. m.. every Sunday afternoon for Lewiston and Portland.
Pullmau Palace Sleeping Cars are run on
night trains and Parlor Cars on day trains.
Ticket Office, Depot at foot of India
Street.

Portland

PorllanMt. DeserJ & Machias Sib, Go
Friday,

J steamer
COMMENCING

April 20th.

the

FRANK JONES
will, weather
permitting, leave Portland
and
it.00
at
Tuesdays
Fridays
p. nr
for Rockland,
Bar Harbor and Machiasport and intermedia e
landings.
Releave
turning
Machiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4 a. m. for all landings, arriving
Portland 11.00 p. in.

GEO. F. EVANS.
Geu’iMgr.
aprlSdtl

F.

E. BOOTHBY
G. P. & T. A.

<&.

Yarmouth Klectric

Ry. Co

For Underwood Spring, and Yarmouth at 6.15
a. n., half hourly till 10.45 p. m.
Leave Yarmouth 5.40 a. in. half hourly till 9.4d> p. m.
Leave Underwood Spr.ng for Portland 30 minutes later.
Additional cars between Portland
and Underwood Spring every 15 minutes from
1.00 p. m. Last car from Underwood Spring at
10.10 p. m.

SUNDAYS.
For Underwood Spring and Yarmouth half
hourly from 8.15 a. m. to 9.45 p. m., with additional 15 minutes service to Underwood Spring
from 1.00 p. in.
La3t car from Underwood
Spring at 10.10 p.m.
jnelStf

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER

Scbago Lake, Songo River
and Ray of Naples S. S. Co.
On and After June 25lii,

11)00,

IN

EFFECT,

25,

JUNE

1900

FOR

Briilgtoii, Harrison,
lon, Wed Sebaso,

Norili
South

Bririg;Bririg-

ion, Waterford and Sweden,
A. M. P. M. P. M,

will connect daily with 8.45 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
tram over Maine Central Railroad
(White Mr.
Div.) touching at Naples, Bridgton, North
and
at
Harrison
Bridgton
Harrison, connecting
with stage for Waterford, and at Naples with
J. W. Cock's coach line for iides Falls, Casco,
Otistield, etc.
Returning steamers leavo Harrison every
day (except Sunday) at 7.45 a. m. and 1.30 p.
m.; North Bridgton at 8 a. m. and 12.45 p. m.;
Bridgton at 8 30 and 2 p. m., and Naples at it.ir>
a. rn. and 2.45 p.
m„ connecting at Sebago

Leave Portlanu mcrk.

g.&o

1.0ft

5,50

Leave Bridgton Junction, 10.08
2.28
7.15
Arrive Bridgton,
3.23
11.06
8.10
Arrive Harrison,
3.40
11.37
8,37
J A. Bf.nnktt. Supt.
Je22dtl

STEAMERS.

Portland & Bcothbay Steamboat Co.

Lake Station with 11.45 a. m. and 5.25 p. m.
steamboat Kxpress Train for
Portland and
Boston, making the most delightful iniand trip
in New England.
Round trip excursion tickets, good for day of
date only, $2.00. Ask for our tourist’s guide
at Union Station.

STEAMER ENTERPRISE

leaves East

Bootlibay at 7 a. m. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday for Portland, touching at So, Bristol,
Heron island, Boothbav Harbor and Squirrel
Island-

Returning. leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
a. in. Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday for
Squirrel (Hand. Boothbay Harbor. Ilerou Island, So. Bristol and East Bootlibay.
A LFKEI) RACE. Manager.
aug2dtt

C. L. GOODRIDGE,

at 7

Manager.

jne28dtf

RAILROAD CO.

PEAKS ISLAND STEAMBOAT ALLAN LINE
-AND-

DIVISION.

Bridgton, Favbans. Burling
ton, Lancaster, St. Jolinsbury, Sherbrooke
Quebec, Montreal. Chicago, St. Paul and Min
neapolis.
1.05 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Br dgton, Harrison, via rail and Songo River, North Conway,
Fabyans. Lancaster, Colebrook, Lunenburg,
Si. Jolinsbury, Newport.
For Sebago Lake, Cornish, Bridg5.50 p. m.
ton, North Conway and Bartlett.
8.50 p. m. For Sebago Lake, F'ryeburg, North
Conway, Fabyans, LuneuDurg. St. Jolinsbury,
Montreal, anu to Toronto and Chicago daily
except Saturdays,.
MJNIJA I TRAINS.
7.20 ft. m. Paper train for Bangor, Bath, and
for Rockland except Perry Transfer at Bath
and for Bar Harbor on and after July 8th.
7.2,t> p. m. Papey tralu for Lewiston.
9.30 a. ni. Commencing July 15th for Fabyans and intermediate stations.
For Brunswick, Lewiston, Bath,
12.,J5 p. m.
Augusta, Waterville. Bangor and Bar Harbor.
For Lewiston.
0.00 p. in.
For Wiihe Mountain
Division,
8.50 p. m.
Montreal, Toronto and Chicago.
11.00 p.m. Night Express for all points.
12.65 a. m. Mt. Desert special for Rockland
Bangor and Bar Harbor.
8.50

Sid Jm

8.S0a.

in.

FLANDERS, U. F. & T. A.

WHITE MOUNTAIN

Foretell Forts
Ar at

5.00 p.
For

je27dtf

NOltE'OLK—Ar 16th. schs Natb'l T Palmer*
Portland; Twilight, New York; Elagle Wing,
Provi ence; Charles H Trlckey, New York.
Sid, schs Jonathan Sawver, Saco; Mary W
Bowen,E'all River; Mount Hope, Boston; Henry
Crosby, Demerara; Elizabeth M Cook, Boston.
In Effect June 25tli, 1900.
PASCAGOULA—Sid 101b, sch Eva B Douglass. New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 16th, sch Jas RothTRAINS LEAVE UNION STATION. RAILwell. l’lgeon Cove.
WAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:
Chi. schs Mary C Stuart, Snco; Wm J Lipsett,
B
and
Bradford
E'rencb
C
Mary
Baird,
Bangor:
7 00 a. in. For BruuswlcK, Lewiston (Lower)
Portland; J Holmes Birdsall and Celia E', Ban- Bath. Boothbav, Popham
Beach. Rock laud, Augor; Wm C Wickham, Saco; Jotu» J Hanson.
gusta. Watervilie. Skowhegan and Belfast.
Boston; Helena, Portland; lavinia Campbell.
8.30 a. ni. F'or Danville Jc., liumford Falls,
R
M
L
Whltou, Gardiner;
Aliyns Point; Harry
Bemis, Lewiston, Farmington, liangeley and
Hay ward. Fall River; Augustus Welt. Bangor. Watervilie.
Ar 17th. sch ELerett Webster. Kennebec.
10.10 a. in. For Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston,
Reedy Island—Passed down 16th, schs E I Gardiner, Augusta and Watervilie.
White. Philadelphia lor Lynn; Augustus Welt,
11.00 a. m. Express for Danville Jc„ Lewisdo for Bangor.
ton, Watervilie, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft,
Passed down 17th, schs Bradford C French, Bangor, Washington County R.
R., Bar Harbor,
Mary Baird and Helena, Philadelphia for Port- Aroostook County and for Houlton,Woodstock,
land; Wm C Wickham, do for Saco; Mary S St. Stephen, Su Andrews, St John and HaliBradshaw, do for Gardiner.
fax via Vanceboro.
Marcus Hook—Passed down ICtli. sch Lavinia
12.35 p. m.
Express fur Brunswick, Lisbon
Campbell. Philadelphia for Allyn’s Point.
F'alls, Augusta, Watervilie. Newport, Bangor,
Passed down 17th, bcIis Mary E' Godfrey. Bucksport, Bar Harbor, Oldtown and GreenPhiladelphia for Gardiner; Wm J Lipsett and J ville.
Holmes Birdsall, do for Bangor.
For Danville, Jc.,Rumford Falls,
12.50 p. in.
Delaware Break water—Sid 16tb, barque Guy Bemis, Lewiston, Farmington.
Carratmset,
C Goss. Philadelphia for Sau Francisco.
Raogeley, Bingh im, Watervilie, Skowhegan.
PIGEON COVE—In port 16th. schs Richards
1 CO pan. For Freeport,Brunswic k, Rockland,
L
Learning and W E & W
Tuek, loading for It. A. L. points. Augusta, Watervilie. Skowhsgan, Belfast, Dover and Foxcrolt Greenville,
Philadelphia.
PORT H ADLOCK—Sid 15ih, ship M FGraee, Baugor, oldtown ana Mattawamkeag, and to
Grant. Sydney, NSW.
Bucksport Saturdays.
5.10 p. m.
For Brunswick, Bath, Augusta,
PORT TOWNSEND—Sid 15th, ship James
and Watervilie and to Skowhegan Saturdays
Drummond, Skewes. Sydney. NSW.
PKOVIDE1NCE—Ar 16th. barque EJmiranda, only.
". i5 p. m. For Danville Junct on, Mechanic
Cates, Turks Island; sch E U Weaver, PhilaFalls, i.ewlston, ana on Saturda sto Rumtord
delphia.
Ar 15tb, barque W B Falls Belgrade, Watervilie and Skowhegan.
SAN FRANCISCO
11.00 p. m. Night Express for Brunswick,
E'lmr, Shaube, Honolulu.
TYBEE—Passed out lGth, sch Josephine Elli- Batn, Lewiston, Augusta, Watervilie, Bangor.
Moosehead
Lake, Aroostook County via Oldcott. Savannah lor Portland.
town, Bar Harbor, Bucksport. Vanceboro, St.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 17th, sell Marion Stephen, St. Audrews, St. John and all Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax and the
Rockport for Suffolk. Va.
Sid, schs J Arthur Lord, for Somes Sound; Provinces. The Saturday night train does not
Nettie Cushing, Harold J McCarthy and A P connect to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and FoxEmerson.
crof, or beyond Bangor, excepting to Washing
WASHINGTON—Ar 17th, sells Edward E
ton County K. R. and Bar Harbor.
M
Ellen
Pooles
12.55 a.’m., midnight.
Mt. Desert special for
Kennebec;
Golder,
Briry,
Land-,
Brunswick, (connecting for Rock laud t, Augusing.
sch
Kenneta.
WISCASSET—Sid 17th,
Watervilie, Bangor, Greenville and Bar
Lugano,
Harbor.
bec.

Arrived.

Steamer Horatio Hall. Bragg, New York—
passengers and mdse to J F Liscomb.
Steamer Cumberland, Allen, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Tug Hokendnqna, Perth Amboy,towing barges
Benevides, with coal to Randall <& McAllister,
ai d Boston for Augusta.
Tug Taeouv, Philadelphia. towing barge Gibson, with coal totRaudai & McAllister.
Sell Addle
linrlesou, Dennison, Philadelphia,
coal to A R Wright Co.
Scb Anna K Kranz, Brown. Savannah, with
5m'.000 feet Georgia pine to Richardson, Daua
Si Co.
Srli Victory (Br). Boston, to load oak umber
for the Provinces.
Sch Ilarrv 1. Bolden. WakelamL60bbls fresh,
ami 200 bhls salt mackerel to J D Randall (ar
10th).

Beginning July 1. 1900. steamers will leave
Portland Pier, Portland, week days, as follows:
For Loug island, 5.50, 9.00, 10.40 a. in., 1.45,

m.

—

MI YNH UKK A LM \ n U.AUG. 18.
Sunrises. 4 441m<,h w*“°r I AM-• 500
Sun sms. 6 61!
) PM... 6 15
Length of days.. 13 47i Moon rises. 1133

RAILROADS,

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

Boston.

_

FLOUR.
SrOn" patents 4 O.Vao 00
Winter patents 3 85 « 4 <10.
Clear mu soaisrnr 51 SO » 4 25.
Corn—steamer yellow 4 8 Vs a)49e.

1900.

STEAMERS.

The 365 ISLAND ROUTE.

Sid 17th, steamer Charles F Mayer, Portsmouth, towing barge A lor Portland.
BANGOR—Sid 17th, sch Wm Pickering. New

—

BOSTON, Aujt.17 ) s 00—The following
today’s quotations of Floor and t orn:

June 25,

WESTERN DIVISION.

nain, Turks Island.

European Market*.
(By Telegraph.)
F.FVKRPOOF.. Aug. 17. 1900—The Cotton
market closed lower: spot 5 19-32d; sales 4,-

Sch

»o

67%
34%

Brooklyn Rapid transit.

Aug. 17.
York—The Cotton market to-uav was
dull, v*c decline; middling uplands 10c;do gulf
at 10V4 ; sales 45 bales.
GAI.V ESTON—The Cotton market
closed
steady; middlings 9^i»c.
chA RLESTON—The Cotton market to-day
nominal; middlings »ViC.
M KM 1*1118—The Cotton market to-day closed
steady; middlings iK;%c.
NEWfiORLEANS—The Cotton market closed
steady: middlings 9 15-16c.
.MOBILE—Colton market nominal; middlings
NEW

61%
71 Vi
163%

14%

Union Pacific nia. 7C
7%
waoasn.
Wabash ma .-,.... i«V8
Maine.
1188
&
Boston
Now York ana Now Knc. of..

(By Telegraph.)

130

r»ffl.

Onu & west. 2'.%
i~
K<*aumar.
HOCK isiauu...107%

27*60

B«f~hea**.;.10
Beet-listh*.10 ooociu

Latt-Fails,

rill

36*40

Sew liajsins. 2 crown.......... 2 00*2 26
do
3 crown.2 26*2 50
do
4 crown. 2 60*2 75
Catwm. I oefeMuscaie. 7(^*9
Fork. Bear, Lard and 1’ohltrr.
®l<5 50
fork-Hcary..

Pent—Medium..

Noxui western....162%

13 7%

In EilccJ

Boston.

Cheese steady lie.

Dally Press Stock.Quotations

BOSTON & MAINE IS. R.

Doinenlla i'ort*.

17®19%.
Cheese irregular; large white at l<>%®loya ;
largs colored 10% ; small white at 10ya®l0%
;
^
do colored 10%.
Rggs firm; State and Penn 15®18c; Western
af mark irregular
jpacking 10®14;Western,loss
Oft 15,al«<\
Tallow dull ; city 4 1-18; country 4ya®4%.
L Cotton seed < ii easy.
Petroleum dull.
Rosin quiet.
Turpentine dull.
Molasses firm.
Rice firm.
Freights aulet.
sugar—raw firm; fair refining at 4%c; Centrifugal 96 test 4%; Molasses sugar at 4e; eaned firm.
CHICAGO—Cash aoutatlcn*.
Fiour steady.
*rneat— No 2 spring —c; No 8 do
72%@73c:
No 2 Rea at 75(87(5%e. Corn—No 2 at 3a%c:
No 2 yellow 39%c. Oats—No 2 at 22ys®22 Vi
;
No 2 wlilte 24%@26%c; No 3 white 24®24ya :
No 2 Rye 5i %c: good feeding barlev
3(>%c;
fair to choice malting at
44®.8° No 1 Flaxseed 1 40 ;No 1 N W Flaxseed 1
41-.prune Timothy seed —. if ess Fork 11 oo®i 1 06. Lard at
6 60.ao (52% ; snort ribs sides 6
75 a 7 10; dry
salted shoulders 6% @6% ; short clear sides at
7 35<®7 55.
ton.
Butter is firm—ermery 16@2oysc;aairtes
Sid, schs Ida C Southard and Marie Palmer
14®
18C.

85

6

order the Light House Board.
J.sK. ( OGSWKLL,
Commander U. s. Nnvv.
Inspector lstTL. H. Dist.

11 v

—

cfiioauk) no a hu ok traih
Tuursdav's quotations.

Nations o! Staple Products in the

?°r2

5
Western 67%c t o b afloat;
Ilyo 53c C l F New York car lots.
Wheat—receiuts 107.925, bush;
exports
busli; sales 325,000 bush futures. 96.000 bush
No * K«d at 79%c fob
^^WiS^Lweak!
Rea 77%e ill elev; No 1 Northern
Duluth 82 %o f o b anoat.
U7.000 busn: exports 131,o H?r!1~reeoipia
3 bus; sales 1(50.000 bush
futures; 820.00
bush export; spot
steady; No 2 at 46% e f o b
afloat and 44% e eiev.
46,300 blwn: exoorts 400 bus;
sales 00,000 bu spot;
spot steady ; No 2 at 2d ;
*"*■*•*
2 White at 28Vac; No 3 white
;
-°y»
Iuixod Western at 26®27o;
tiaca white Western at 2ftii3 ic.
deefcmiet; family at
mess at $9®
o
htito

a. m.

For

ARRIVALS IN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal and Fabyans daily it.50 a. m.;
from Bartlett, ami local, 8.25 a. in.; Lewiston
and Mechanic Falls, 8.35 a. in; Waterville and
Augusta. 8.43 a. m.; Rangeley, Farmington,
Bends, Bangoi, Augusta ana Rockland, 12.02 p.
eo.; skowliegan,
Farmington ana Lewiston,
12.15 p. m.; Beecher Falls,St. Johnsbury.Bildgton, 12.15 r<-m.; Express, Mattawamkeag, Bar
Harbor. Bangor, 1.20 d. in.; Waterville and
Lewiston, 3.23 p. in.: Skowliegan, Waterville,
Augusta and Rockland, 5.20 p. m., from Waterville daily; St.John, Bar Harbor, Aroostook
County, Moosehcad Lake and Bangor, 5.30 p.
Falls,
m.; Rangeley. Farmington, Rumford
Lewiston. 5.45 p. m.; White Mountain points
and Naples, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal,
Fabyans. 7.25; Bar Harbor, Bangor and Rockland, 1.25 a. m, dally; Halifax. St. John, Bar
Harbor. Bangor, 4.20a. m. daily.
Mtnday3—Lewiston, 9.25 a. ra., 5.38 p. m.:Bar
Harbor, 12.25 b. m.; Waterville,5.20 p. m.jWhite
Mountains, 5.35 n. m.
GEO. F. EVANS, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTH BY. G.P. St T. A.

St.

AMUSEMENT CO.
TIME

From

WEEK DAYS.

9
10
2.t
30

"

•*

m.

RETURNS.
Leavo Bay View Landing, 8.30. 9.30. 10.30,
II. 30 a. in., 12.20, 1.30, 2.30, 3.30, 4.30, 5.30, 6.30,

I

Sicilian
Tui.isian
carried

Moville.

on

ll
18
25
31
7
15
22
29
5
12

Aug.
*•
'•

Sept.
••
*•
*•

Oct,

*•

Sept.

Oct.

Cabin—$52.50 and upwards. A reduction of 5
per cent is allowed on return tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London or

Peaks Island

Londonderry—$35.uO

to

$^B.oo.

Steerage—Liverpool, London,
Glasgow,
Belfast, Londonderry or Queenstown, $23.50.
Prepaid certificates $24.
Children under 12 years, half fare. Kates to
or from other points
on
application to
T. P, McGOWAN, *20 Congress St.,
Me.
Portland,
Foreign Steamship Agency, Room 4,
First National Bank Building, Portland, Maine

—-

_ar27dtf

_

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia.
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.
The
lavorlte route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.
Summer Arrangement.
On and alter Monday, Mav 14. steamers will
leave Railroad Wharf. Portland, on Monday,
Wednesday aud Friday at 5 30 p. m.
Returning leave St. Jolm, Eastport and Rubee Mon-

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Summer

days and'Friday.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination.
sgp^Freight received up to 4.00
p.m.
Sor tickets and staterooms apply at the Pine
rtree Ticket Office, ^70 Mid e street, or for
other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf foot of State street.

Arrangements, July

1, 1900.

For Forest City Landtng,Peaks Island,
5.45, G.45, 7.45, 9.00, 10,00 11.00 a. IV., 12,00,
12.30, 1.45,2,15, 3,00. 3.45,4.30. 5.30, 6.15, 7.00, 7.30,
8.00, 9.20 p.

fll.

Return, 6.20. 7.20. S.15. 9.30. 10.20, 11.30 a. m„
1.00.2.15, 2.35, 3.20. 4.00, 5.00. 6.45, 6.30. 7.30,
B.20, 9.00, 10.15 r>. in., or at close ot entertain12.20.

ment.
For
11.00 a. n„,
B.oO, 9.30 p.

DAY STEAMER FOR BOSTON.
July

18
25
31
8
15
22
29
6
13

these steamers.

Easton*. Luhei. Ratals. St. John N. 3..Halim.

From

Quebec
0 Au&.

RATES OF PASSAGE.

International Steamship Co.
FOR

Sicilian
Tunisian
Ntimidian
6Sept, Corinthian
13
1 Parisian

No cattle

K are 5 cents each way. All persons golntr by
this line will be admitted to Greenwood Garden free.
ju2dif

r.-

Parisian

20
27

Service.

LIVERPOOL.

Montreal

'Thu 20 July Nuiiduiau
2 Aug Corinthian

will leave Portland Pier, at 6. 7, 8, 9, 10,11 a. m.
1, 2. a 4, 6. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
Returning, Leavo Bay View Landing, at 6.25,
7.25, 8.30, 9.30, 10.30 and 11.30, a. in., 1.30, 2.30,
3.30. 4.30, 5.30, 6.45, 7.50 p. in.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier, 8.10. 9.00 10.00, 11.00
I. m. 12, 1.00, 2.00, a00, 4.00, 5.00, 0.00, 7.00. 8.00,

direct.

at

STEaMSHIPS.

Liverpool.

HOWARD

7.30 8.30 9.30 p. m.
Only line running Its boats to

TO

Calling

TABLE.—July 8, 1900,

Steamer ALICE

).C0 p.

Lawrence

MONTREAL

CuslRug’s

3rd to October 1st.

Island, 6,45, 7.45, 9.00, 1 >.00,
12.3J, 1.45. 2.15, 3.00, 4.30,6.15,7.00,
Hi.

Return, 7.05. 8.00, 9.15. 10.30, 11.20, a. m.,
12.45. 2.00, 2.45, 3.30, 4 45. 6.40, 7.15, 8.30. 9.45
p. m.
For Little auct Great Diamond Islands,
Trefetlaen and
Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 6.15, 8.00, 9.00. 10.30 a. III., 12.00
111., 2.00, 3.CO, 4.2ft. 9P0, 6.15, 7.30, 9.30 p. in.
Return—Leave Little
Diamond, 6.25,

Steamers will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland,
for B >ston, on Tuesday and Saturday. Duriug
July the hour of leaving will be 7 a. m. Duriug
August and September will leave at 8.3J a. m.
J. F. I.ISCOMB. Supt.
tf h.
KERSEY, A gent.
may tf

7.20, 8.15,9.15,10.15,11.45

a. >1)., 1.15, 3.15, 4.10,
8.4o, 10.40 p. 111.
Return—Leave Great Diamond, G.29, 7 15,
R.10, 9.10, 10.10, 11.40 a. ra., 1.10, 3.10.4.05,5.30,
6.35, 8.35, 10.35 p. 111.
KftnVu-Leave Trctetlscn’s, 6.15, 7.10,8.05,
9.05, 10.05, 11.35 a. JU„ 1.05, 3.05, 4.00, 5.25,6.30,
B.30,10.31) p. 111.
Return—Leave Evergreen, 6.10, 7.05, 8.00,
0.00, 10.00 11.30 a. in., 1.00, 3.( 0, 3.55, 6.2', 6.25,
B.25, 10.25 p, m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 6.15,
B.OO. 9.00, 10.30 a. 111., 12,00 111.. 2.00, 3.00, 4.20,
5.30, 6.1 5, 7.30, 9.30 I>. in.
Return—Ltave Ponce’s Landing, Long
Island, 6.00, 6.55, 7.50, 8.50, 9.50, 11.20 11. 111.,
12.50, 2.50, 3.46, 5.10, 0.15, 6.55, 8.15, 10.15 p. 1U.

5.35. 6.40.

DOMINION
Montreal

to

LINE.
Liverpool.

Montreal.
From Quebec.
Dominion,
Aug. v6, daylight. Aug. *5, 2 p. m.
Jambroman, Sepr. l, daylight. Sept. I, 2 p, m.
•Roman,
Sept. 8, daylight, direct.
Vancouver, Sept. 15, daylight. Sept. 15, 2 p. m
SI

From

earner.

Boston to

Liverpool

Steamer.
Sew

England,
RATES OF

via.

Queensfawi.

SUNDAY TIME

From Boston.

Wed., Aug. 15,

l p.

TABLE.

For Forest

City Landing, Peaks Island, 7.00, 8.00, 9 00, 10.00, 11.00 a. 111. 12,20,
2.15, 3.15, 3.45, 4.45, 0.15, 7.30 p. 111.
For Cudlilng’H Island, 8.00, 9.00, 11.00 a.
m., 12.20 2.15, 3.45, 4.45. 6.15, 7.30 p. 111.
For Little null Great Diamond Islands,
and Evergreen Landings,
ireIVthens
Peaks Island, 7.00. 8.00, 9.30, 10.30 a. 111., 12.15,
2.00, 3.15, 4.20, 5.15, 6.15, 7.30 p. ni.
For Foil ce’s Landing, Long Island,
r.00, 8.00, 9.30, 10.30 a. 111., 12.15, 2.00, 3.15, 4»20
5.. 5, 7.30 p. in.
u.oo p. in., for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island. [Saturday nights only.

m

PASSAGE.

IClfst Cabin—$00.05 and Up.
Iteirarn
>111.00 and
to steamer and
up, according
icoommodatlon.
Second Cabin— $37.50 to $42.50.
Return,
$71.25 to $80.75.
—

Steerage—To Liverpool, Derry,
London,
Queenstown. Belfast and Glasgow, $23.60 to
$25.50. Stoaragc ou'fit, furnished free.
Apply to T. P. McGOWAN, 420 Congress
itreet, J. B. KEATING, room 4, First National Bank Building, CHARLES ASHTON. 947A
1
Congress street and Congress Square Hotel, or
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., Montreal.
jly25dtf

Tickets sold

over

this line to tlic Gem

Theatre.
Unavoidable delays excepted, and subject to
ihange without notice.
C. W. T, GODING, General Manager,
dtf
ju30

BOSTON

fj PHILADELPHIA

TRI WEEKLY SAILINGS.
!

From Boston
From

MCDONALD STEAMBOAT GO.
steamers leave Portfor
land Pier at 2.00 p. m.
LittleCousin’s,
(treat
(Hamilton’s LandCliebeague,
john’s,
log) Orr's Island, East Harpswell, Sebasco,
Small Point Harbor and Cundy’s Harbor.
Return leaio Cundy’s Harbor at 0.00 a. m.,
Seoasco (4.20 a. m.. Small Point Harbor 6.50 a.
m., Orr's Island 8.10 a. in., Cliebeague 9.15 a.
m., Lijtlejobn’s P.30a. m cousin’s 9.35 a. m.
.T. II. MCDONALD, Man tiger.
au£l3dtf
Beginning Aug. 12th

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday,
Philadelphia Monday, Wednesday
and

staunch
and
elegant
steamers
<
DINGIjEY” and
•GOV.
"BAY STATE"
ilternately leave Franklin Wharr, Portland,
ind India Wharf. Boston, at 7.00 p. in. dally,
11
! ncindlng Sunday.
meat every
These stoamers
demand of
service in safety,
, nodern steamship
speed,
omfortand luxury of traveling.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell
Worcester, New York, etc., etc.
J. F. LIHCDMK, Gen. Mauager
THOMAS M, BARTLETT. Aga.it.

Friday,

From Central Wharf, Poston. 3 p. m.
From
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
Inlurauce effected at office.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R. and

The I

I South forwarded by connecting lines.
Round Trip $18,08.
Passage $13.00,
Meal3 and room included.
For freight or passage apply to P, F. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPBON, Treasurer and General
Manager, W State BU Flake Building, Boston,
ocLfcidri
Mask
1

THE

PRESS.
—^

sr;~

REPUBLICAN RALLY
Items

NEW ADVERTISE.1IE.VIS TJ3VV

Owen, Moore & Co.
J. H. l.ibbv Cc.,
Klwell.
Frank M. Low.

GEN. GHAS. H. GROSVENOR
HON.

EVANS

H. CLAY
political

the

issues of the

on

day

FINANCIAL.
-ON

New Wants, For Sale, To Let, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be found on
page 0 under appropriate Deads.

Thursday Evening, Aug. 23,1900

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

All are invited.
Wilford G. Chapman, Esq., will preMusic by American Cadet Band.
side.

Fireman Miller of the steamer Percy
was hit in the heel yesterday morning by a piece of moving machinery and
received quite a bad cut which will lay
him up for a few days,
Mr. Hanna,
who has charge of the
Grand Trunk with headquarters at Mont-

V\,

At 8 O’cSoch.

A REPUBLICAN

MASS MEETING

was in Portland yesterday. Business
connected
with the coal pockets to be
constructed in the Back bay has occupied
It is understood that
some of his time.
the pockets must surely be in operation

real,

I

that

arrangements]

are

being made to handle 150,000
tons of coal during the season.
Cases of diphtheria have been reportboard of health at 36 Tyng
the
ed to

already

street and 116 Pearl 6treet.
The
regular monthly meeting of the
Maine Central directors was omitted yesterday and no meeting will be held until September.
The board of registration will begin
holding sessions for the purpose of adding
new names to the voting list on Monday,
H7 inst,, and will be in session for nine
consecutive days, except Sunday. The
hours will be from 9 a. m., to 1 p., m., 3
7 to 9 p. m., each day,
p. m., to 5 p. m
excepting the last day when the session
will fin illy close at 5 p. m. All persons
not registered are requested to present
themselves before the board and if they
have the proper qualifications, then their
names will be added to the list of voters.
Mr George T. Bell, general passenger
and ticket
agent of the Grand Trunk
railway, has received a cable from Paris
the
announcing that
pictures of the
Grand Trunk
railway system on exhi-

...

.IS TO BE HELD AT....

NEXT WEDNESDAY, AT 2 P. M„
with the Speakers:

Hon.

Henry Cabot Lodge,
Hon. Samuel W. McCall,
of Massachusetts,

HON. LEE FAIRCHILD, Washington, D. C.
GEN, ADAM E, KING,
Maryland
Ilcnry IS.

ly do their best to see how near they can
come to tipping over without quite accomplishing the trick. Yesterday seven

Percalettes—A Bozen

during the afternoon,
perienced a tine trip.

Katlao

Arcella

Seriously

Stabbed

by

O

cruelly abused

a cow

IIsT\

two of the laborers.

It is said that

THIRTEENTH MAINE
MENT REUNION.

REGI-

cent

been

bonds,

recently advertised,

awarded to Kwan &

Barret^

have
of this

city.
Miss Harriet Foster

j^left yesterday

for

Florence, Italy, where she will spend a
year pursuing her musical studies.
Hiram Hitchcock, one of the proprietors of the Fifth Avenue hotel,New York,
is at the Falmouth hotel.
Mr. Wm. Morse
Cole, who, with his
wife and daughter, has been visiting his
parents on Avon street has been engaged
to give a course ot lectures on political
economy at Harvard University the com-

ing year.

but without
success.
Yesterday
morning the Italian was arrested at the
to leave
Onion station as he was about
He was taken to
on the morning train.
the police station and turned over to the
custody of Sheriff Despeaux The sheriff
took bim and an interpreter to the Maine
General hospital,
where the
wounded
man at once identified his assailant, The
man under arrest practically admitted
that he was the one wanted and said that
the other man began the fight.
The name of the man who was wounded
The name of the aswas Fftdao Arcella.
sailant is Eossa Bernado,
During the day Arcella was holding
his own and the doctors say there is no
Immediate danger of his death. What the
wound may develop© later cannotHbe told
with accuracy. It has not yet been necthe
essary to perforin an operation on
wounded man and no operation will be
called for unless the man grows worse.
County Attorney Libby called on the
wounded man yesterday forenoon and got
Bernado will be
a statement from him.
charged with assault with intent to kill
and will be brought before the municipal
court this morning, though
it is not
probably that he will be tried until the
final result of Arcella’s injuries becomes
apparent. It is understood that Bernado
will defend on the ground that Arcella.
struck him with a bottle before he drew
man

I
|

r SENSE
CENTS and

3

J

I

In

of
matter
painting a
house, simply to protect the building from weather, there is little
sentiment.
All is requires is a little sense
and some cents. Common sense to
know where to buy durable paint,
at economy of cents.
But there is sentiment in getting
artistic decorative results as well,
and we have the best facilities for
satisfactory
paint
buying and

3
J
3

3
y
i,3

the

selling,

and

the trolley ride to South Windham and
“Woodland Stroll.”
Cars leave Preble street every hour.
UNDERWOOD SPRING.
It was an ideal day yesterday, and another is promised for today. The seats
are now so w ell filled during the Underwood entertainments that it is be st to secure reserved chairs
in advance. The
minstrels have been a complete success
this week, and there are many who are
sorry that they are not to remain another
For next week a fine company
week.
will give a season of polite vaudeville.
The Fadettes
yesterday play ed a new
programme of more than usual excellence. Dey bach’s fifth nocturne was a
delicious piece, and-the way it was rendered gave
great pleasure. The gems
from “The
Geisha”
were splendidly
played, and all were delighted with the
Blue Danube waltzes, which are always
welcome. Miss Dunn, whose flue work
with the clarinet during
the
whole
seaso n has been universally
recognized,
contributed a saxophone solo, “Asleep in
the Deep,” which surely deserves more
than passing recognition, Tt was ex-

quisitely played and held the close attenof the audiences. It will be repeated
today, as well as the other music on
ton

this programme.
For Saturday
afternoon there is no better place to go than

Underwood.

John B, Kehoe has been engaged in the
defense.
The work of the police in
capturing
Bernado is worthy of great praise, being
under the command of Deputy Marshal
Frith. Last night after news of the affray
reached the police every avenue leading
out of the city was carefully watched and
searched.
that at 7

So thorough was the search
o’clock
yesterday morning
Deputy Frith was able to say with assurance that the fugitive Italian
had
not
left the city. On the assumption that he
was still in Portland the police continued
the search, and half an hour
later had
captured their man while he was on his
way to take a train out of town.
HOOD FARM JERSEYS AND BERKSHIRES AT THE

NEW

ENGLAND

FAIR.
Those who visit Old Orchard August
27 to 81, inclusive, and
attend the New
England Fair, will have a chance to see
a selected number of Jerseys and Berkshires from the famous Hood Farm herd
at Lowell, Mass. They will be shown in
tents which will be kept scrupulously
clean, thus making it a pleasure for visitors to look them over.
The herds this
year are without question the best that
have ever been sent out by Hood Farm.
Mr. Hood is not sending any stock to
the large Western fairs this year, and his

great winners In

the

year will be exhibited.

big circuit last

t

Cj
£

C
€

a

15

Children’s Underwear, 1234c & 19c

new

f

The

£
2

2.50

wind-up

ones

of all our

Note

2

£1.00

16 Sets (114 pieces) including Soup
Tureen, assorted patterns, every piece
traced with gold. Three grades, $15.00,

Box Paper, 24 sheets and 24 envelopes; a specially fine quality, per box

|
|

19c

Also a fine collection of Haviland,
Austrian and Vitreous China.

Middle St.
i

J. R. LIBBY CO.

J. R. LIBBY 00.

1

1 ■

;5

More Ripe Juicy

sweet, the Alelons

are as

luscious

ever.

as

your

the

Apples

fancy can
getting

Still

displayed in the
carefully peeled

are

f

STORE.

!\

four months left of the best

nearly

Because

the

selling j

nearly by, we'll sacri-;
-2 fice a good big slice off the original factory;
J2 cost rather than carry any over. Every one;
^2 who gets

M

will

one

know

of these

that

half of his

wheels!

odd

twenty

bicycle

at

leasts

3 costs him

nothing. Every one is brand newt
and fully warranted—by the maker and by!
Here are j
security.
djj aus.few You get a double
§5
specimen values:

7<H-;9G Congress St.

sliced than added to Ice

5ft
Bouquet, pa

J. R. LIBBY CD,

3 wheeling of the year.
]2 season, however, is

O. C. ELWELL,

large ripe peaches

White Palace-

Craddock’s Medicated Blue Soip,
box of 3 cakes,
Hudnut’s Ideal Perfumes.
Woodworth’s Perfumes.
Seely’s Perfumes.
Patent Medicines at Cut Prices.

MAINE’S GREATEST

are

or

Kirk’s

•}f An extraordinary of4
Ijfermg of high ^ |
| grande bicycles. ^ |

cooking
nicer each day; Bartlett Pears, Plums, Peaches,
Blackberries, Raspberries, and the big yellow
Lemons are all in splendid condition, while prices
are always cut to the lowest mark.
picture,

for table

Castile, per cake,
box, 3 cakes,

1

—

Fruit than

Tins,

caps.

$16.00, $18.00.
9 new open stock patterns, you may
select any one piece, easily matched as
white ware at very low prices.

“Royal Standard”

Paper.

Sets, (112 piece sets) English ware,
$8.49
green,

$3.50, 3.00,

for

q
C

quite

9 Sets (114 pieces) Including large
Soup Tureen, every piece traced with
gold, in brown, blue or green.
Price per set,
$12.69

Hat

Fancy Hat Pins,
50,75.^
Brooch Novelties,
Fan Chains,
25, 39, 49,69c top
Sterling Chains,
$1.49top
Belt Buckles,
25,50,75ctop
Belts,
25, 50,7* X
Side Combs,
60,75c, Jr ■«
Pompadour Combs, 25,50,75ctop
Empire Com bs,
25,50,75c, p
Hose Supporters,
12k,ij'j>
Hair Brushes,
25, 50,75c, fi.O
Tooth Brushes,
10, 15,20,25^ftc
Dressing Com bs,
5,10,15 toft
Curlers,
5,10,15,25c
Hair Pius,
10,15 25ft
Wire Hair Pins, per box,
5,ft

20 Sets, (112 pieces to the set) over
glazed English ware; with blue decora$7.69
tions, at

50c

Parasols.

S

Spiral

$8.89
$2.OS to 6.50

The prices will be seen to be
bit below the regular.

pieces sets, $33.00 to |75.00,

29, 39, 49, «9c, totlia
Sterling Novelties,
25, 50,69 £
Ebony (silver mounted) Noveltia'

!'Dinner Ware.

The week has brought us a better assortment
The three or
with better qualities in most fruits.
are
for
instance
four kinds of Grapes
very juicy and

Cream Soda, making a cool
delicious drink.
Ladies are
enthusiastic over this latest
delicacy. Try one—you will
like it.

*

Schlotterbeck

I $35

& Foss,

Established 1866.

Prescription Druggists.

thn 1-\

BEAUTIFUL OUTING.

Knit Underwear for women,
1234 c, 25c,

130

piece sets, including soupto^.
decorations,
^

and elegant

Sou-Venir Spoons,

49c

Bargains,

Iron lied

^

49c

$12.00 kind for

SON,

H. H. HAY &

Sliced
Peaches
in Soda.
window,

Morris Chairs.

rates.

Souvenir Pictures of Portland and
15 and 35c
Casco Bay,
Buy a lull dozen at one purchase and you
get one K.R.JEIS,

|

| [ SENTIMENT.

The Biggest HU
of the Season.

Luscious
like those

White Muslin Waists—at Half.

Bathing Suits, Bargain

§

stand at the nead of Preble street.
The
man said he had been in a quarrel with
another Italian who had got the worst of
the light and that he feared arrest,
The
police were notified and looked for the

Cotton Waists, $3.00, 2.50 and 2.00
at
$1.50

ones

113
new

49c
49c
49c

Fort Frayne,
An Army Wife,
Warrior Gap,
A Garrison Tangle,
A Wounded Name,

$2.25

Velvet Waists, $4,50 ones,

quarrel arose over some question
The annual reunion of the 13th Maine
cerning tne division of food. One Italian Regiment association,
will be held at
)
accused the other of taking food belongMerrymeeting park, Brunswick, Tuesday,
bition at the exposition, had been awarding to him, and there was trouble right August 21st. Reduced rates on railroads
ed the gold medal by the international
away. One of the men drew a knife and and Boston boat has been secured. Memjury. The collection included 75 views.
slashed the other
across the abdomen, bers
starting from Portland will take 7
Mrs. Jennie King Morrison, the wellThe
wounded a. m. train for Brunswick at Union stamaking a very bad cut.
known contralto, will be heard in solos
3
man was attended to by the other men tion.
i
at the Williston church Sunday morning
who saw the occurrence, and during the
BANKRUPTCY PETITION.
and evening.
the camp
excitement the assailant left
Petitions In bankruptcy have been filed
and made his escape.
rEllSUINAL.
in the United States court by George W.
The wounded man was late Thursday
Ezra R. Clifford,
Worthing, Fairfield;
night takdn to the Maine General hospital Gardiner; Charles D. Ross, Portland.
Mi’s Geo. W. Dow and daughters Hazel for treatment.
It was found that he was
SAIL THROUGH CASCO BAY.
of Fessenden street, have badly hurt but perhaps not fatally. Durand Beulah
Take the McDonald Steamboat compatheir summer home at West ing the night he rested well and yestergone to
Southport. Mrs. Dow’s mother, Mrs. E. day morning his wound was attended to ny’s steamer tomorrow for a 6ail to Orr’s
E. Orne, accompanied them.
Island,
touching at Cousins, Littleby the physicians in attendance.
Dr. Pleasant Hunter of Minneapolis,
Thursday an Italian came into the city john’s, Great Chebeague islands. Steamwill speak to men only at the Y. M. C. on the Westbrook car and had some talk er leaves Portland pier at 10 a.m.,returning to city at 5.30 p.m. This is the longA.
tomorrow afternoon at
half past with Mr. Garbarino, who keeps the fruit est sail in the
bay.
four. All men are invited to hear him.
Rev.
Dr. Samuel Worcester, pastor of
the New Jerusalem church, is spending
his vacation witn friends and relatives
in Massachusetts ~*and
Rhode Island.
While
away from home he is to proaoh
two Sundays for the New Church society
in PrDvidonce.
Messrs. Woodbridge Osborne and Herbert W. Worcester of Winter street, are
enjoying a two weeks’ vacation camping
by the Presumpscot river between Riverton and Falmouth.
Miss Mary S. Snow, who has been the
efficient superintendent of schools in the
city of Bangor for many years, has resigned her position, but the school board
has refused to accept it, and has granted
her an indefinite leave of absence. Miss
Know has been in ill health for several
months, due to overwork, and she Is now
suffering from nervous prostration at
her cottage at Kouthwest. Harbor.
The new issue of Cape Elizabeth 4 per

at

Ufa

H oVilund.

38c
Pearl of Orr’s Island, paper,
Cloth binding.
35c
The House of the borcertr,
35c
Old Madame and Other Tragedies,
35c
of
Storms,
Cape
35c
An American Girl Abroad,
35c
The Mountain Girl,
35c
Cruise With Captain Bob,
Capt. (now Brig. General) King’s Books.

£2.35

con-

a

Flannel

We

rates.

10 and 15c

Paper Covers,

price.

for women, of French
half.
$5.09 kind for

by sticking a pitch- >3
Upon Investigation

into its side.
it was found that there was no truth in
the story.

Thursday at Great Falls at North Gorwhere a gang of Italians is emham,
ployed, there was a serious affray be- THE

half

little.

or

Prices Tbuo-Thirds usual

Hoofa.

TO-

Agent John McManus of the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,
at
Riverton district
was
yesterday
morning in answer to an anonymous
a i*esident with having
letter charging
fork

tween

All our

Wool Waists,

TTA1II A ~L>

5c

Campaign Flags, big

We make

Women's Summer Jackets

ing

\\T A

Styles,

them.

ex-

The steamer will return to the city
in time to make ample
connections
with the Yarmouth electrics.

98c
Jic

Shirting Print,

CAMPAIGN FLAGS.

at

TRIP

Quilts,

J

{

The Harpswell Steamboat company will
make another of their special sailing trips
The
afternoon.
steamfr
tomorrow
Aucocisco will leave Portland Pier at S3.1t>
o’clock and will oruise down among the
islands of the harbor near the shore. An
For
orchestra of music will be aboard.
the accommodation of the people of Falmouth
Foreside who wish to enjoy the
trip a stop will be made at Town land-

AAHT

Ilossa Bernado Who Is Under Arrest.

having

Best

Prints.

of these merry lads cruised about the
wharves and docks. Tibey jumped around
and jogged the
dory in lively style s)
that every minute the crowd on Portland
pier expected to watch them capsize.
The
Horatio Hall arrived from New
York

Last-o f-the.

WeekBargains.
Bates {White) Crochet

Cleaves will

AMONG ITALIANS.

qjF

■Summary

“

the

out on a mackerel trip.
On nearly every hot day this summer
gangs of small boys have secured row
boats and have rowed about the harbor.
These youngsters
practice all kinds of
capers while out on the deep and evident-

preside.

AFFRAY

Back

The steamer Cumberland got in from
Boston a few minutes past 4 o'clock in
the afternoon, bringing her usual large
summer quota of passengers.
The schooner Ella M, Doughty started

HARPS WELL
SAILING
MORROW.

Old Orchard

And lion.

coal

Boston and will load oak at

Saturday. "Day and E-Vening.

"Store Open

port.
British schooner Victory arrived
a

oove.

CITY HALL

AT

Swan & Barrett.

an

The schooner Alice Clark sailed yester-

from

of Tennessee
Will address the citizens of Portland

/ft
u

Up Along the

Water Front.

The

AMUSEMENTS.
Greenwood Garden.

this winter

of lutesei t Picked

day afternoon for

of Ohio and

Bchlotterbeek & Foss Co.
Orcn Hooter’s Sons.
Ira. F. Clark & Co.
T. F. Foss & Sons.
It. S. Davis Co
W. L. Wilson & Co.
Sunday Sail.
Frank 1J. Tibbetts & Co.
Foster’s Dye House.
Portland Stove foundry Co.
H. H. Hay & Sou-2.

I

HARBOR NOTES.

Greenwood Garden.

BANNER DAY of the SEASON.

/ Ask the
M

about
She’ll

ATLANTIC

\

3j

1

tell you what

what

J||

$40 De^yton Wheels,

21.00*

^2

$75 Dayton Tandems,

42.00;

J2

$75 Stearns Chainless Wheels,

39.50j

-—-*3jl

|OREN

# %

PORTLAND STOVE FQUMDRY GO

$14.50!

Specials,

^2

RANGE.

a thoroughly
satisfactory range it
rolls and biscuit, what toothsome
snowy
light
pies and cake it bakes.
You can bay one at the Wholesale Department of the

is ;

Sunday, August 19,
.GRAND.

the

Cook

B. arvd D.

HOOPER.'S|
SONS.

^

^

\

W

Foot of Chestnut Street.
-BY THE-

\ TEETH

LOOK AT THE LIST OF ARTISTS.
Black and Thomson, Tony Williams. Columbia Ouartete, Fred Boothman and others.
Take steamer Alice Howard and Casco Bay
steamers. Fare 10 cents.
It

Sunday Sail.
The steamer Aucocisco of tho Harpswell Steamboat Co. will leave Portland
Pier tomorow at 2.16 p. m. calling at the
old landing at Falmouth Foresido on tho
trip o utof Portland, thence for a sailing
trip to the head of tho bay; returning by
way of Cliff island, arrive Portland’ at
5.30 p. m.

( SWEET

ltlp

trip

25c.

ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Manager.

Steamer»Coras

|BREATH

cleansing
Promptly

done for

TOURISTS
as

well

Dry

A

as

for home
of Stile

cleansing

people.
Waists

SPECIALTY.

We have tailor’s
pressmen.

An Orchestra Aboard for Music FOSTER’S
**
Fare for round

SUNDAY SAIL

|SOUND

Gorman’s Minstrels.

l.»

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE and
Steam Carpe Cleansing Works
Preble St., Opp. Preble House.
Uluves Cieansed Every Day.

THE CHAMPION OIL BURNER
will soon be Ik o.
It is what
for your cook stovo or

you

range,

heating plant.

or

want

house-

It turns the oil to a
pure
dry gas, and burns with a strong heat. It
is cheap, it is economical it is ail
right.
Will bo on exhibition and sale

about

Aug. 22nd at J.
Store, Preble St.

F.

J,

Frye’s Implement
Telephone 1040 5.

H.

FREES E,
Dcjrlug Center,
Agent.
Sole

augi7dlwlp

and
an(

are

-LEAVES—

*G00D

t DIGESTION

nearly always found

to-

At any rate good
teeth lead to the other two
conditions.
Hay's Orris Tooth Powder is
made right, is
antiseptic and

Long

Fool of Exiiinngc 85)

gether.

cleansing.

Recommended by dentists and
used by hundreds of families.

sizes 15c and 25c.
H. H. HAY & SON, Middle St.
2

Wharf)

XO
Cousin's, Littlejohn's sud v*»
Islands, More Point, Harpdff®*1
and Simplon’s Point.
w;
Returning arrlvos in Portland
fur

5.30 p. in.

or

Dinner may be secured afHW*
Simps-ou’s Point.
Fare Round Trip

®

Mjjjji

